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ABSTRACT

Robotics are becoming a more prominent force in the
industrial environment, and research is being ccncentrated
on control rather than on the robot. The feasibility of a
substitute, off-line, pIc based control system was
investigated. Many advantages are associated with an
off-line system, as well as the large financial saving (at
the most 50% that of che existing controller) .

A PLC with discrete I/O modules and a fast counting module
were used. Open Loop control was looked at, w<ith optical
enoodar s used for position control. Overshoot of the DC
ltLotorsconsistently occurred, and other external factors
ensured the unpredictability and instability of open loop
control.

!t.'Was concluded that closed loop control was necessary to
ensure accur at;epositioning and speed control. PLC modules

.WE;lreinvestigated, and an axis control system (not yet
commerc;i.cdly avad Lab Le) was found to ideally suit the
pUrpose o~ servo/encoder control. This system makeS use of
speed and position feedback signals, essential f9r accurate
terminal control of the robot.
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ABSTRACT

Robotics are becoming a more prominent force in the
industrial environment, and research is being concentrated
on control rather than on the r.obot. The feasibility of a
substitute, off-line, pic based control system was
investigated. Many advantages are associated with an
off-line system, as well as the large financial saving (at
the most 50% that of the existing controller) .

A PLC with discrete 110 modules and a fast counting module
were used. Open. loop control was looked at, with optical
encoderq used for position control. Overshoot of the DC
motors consistently occurred, and other external factors
ensured the unpredictability and instability of open loop
control.

It was concluded that closed loop control was necessary to
ensure ac'curate posit:Loning and speed control. PLCmodules

,Were investigated, and an axis control system (not yet
commercially available) was found to ideally suit the
purpose of;.:·~.ervo/encodercontrol>. This syst.em makes use of

, j

$peed:and~~osition feedback signals, essential for accura' ~
terminal CCiht:rolof the robot.
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1 INTRODUCTI'ON

Witlhin a very short period of time, robotics has grown in
the public eye from being science fic,tion to being the
panacea for industry. !ncreasing numbers of people from a
vald.ety of backgrounds are being involved, either through
C1l9ic~ or through necessity ..'

'I"
0\\

1 ,(1,1\)
(/

QRI'GINS ,,_Q_FROBOTICS.

~Manhad be.lng toyincg 'witlt:';~i:fAe,idea of somehow !:ful,ldll:'ig a
;) ',', ' . (\ I,' .' .'. .' ,_("

me.chanical '''v;ersion of himsl1itLt',long befor~ tentl9.tive work
wai.l .stq.ltted, which eventual1.x.r led to the succe.<:3Sf'l.11

'~';
~',..) ,- "

Dt~~~~rl.tLatiorl(Df the indu$tj'&:-i'~,l!:,ouot in the. earlY sixties.
\1 ~ '.

i
~~'~~~,e,!g,O~~ie,~'lUisto1:Y rni:an nas had" a preoccupation

made, ~rt lea~t partially, ~n -nd s own
(t~,(;,,_ ;; ,"~,/ " ' __ '_",," ,_' _,',.'" . ,"". , ' "'" :"1~4Z :i.s:,~i7;.e\~,Of'Astounding $,Ciance

;;.( "

wr¢ti:t4a $tory, I IZun,about,' i.:~ whiCh
'the fa:moll~7three laws of robotics. [l J
l:'f'ijl.lre a human being or,. through

.)i("j't\1",7.1'I, hU1ilaxt oeing t.o, come·.,to hSar~~;
\',)

.obey the Qrder given to it by a human
"",..,..arc tl'~o$e orde:r:-swould. violate the fi:'tst

pl:'qtect its own existence, except where
,•..'late the first and second .laws~·

)\
, .• .' .. \1 .,
[1], thee founder of ,Uni mation I and" considered

be the father of modern indu,strial robotics, has
"'\

out that t,!l~ three laws remain "worthy design
for robcl,t;i~lists to this day.

\~" ., "
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102 DE·FINI..T..ION OF A ROBOT

The definition used by the Robot Inst~'i.ute of America (RIA)
and the British Robot Association (BRA) are largely
similar, and state that a robot is a reproc;,rammable,
rnultifunctional manipulator deSigned to mOV$ mat.ez LaI a,
part~, tools or specialised q"evices through variable
programmed motions for the p4rformance of a variety of
t.aaka , [11, [2]

The Japanese. Industrial Robot Association (JIRA) I [1),u

divides the term robot into six~,classes: manual handling
d61r~ric,~$1pi.ck~.and...place devices I prog:canunable
variable"'sequence manipulatorst robots taught manually,
;r"bots controll~d l:Dy a programming ,language, and robots
wl:btcn ,G:art, l!'ea~~ [":J> t,heir ,environment.

~~. .r::: t'::,.":" ~" /."":' 'i c:;,:11

would be term~ld a
it would be

automation. t\. Excluding the
c.;;-

~'!J'Y0,,1tAA, the fol;b;:rwingwc.uld not be
~ftjSf~~Iil:$':prostheses and eXOSkeletons,

rPomputel:numerical control (CNC~
and the list: goes on. [11, t2]

2



1.3 WHY USE A ROBOT ?•

Before one can even think of implementing a robet into a
work environment} various preliminary considerations must
be taken into account, i.e. if a robot is the right choice,
parts orientation and location, the requirements of the
system in terms of the robots cycle time/load and reach,
the availability of support staff, consulting with labour
in connection w'ith automatien implementation, good
engineering Versus expensive robot capability, and the

(\ impact on the workforce in terms of relocation [2].
\\
1\

Perhaps one of the major incentives for introducing robots
arose because the cost of empleying a werker increased
pa:r.ticularlY steeply thlZQughout the 1960's, espec..iallyin
the USA and ~\Western Eur,;epe. ,As a result, the cost of

:",'

buying and.running a rebot gra.dually became a mOre
a.tltractivepropo.$:itien to managers whose fi:rtnswere

te remain 'Cempetitive. Another reason, in some
s~eh as·Japan, has been a steadily increasing

avai1.abfe manpower [1]. Varieus.,.reasons are

~k'a~~'tr~.Fr'tageof using a manufacturing robet is t:hat it is
is-ustaina high rate o·fproductien with good

'~~~G1~aOV.ove!:'a Ion$! periOd ef time, i.e there is
operation (no tea breaks) [21, [3J

'j ,·",he implementatien of a robot in a werking environment
#ould mean mUltiple shift cper-at.Lcn,pCHssibly unmanned,
high •up t.ime, and improved equi.pment;utilisatien.

1.3,.2 FLExreILI1X

Investirlg in a robot will a.llow one to acccmrnodat.e
different products simplv by changing the cont.relling
software. The robot can be used fer different tasks as

3



desired, thus providing time and space elasticity. [2]

1.3.3 REDUCED LABOUR. ~1ATERIAtS AND ENERGY COSTS

The capital cost of a robot is not affected by inflation,
thus a robot gets less expensive while labour costs
continue to rise. There is a reduction in work in progress
inventory and reduced rejection rates, thus less scrap.. In
using robots, there is no education or retraining Lf
manpowe.r costs, simply reprogramming costs. An off-line
system will further lessen these costs. In this way robots
will work towards providing a structured environment. (2],
[3]

1.3.4 Il'1l?RO~PQUALIT.X ANp CONSISTENCY

Ir a l;obot is imol/jmented in a working environment'l and its, . " ....

operation is continuous, there will .exist a stability of
the proceSs involved. Precise and consistent repeati}:)ility
may b~~desired (and usually is) I and in this field a r·Qhot

Iiis exl':ellent. Hopefully this wilJ~ lead to improved quality
control.
[
~;1.3.5 ",

~IHE WQS.KPLACE

It has" been suggested tha'f.la reason for increasl.ng robot
introduction may pe the growth of legislatio,q 'ami aw&'reness
apout health and safet.y in factories. (1). Robots can ta~p
o~'~r f:Z:-O!(l workers who would otherwise be exposed to. toxic
fumes, excessive heat, noise and v:i.bration, or physical
dar'lgeJ;..l?hysiGally dexna~ld:Lngjobs can also be passed along
to a robot~ Similarly, there are demands, in some
countries at least, for greater job satisfaction. Robots
can quite happily be Vised to carry out the most tedious (2,'[;

tasks without beco.ming alienated. or bored.

1.3 ..6 ECONOMIC .JUWFICATIQN

There is no point i.na firm installing :robots if, in the

4



long term at least, the move does not result in an improved
economic position. This is not to say, of course, th.at
removal of humans from dangerous activities should not be
considered as the most important justification, but to be
realistic, must companies will be interested in how robots
may improve profits. It.therefore becomes vital to
understand some of the economic considerations involved in
evaluating potential robotics applications. This is true
especially for managers.

there are 'traditional' direct factors that are of prime
importance. Various costs include system purchase price,
cost of special tooling, installation cost, on time costs,
maintenance costrs, operating and programming costs,
depreciation and cost of capital. Savings include sale of
old equipment, labour $'a:V'ingsand increased throughput. In
addition 1;;.0 the costcl'and savings already mentioned, there
"are i:nciirec'l::.f@ctors 'which may be considered in the
dec:i,s.±o·nOf ~·oO-bt\\implementation. these 1educated
e"sti:R1iates'fo.r\ind~rect savings incl1},deraw material, v!I1?

o aWl.ttl finished goo~is inventory, scrap and rework, inspection
. <,__6~~t.'O~ training} floor space, quality, safety and even
\,,,,,~-,,,.'~"~~~:_:~!'_'';~:;~_''~~."._',",,:._,(I'

·tg!~t~'t;t~~llL •......•.

{)

me.nt;[onedconsiderations are vitally.~~~~~~y~~~.}for a comprehensive evaluation, and could
justify the introduction of the robot in

environments.

5



1.4 ROB_Q_T_ll:_S RE.SEAR~JUSTIFICATIQN
The question o.f why r:obots are used has been addressed" and
now it is necessary to look at why research is carried cut
~.n the field of robotics in South Africa.

The factors already merrci oned regarding the justification
of robots in the workplace are especially relevant in
developing countries, particularly those making the
transition from third to first world status and
manufacturing strategies. South Africa is a prime example
of such a country t and the scope for pxoduct Lvd t.y
improvement ..is extremely vast. The economic situation of
this cO'4nt:t:yat the rnoment/>W'arrantsfUrther resea:t:ch to
avoid added expenses arising from licensing and importing
technology,,, .

:rua@en.tdevelopments in the field have been concentrated
m(~.liJ.,.1k.Y:Ln 'che field of advancing computing power and its
a$~(ii)·ciat.edcontrol implicat.ions. As the mechanics behind
'Yi?~Ilii1es 'b.ave been available to us for so long, there is

'4l'~ ~~om.for improvement, though this does not mean that
.i:ewY technologies cannot be integrated into the hardware
~, ',' ,~

'tJ:H~l!would enhance dextf'\ri ty, efficiency ( or
1ities of the robot. With computers having recently

low cost, user friendly, yet eVer powerful
makes sense to capitalise ort this new
and to incorporate it into the field of

robotics. :tn this light, it is the personal computer (PC)
integration into the robot loop that is of prime
consideration.. Furt.her reasons for the adapt Lor; of the
control side of the robot loop inc1ud.e numerous advantages
associated with off-line programming methods, the
improvement of the robot through enhanced motion

(I capabilities, and others such as enhanced problem solving
abilities made possible through simulation. systems.

Progra\mmable lC'lgic controller (PLC) i ;1tegration into the

6



ropot loop is justified by the neccessity oj: a powerful I/O
handling device. This is necessary if the current robot
controlle,r is to be substituted with a PLC/PC system.
Numerous advanta-ges associated with such a system are
pzeve Lant , and t.hese are listed below.
- A large saving i1"tcost, as a PLC anq PC combination will
result in a cost saving of anywhere between 30 to 60 %
over the co~:rt.of an existing controller.

- The pte is much sl"O.?-11erthan the robot controllers I

making them Very clim'V'enientI and increasing the robot
mobility •

.- The advantag\~s Of programming a robot through an off-line
,facility are l~UmerOu$,.and are listed in section 2.10.

" '

... Advantages of (::.~on,puterintegrated manufacture are
appar.ent, and t'h~~~einclude improved machine utilisation,
batch manufactu*~\:,\eliminationt shorter manufacturing lead
.times; and gre( - V'\ scheduling ,flexibilit,y.

- Adva,ptages of tiffLng<~fiFtc are also prominent (in certain
I. applications), and tr1~se include ease of use , they are

.,

fast, p.owe.rful, flexibl:\e, modular, and easy to maintain.
\\

<\
\'
\~.
\\
\"
",\
\~\

1<
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 THE EVOLUTION OF RQBOTICS
2.1.1 DEVE.LOPMENT OF INDUS'i'R!AL ROBOTIC.s.

It was never ir'.evit.ablethat the industrial applications of
robotics should have been its first major market. It is
all too easy to think of robotics as being a currently very
fashionable subset of industrial automation which, after
the initial excitement has died down, will become just yet
another tool at the production engineer's disposal. Yet
this is only tr'Lleof that part of robotics which is
'industrial' robotics; there are potentially very many

"

r non-industria':1.'applications for robotics which may even
one day overt_ak~ indUstrial robotics in importance. If, 30
years ago, by SOme quirk of history, mankind had been very
adept at;b'Llildingcomputers yet ::omparatively poor at

!j-

:)

construct:i.n~mechanical devices, we might now have large
numbers of 'intelligent' domestic robots and be wondering
how long it ,would take before this robotics technology
couid be adapted for.practical industrial use, in much the

D \:': - - - - -

same<~a:r as the Ancient Greeks used the principles of the
steam· engine to operate gimmicks in tl1eir temples, yet it
too]S:~the best part of two millennia before the same
Pt;tnciples were put to practical use.

Modern ihdustry has grown out of the mechanisation of the
industrial revolution which was fired by the development by
James Watt of his steam engine in the latter hall of the
eighteenth century. With mechanised production came the
abi1.ityto make parts which were almost identical ...so much
so that in the early nineteenth century Eli Whitney was
able to produce 12,000 muskets for the US Government in
whi::::hall the same parts Were interchangeable between
guns. Mass production had truly arrived, and by the late
nineteenth century the constant demand for improved
production rates had led to several refinements to

8



metal-cutting machines which culminated in autematically
cent!.olled machines, such as autematic lathes.

The seemingly insatiable desire fer the newly invented
motor car created a demand fer better machine teals to
manufacture them with, and the develepment by Henry Ferd ef
the production (er transfer) line meant that by 1914 his
company was producing over 1 000 000 medel T cars a year.
However, although such autemation (which later in seme
CCl.sesbecame extremely sophisticated and was called Detreit
automation) is suitable for very large velume preductien,
wit~'l reduced Labou r costs and low unit cost, even so it
requires long lead times (a major changes in design ma-
require several years to. implement) and so.is inherently
inflexible to.evebring technelogies and requirements.

'[lora.Jong tilllemedium and lew-velume batch preductien had
to be undertak.en using ccnventLonal.Iy manually eperated
machine t.coLs , but.,in the late 19405 John T Parsons
suggested a method for automatically g'uiding a milling
machine by means of coded punch cards in erder to machine
the cempleR shapes of the helicopter blades he was working
on. In 1949, the US air ferce commissioned the M!T
Servomechanisms Laboratory to deve19P such a numerical
t;olilt+,pl (NC) machine. A deqade l.ater! N~ machines weI.'e

r oe1+1.9"SUCCeSSfully .used in pncduct.Lon, and work had begun
pn developing a universal programming language 'called APT.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, NC or even CNC
m.achiu,es, are het. thoUght ef as robotic, because they de

\~.not e.xhibit the flexibility ef the type ef operation that
t:t,:-uerobots do.

l\lthough the application of numerical centrol to. speCific
rna,chines grew in range from automatic fabric knitting t.e
CA''''. -

b l.uepr/Lnt; drafting, the newly available industrial robot of
the 1960$, which was in effect a general purpese handling
machine, had an uphill struggle to find cost effective
applications. Whereas NC machines tended to. replace
craftsmen operating manual versions of the same machine,
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mot.aLe-cut.tLnq machines which culminated in automatically
controlled machines, such as automatic lathes.

The seemingly insatiable desire for the newly invented
motor car created a demand for better machine tools to
manufacture them with, and the development by Henry Ford of
the production (or transfer) line meant that by 1914 his
company was producing over 1 000 000 model T cars a year.
However, although such automation (which later in some
cases became extremely sophisticated and was called Detroit
automation,l i:;suitable for very ilrge volume production,
with reduced )abour costs and low unit cost, even so it
requires long lead times (a major changes in design may
require several years to implement) and so is inheren~ly
inflexible to evolving technologies and requirements.

For a long time medium and low-volume batch production had
to be undertaken using conventionally manually operated
machine tools, but in the late 19408 John T Parsons
suggested a method for automatically guiding a milling
machine by means of coded punch cards in order to machine
the complex shapes of the helicopter blades he was working
on. In 1949, the US air force commissioned the MIT
ServomAchanisms Laboratory to develop such a numerical
control (NC) mach~ne. A decade later, N~ machines were
being successfully used in production, and work had begun
on developing a universal programming language called P2T.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, NC or even CNC
machines, are not thought of as robotic, because they do
not exhibit the flexibility of the type of operation that
true robots do.

Although the application of numerical ,....,...,.,."1 ..... """,... "': ~.,........ ~',;I.,, __ u/i_ ....._,

machines grew in range from automatic :Eai::::-:.c1::-__ :::_:-.-; "::

blueprint drafting, the newly a~Jai:a.t.:..~':':.=.'';C!-::::-_:::_ :::::-:.':

"'"' .... ."... "'.,.,.., '..--",."." "",.. ""..
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robots were capable only of unskilled labour which was
still relatively cheap, especially for low production
rates. In addition" it wa.snot at all clear for which jobs
a robot was best suited, aa there was no single type of
machine for which it was an automatic replacement.

As the sophistication '1:1:' robot controllers improved
however, and techniques were developed for structuring'
robo.t surr(>undings in ways which, co an extent, compensated
for robot ine-u.....quacies, so new applications such as spray
painting became cost effective. In the 1970s, industrial
robotics came to be considered as one Of t.he aspects of an
overall philosophy ot: ccmI-uter aided manufacture (CAM), and
with ever increasing Labour' costs and pzaasuxe to remove
workers from hazardous or 1ilnpleas?l-ntjobs, together with an
insistence from the consu~er market for wider diversity of
product styles, interest in <ro~Q,;ticsgrew in industry. As
the world recession o:fth.e lat€:i970s struck, so academic
interest rapidly tUJ;ned into a desperate fight to increase
productivity while trimming manning levels ••

Mechanical engineering requirements· for industrial robots
had never rea.llybeen particularly demanding, and could
more than be catered for by existing technology. The
·1..G~tr,ainingtechnical factor however was primarily in
control, yet even so, the available computing power for
cost-effective industrial robots was jtlstabout suf:f'icient

. "to ,allow them to start to integrate with the factory
environment, and take over many mat~rials-handling tasks
and a few 'semiskilled jobs such as painting and spot
weld.ing. 'As with rObots on the factory floot', such
autonomy reqUires sophisticated intelligence gathering and
communication systems, which simply were not available
before.

Towards the end of the 19706, the promise of increased
computing power in only a few years, prompted many
countries to invest heavily in second-generation rObotics
research in the hope that the implement~tion of such
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technology would help to pull them out of rece,':>sion.In
addition, plans by the world computing community to develop
fifth-generation computers within a.decade, stimulated
research into artificial intelligence and related topics.
So, due to a combination of historical factors, in the
early 1980s there was a tremendous boost giv~n to robotics
work in general, and to industrial robotics in particular.

Nevertheless, this must of course also be seen .inthe more
general context of the overall technological revolution
started in the 1970s, largely based on the integrated
circuit. This was producing consumer products such as
miniature calculators, personal computers, video games and
digital wancnes , Thus every 'mon in the street' was
directly affected by the new high technology, and there was
consequently a high level of awareness even among the more
conservative professions that something important was
happening. Information technology (IT) became a
catchphrase as computing techniques infiltrated even
offices of traditionally 'low-tech' firms in the form of
word processors and electronic mail. So, to an elt'tent,
robotics was able to rake advantage. of this new awareness
of high techno].o.gy,'and enter marxet.s which might otherwise
have required substantially more persuasion about potential
benefits.

2.1..2 ROBOTICS WORLDWIDE

Despite the origination of robotics in the West, the
country which undoubtedly took most advantage of
first....generation robots was Japan. One of the factors
involved in this may hav~ been that, in contrast to Western
practice, many members of JapaneSe firms tend to have a
'job fOr life', so that management may have felt able to
make longer term, longer payback, higher risk plans
involVing the use of robots than their W~stern counterparts
would have felt were 'safe'. Similarly, the introduction
of robotic technology held no fear for the Japanese
workforce because they Were still guara,t)teeda job
somewhere in the factory.

11



Some Japanese c.taIm that there is a historically based team
spirit preyr..llE:ntin Japan. Whatever the validity of this
belief however, there is the undeniable success of
far-sighted consistent Government support for robotics, and
of the Japanese ability to take maximum advantage of other
countries' Lnvent.Lc••s. The first Japanese company to
become heavily involved in robotics was Kawasaki - yet that
was as late as 1968, a decade behind the US lead.

Although, owing to the different definitions employed by
various countries, it is very difficult to compile accurate
worldwide surveys of 'robot populations' in different
areas, many attempts have been made, from which an overall
picture emerges. E'irenby 1970 there were only a few
hundred robots throughout the whole world, with 200 in the
USA and 150 in Japan. By the mid 1970s, however, the world
population was closer to 4000, and by 1984 was about
37 J 000. At the present timer Japan, is undoubtedly in the,,!

~..:\'.~(;
lead with more robots installed than any other country,
even when the'differences in definitions are'taken into
account.

t6500 JAPAN"

aeoc USA

480C)

1900 SWEDEN

tsoo ITALY

1753 BRITAIN

j500 FRANCE
I)

Fig 2.1 Estimated 1,984 \'torldrobot population (.ll

Although Japan undeniably leads the,iw0rld in a'ctual numbers
of iI1stalled robots, in robotics research they seem to. have
little or no superiority. Among the world lead~rs in
research should be included the USA, UK and West Germany.
Similarly, there are many large robot manufacturers outside
Japan, some of which have specialised i{lthe field for
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several years. P,ecently there has been a proliferation of
new robot manu:";actur:3rs and it is debatable how long the
market. 'trIill sustain such a wide diversity of auppl.Lavs, In
many countries, just a few firms may supply over 80%of the
robotics market, leaving only a 20%share for all the other
suppliers to fight over. Manyprbdict a substantial
'shake-out' in the industry, leaving a compaz-at.LveLy small
number of large manufacturers (with the required
combination of product technology, systems and applications
expertise and marketing skills) to serve the whole world
market. In addit:.on, there is a growing tendency for large
companies to attempt to build up a 'robotic p::cesence' by
taking over some existing robot producers and forming
licence agreements with others. Such, licensing agreements
are only likely to be a short term measure, Indeed it is
already being predi.cted that in only a fe'il years many large
manufacturers who once joined with technically skilled
producers, will once, again break awC3;Yfrom such over-seas
partners.

Of all the current worldwide industrial robot &ppl,t;;cations,
until now almost all. have employed. first.:-generation
technology, and. the most commonuses have been for surface
coating, spot welding~.,parts hanctlij and machine
servicing. Recently, however, it is noticeable that
worldwide there has been a dramatic increase in the
application of robots fOr a:t;C;w;efdin9' and aSsembll'I tasks
which largely require second genera,..Lon r,¢bots..

". . {

o

Spot welding, on ':£ne other· hand, looks likely to saturat;\e
the automotive market in the near future., so that the
number of new such instal1atioh§ is likely to drop
subs.tantially toward.s{,\the early 1990s. Even relp.tively
cheap and Simple teaching robots are finding increased
application out.si.de the educat.Lcna), environment, as some of
the more sophisticated versions become sufficiently
advanced, some believe, for limited applicatioti; .ii>.
corfunercial use.
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2.1.3 CURRENT S'rATUS.:s..s.

The prevalent trends that have dictiated robotic development
over the past few·decades, are still witp. us today.
computers are still the dictating factor in robot
sophistication, and manufacturing tl."ends and requirements
are moving still further towards a desirable small batch,
high variety I environment, a sLt.uat.Lonthat necessit.ates
computer control in its purest form, Computer Integrated
Manufacture (C!M).•

The power of computers has. now reached a level that allows
them to be easily prog"rammedto perform even the most
sophisticated control tasks. !t liemains I mere2.y, to
interface tbis power to the mechanics of the robot, in the
cheapest, simplest,. and most effective manner, in order to
gain this ccnt.xo l., It should be noted that, in all
previous developments, this link-up has been performed via
a dediclated robot controller (;:an enhanced input/output
o.evice with computing power) .

This seems to be an undesirable sidetrack into whi.ch.
robotic l:esea:rch has been unwittin.gly led. In the 19705,
what littt'e compu,ting pOwer [~~re was, was being used. to
its full acbrantage in flexi9:Vtr interfacing with th~ .robot
h8.rdware( somewhere along thb line 1 B.btl{i~er, r.oovt
cont.t;,ollers started to becc.me:more dedicated and thus their

1)

~a,pabilitie$ were restricted to their ei.t'act requirement~.
\.\, "I

-~is step. was prooably take.n in order to minimise the cost
_\ ., ~~

vi ~he .~orltro~~ersl previou!sly th] ~rOhibitive factor,
which .L'asno,wresulted in a situatj,on in which the. 0
integration of new comptlting technology has b$ert 1
increasingly difficult to implement du.e to the redesig.n
involved in the controllers. It would thus be desirable to
'steer' control back onto the right path by redesigning
controllers. f:t'omsci..atch and staying in the path laid out,
by other research areas, and dictated by computer
development.
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ROBOT CONFIGURATIONS
The versatility of a .robot is defined by its degrees of
freedom. !t may possess any combination of these six which
are illustrated in the following diagram.

,
1\
\
I,

o .

a~ degrees are obtained frc:.Itlbase, shoulder,. and
mevsmartt, whilst the othe);'three are wrist ().' ,'". '," ",

The large wrist movements that robots are
\\

lQ'apableof, often makes them more flexible t;han the human
arm. Oft:en gripper closure and base linear movement ar~
cited as fUrthe,r degrees of f(feedom, but;.st:tictly speaking
they are not.

Robots come in various configurations, characterised by
their joint arrangement and availability. With increased
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computing power, others are becoming more feasible and are
joining',this recognised g:coup. Although the configuratiolls
suit specific coordinate systems, they may be addressed in
any form as the controller is capable of translating inputs
into the :mor~ convenient system. Each has a characteristic
work envelope, as shown in the fOllowing figures:

{ROTAT I ON-'f!®1SLA'l' ION-TRANSLA'l' lOti{)
:L...-

CYl.ind).i·C~lc~~rdinate robot (:1.]
t.:.,\ c:\

\\

", , ,.' a. 'i_;j -~;~ . [!

,q.~l.S .can bel;ot-ientated 'hd'r:L~~9n't,9-.p.yor v$:r;tically
~Ol'( 'lateral movement~}~9rlifting a,pplicati'~t)"s.

(\
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2.2.2 .s.PHERICAL QR·POLA,R CONFIGURATION

(ROTATION-RQTAT!ON~TRM~SLATIQN)

.:;~:;i~){it" ,

·;("ilR~~S1lk!,j1'io.lt[~~~tA~~,@T~$t~n@~i)'J. I

rig 2.5 Cartesian coordinate robot [1}
-;'\ ~
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The rectangular configuration is most suitable for assembly
tasks due to its inherent high mechanism precision. It is
also the strongest and rnos:\=-stable configuration lending
itself to high load applications.

2.2.4 REVOLUTE QR ARTICULATiNG QONFIGURATIQN

(ROTATION-ROTATION-ROTATION)

\
\

Fig 2. 6 Re;V'~)lute ,¢oordina:te rObS(t (1]
c,

It has ,ehe advantage of a lctl:'~e working,."sl'):velopewhilst
,I) .'

utilisiXlg' minimal floor :space"

2 • 2 •5 ~CQNfIGP::BA1l.QN.

The SCAM (Selective. Contpl;Lance Assembly Robot Arm) I is
similar to the articulat:ing configuration. It is a
funda,t&ep.tally new st.zuctrure; ~~nde.xl1ibits properties {)f both
revolute and,cylindrica). coordinate systems.

(See figUre 2.7 on pag~/ 19)
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E_':J 2.7 SCARA - type robot [1]

2.2.6 URAJ.,LEL CQNfIGUl;>'ATION

(PARALLEL TRANSLATIONS)

Fig 2.8 A parallel r9bot
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2.3 ROBOT MOTIONS
Robot motion takes on various degrees of sophistication.
These degrees can be broken down into two basic categories
t:l::3 follows:

are fundamentally three different ways of controlling
motion in a robot, but each makes use of Lndependent,

ition servos for each joint, and for each, the actual
path fol10\'1edby the robot arm between taught points is not
of concern., As a result, the robot controller does not
need 'to.employ a full kinetic model. The simplest fo:rmof
cont~ol is sequential joint control (robots with this form
of control ace often t.ermed ~)ick-and-place devices) in
which one joint at a time is activated, while all the
';bthersremain stationary. The resulting path which the
end-effector of the arm follows is likelY to zig-z.ag across
the work envelope, and consequently the time taken to move

"

(:.tom one taught point to another tends to be far longer
i~an naCe$s~ry. Nevertheless, sequential control requires
tlni~.S'im]:,lestOf control structures I and may also suit

(), .;.

~~'ilal,1 ntodular systems where individual joints may
~~$~ently be -replac.:~edby multijoint manipulators.

WltJa uncoordinated joint Control., although all joints move
jfht once, the fact that one joint has compLet.ad a given
f"raGtion of its travel does not imply that the other joints
.'1llflve'covereda similar fraction of theirs. Each joint
ltnovesthrough its required path in its own time, and then
io'l~itsfor all the others to finish. Owing to the inherent
lack. of Icoordination between the different axes: it is
d.i.fficultto predict the path and velocity of the end
effector as it 1=ravels between the taught points. With
tel-min~lly-coordinated joint control, however, the
in.dividual joint motions are timed so that they all start
and stop together, making it the most convenient, although
the most expensive, of the three methods.
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This design shows a radical departure from configurations.
Once again it is d. recent development and, to date, has not
been exploited extensively in industry. It consists of
three pairs of rods with free swiveling bases, as the rod
lengths are varied, the end effector moves through all six
degrees of freedom. It has a small, spherical, working
envelope, but is extremely light, fast, and accurate.

c
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2.3 ROBO~ MOTIONS
Robot motion takes on various degrees of sophistication.
These degrees can be broken down into two basic categories
as follows:

2.3.1 EOINT-TO-POINT (PTP)

There are fundamentally three differant ways of controlling
PTP motion in a robot, but each makes use of independent
position servOs for each jOint, and for each, the actual
path followed by the robot arm between taught points is not
of concern .. As a result, the robot contr.oller does not
need to employ a full kinetic model. The s.implest form of
control is sequential joint control (robots w.ith this form
of control are often termed pick-and-place devices) i.n
which one joint at a time is activated, while all the
others zemaan stationary. The resulting path which the
end-effector of the arm follows is likely to zig-zag across
the work envelope, and consequently the time taken to move
from ohe tat;!ghtpoint to another tends to be far longer
.}

tlJ,annecessary. Nevertheless, sequential control requires
the simplest of control structures, and may also suit
highly modular Systems whet;e individUal joints may
subsequently be replaced by multijoint manip-y.lators.

With uncoordinated joint control, although all joints move
at once, the fact that one joint has completed a given
fraction of its travel does not imply that th.e other joints
have covered a similar fraction of theirs. Each joint
moves through its required path in its own time, and then
waits for all the others to finish. Owing to the inherent
lack of coordination between the different axes, it is
difficult to predict the path and velocity of the end
effector as it travels between the taught points. with
tiezmd.nalLy+c'oor-d.i.nat.edjoint control, however, the
individual joint mot5.ons are timed so that they all start
and stop together, ma1cing it the most convenient, although
the most expensive, of the three methods.
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2.3.2 CONTINUOUS-PATH

When the form of the actual path followed by a robot end-
effector between two points is of primary importanc.e, i1: is
necessary for the controller to employ CI.. kinematic model if
the intermediate movements are to be interpolated, not all
taught. It must then simultaneously move each axis the
minimum distance necessary to reach the next intermediate
p,..-I,ntin space required to keep the end e.f.fectior on a
cOln.':rolledpredictable path. Such sophistication usually
require,s a 16 bit microcomputer as the controller, a,
ch~racteristic of the new AT range of computers and
something previously restricted to mini computers. In
addition to a robot following a path of closely spaced
points that it has actually been taught, it will then be
possible to request that lineal:"interpolation be performed
between only two widely spaced points (or even 'fit-ted'

4

through more than tvl0 points) I resulting in an untaught
straight line motion. with some controllers, ci.rcular
interpolation is also possible. E'or welding robots it is
possibJ ,to superimpose a weaving .l:':"-t:-ternover the basic
path.

There are various approaches to continuous ....path control,
each using different amounts of information about the
actual path to be followed. The simplest methOd ;,;,(t~ie
straight forward servo-control apprOach, 't-l'hichf!1.'::. no use

, \.- ~
of any knowledge about where the path gdes in th~; ~ttrtui:e.
Alt.hough details of the path may be stored in th~~t;botts

\ Imemory, all the controller refers to when driving\the arm
motors is~the error signal indicating the difference
between where the arm actually is, and where the next
intermediate point is that it is heading for. It is this
method of continuous-path control which is most common in
present industrial robots.

More advanced systems make use of such approaches as
preview control (or feed forward control). This method
takes into account the way the path cha~ges immediately in



front of the end-effector's current position. A still more
advanced approach employs path planning (or trajectory
calculation), in which knowledge of the whole path to be
followed is incorporated into a mathematical model of the
robot arm and the load it is carrying, and a detailed
acceleration profile for each joint is computed, together
with predictions for the required motor control needed to
make the arm folIo,"the desired path. Such a dynamics
based approaCh can incorporate the effects of forces such
as gravity, inertia, damping and fricticm, and it permits
highly accurate movements at speed which would otherwise be
impossible.

The use of transformations allows translations and
rotations to L'eeasily performed, not just on points but on
whole programs. However, the complexity of the
computations required can sometimes result in intolerable
$peed reduction or inaccuracy. Cont.inuous-path control
wJ,th'such systems involves applying an interpolating
function to the transformed 'World-coordinate locations, and
then, in real time, rapidly tJ::'a.nsformingthertt;intojoint
positions which the robot can understand. This must:be
continuously kept up so that the motor servos have a
constant s,treamof new intermediate points to head for.

A particularly useful appl;i.cationis to provide a full
tracking capability that allows the robot to be
synchronised' \'liththe motion of a conveyoz belt (eg. far
sPFaying or welding a passing car cnassi s). Conventionally
'_/

the robot would :1'6 taught its task Iviththe object moving
in front of it, and so long as the synchronisation Of the
robot and the object can always be maintained in the
future, and so long as the conveyor speed never varies,
this method ,viII be perfectly adequate. R'1wever this is
not always the case, especially with t{~;::hnoloqicaladvances
allowing' for improved and varying line speeds. Where this
conat.ant.,uninterrupted conveyor speed cannot be
guaranteed, it is possible to teach the robot with the
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object stationary, and for the robot then to use coordinate
transformation to perform its task relative to the object,
and by monitoring the conveyor speed, to be independent of
the motion of the transfer line.
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object stationary, and for the robc)t then to use coordinate
t~ansformation to perform its task relative to the object,
and by mo.litoring the conveyor speed, to be independent of
the motion of the transfer line.
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2.4 ROBQ~CLASSIFICATIQNS
In addition to identifying robots according to their arm
configuration, various other terminologies are commonly
used.

2..4.1 FIXED /VARIll.aLE SEQQENCE ROBOTS

pick and place devices, although strictly speaking not
robots at all, nevertheless are often referred. to as fixed
sequence (or limited sequence) robots. The stroke of each
axis of motion is, determined by a,djusting mechanical
end-stops, and Sensors come typically in the form of limit
switches which can only sense the end points, and none of
the points Ln between. Such devices cannot be reprogrammed
to e~~ecute a neWtask, but must instead be reset and
ad:}uSted" as would a traditional automatic machine.

~~"Si·~ ~*tit \$ll1@i~mentalcotitrast to true robots (variable
{fI~.~~~~~~lIt;$'J)'i' whiCh can immedi'ately e}{eCu,te,a I.lifferent

'@jlftl~~~~~~'~e' 1In7.reJ.y :by running a new program. ro
if$ll\:d!!~it';showever I there are a few pick--and-place

can now switch in various different
~..,....,"''''....program control, so creating a ~rrey are1;3,

in actdition( of course, t.here is always
industry to refer to pick.,:",and"'place

l:obots f- as this sounds far mOfe glamorous and
;:j;)

"~~ttGJ@~e~si$;""""e', ;;:r"'l~ -.r.v - ~

Witl1 'V'ar,iabl.e-sequence robots it is necessary to be able to
stop a part;i;cular joint of the arm at a.ny point along its
travel. There ?;;t-3 basi pally two approaches to this
problem. With 'the $inlp~test method the, controller merely
sends powe.r to the joint for as long as it estimates the
a:rmwill take to get to the desired position. Although
with certain special eletltric motors (stepper motors) I '::his
approach dan sometimes be satisfactory" on the whole such
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open-loop contrul with no feedback of information about the
joint's actual position is grossly i.naccurate - the arm
might have got stuck and not have moved at all.
Consequently, all but educational robots (or teaching
robots), make use of a second method, which involves
placing a servo-mechanism on each joint which effectively
checks both the position of the joint and the position in
which the controller wants the joint, and then moves the
arm until the positions coincide. Robots employing such·
closed-loop control are termed servo ....cont:l:"olled robots or
simply servo-robots.

2.4.3 II gQXNT'-l'Q-iQINTlCQNTINUQUS PATH RQBOTS
(j

A coItUU9>ndistinction is drawn between two different types
.of "controller us.ed in ind.ustri.al robots. Many of the
, .. (,) l \

.~att:,tt~r :rtObtlt;.S only ,had. ·sufficient computer memory to store
,aiis~.r$'te··,· t;1?D;nts in space whi.ch the arm had 1:0move to, and

(l

"i"mov~mentsb~tween ti:iose points the path of the
.'tiS"",il'l;~;;1I1P:'\. d~;Ei:h~d anq. often difficult to predict. Such

;""",.;;,..".+, ·:.t'b.iSb't.._,f";re still very commonand are
('~~i.a.e;q.u.at'for such t.asks as spot welding. As the
te'1:ti!®r'~ llas coft'ledown, so the number of p6int$ which

e)f('.;ls1t®·~la'~l;·h..a$ increased, and many manufacturers use the
contro~~if a very large number of discrete

stored.

,. $·oma tasks, such as p.aint spraying and azc welding, it
necessary for the path followed by the robot to be

> ,. • ••• • >'))

'~;n~rollecl. at. all tim,.es.. Such oontinuous pa:t;:h (Cl?) robots
l..n reality aPPr01lirnat:e a ccnt anueus line by splitting the
Path up.." into a very :1arge nur:ibe~of separate points very
Clo$er;together. ~I\h.epositi6nis <of these points are' either
r~corded d~,t'ing"programming, or are 9alculated during the
actual movellient by .filling-in (i.nte'rpo1at;i1;J,g)between, for
example two points to produce a straight line. These
robots:, can be thought of as a natural extension of
point-to ....point systems, and there is in fact a 'grey area'
in wrl.ich multipoint control systems can. approximate a
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continuous path system by not stopping at each discrete
pOint but merely passing through them.

2.4.4 FIRST/SECOND/THIRD GENERATION ROBOTS

The first-generation robots are generally considered to be
those 'deaf, dumb, and blind' robots which are currently
moat; commonon the factory floor. Second-generation robots
have been around for some time in laboratories and are
already in a few factories. Such robots, which may oft~n
1)ok the same as their first-gene:r'ation counterparts, can
make use of varying degrees of sensory information about
thei:c:' immedia.te environments to modify their behaviour
during a task (corresponding to the most sophistica':ed of
the six classes of the JIRA definition Of 'robot' mentioned
earlier}. Typica.l sensors include visiol.'l systems and

I;>

tactual systems (which. P:t:'ovide a 'seuse of touch').

1 these definitions, tht:.u:e are 'grey areas' -- one
$~n\sor dQ'es 1'10,t make a second generation robot, it
ssa:ry t,ha.t th~' SE;:n§ot'(s) ~isnifie'antly affect the

"
"""1'l'i"I"',',,"" ,,..,(¥' opel,~ation. On top o:Cthis, even the accepted '.',
deii'riitions 'I!ary: some authorities insist that the fil:'st
'1ten-erailon was pLck+and+pl ace devices. It may well be i 'that

,',

\leverttually only second-gene.ration robots upwards will be
considered I t.rue robots', with the first ....generation being
thought of as 'progra~~able devices' .

caJ.led sec~nd"'genex:at:L6h robots
" but this term shouLd really he
ill mor,e sophisticated third-generat~on

/!

research is really only
'C1!lrmtl1ton "sense' robots. Nevertheless,

leading to,so ...called intelligent robots
~~ipl'ed bot!? with senses and the ability to
have SOmeunderstanding of bf~<l~cts iri the

so, to an extent, to have. the capability
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2.5 CQMPU~ERISED MOTION
_C_ONTRO_L

Whatever the configuration of a particular robot, if any
computation is to be performed involving its given
structure, then mathematical techniques must be employed
which permit the description of the varying locations of
the different robot-arm joints. Such techniques allow the
absolute position and orientation of the robot end ....effector
to be determined from the rel ....:ive positions of the robot
joints, and (still more difficult) the neces~ary joint
locations needed to cplace the end"'effector in a required
po'sition. These sort.s of computation are necessary for
s¢ph.istic$.teo.control of the robot arm.

se<;t.ionof at robot .manipulator arm can be
~I;;r/.Mll~IV';:L..p,g its own private coord.inate system

:Cn tl4,isway, it is only necessary to
antl o.rienta;t.ionof that coordinate

',somebase system to ..in fact specify the
of that section of the 'robot arm.
cc®o:r:dinatesystem used is cartesian

can be modified to~Laccept othel:
figure below might represent the

of the robot ...section under consideration
end-.effector) with regard to the chqsen

;!$'~?temmight, for exam/pI!?;fbe chosen so tl1at the
. 'WS);i$" at .th'ec, centre 0 f thellbase 0 f.'th~ltobC)'t\1)W ithi,:the

horizontal, and the 'i axIs pointing a\'layfrom the'
\:.tn,$'robot base. 'Jibe.equiValent coordinate system

.o't.lftdthe req1,l,iredsection of >.pherobot arm can e~/)r..hou9ht
of as 'J rotati'ng'-\1ithinthe base $ystem:. to act 1,lally" c'c

descril.~.the pOSition of this second system in the :figure,
imuch d:;m be achieved merely by specifying the dix"ection of

~he vector from the origin Ob, Ithe base system to the
or.;i..ginOr of the other system, however I this will not:
provide any information about the orient:aticn of the second
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system. Mathemat.i.oallyI orientation can in fact be
specified by using a matrix consisting of three rows of
values. The three values in a given column in effect
represe:'ltthe X, Y and Z orientations of a particular axis
of the second system, as if it were a straight line in the
base system. By specifying in this way orientation for
each of the three axes of the second system (taking three
columns of the matrix) the orientation of the whole of the
second system can be uniquely specified.

r,/

system of aorobot end effector [i)
Ii

_..... '.\

tlie}hfPrt'£l.at,ionin (boththe position vectror
tation m.atrix it b(<pcomes"poss:Lble,in

(;'

'to start 'with the~coordinates of a point in the
!~cked round the sectioP of the ('point under

. .e.:cnti'<:)fl: and then transform them into th~ equivalent
\j~~e.i:;'t$ii.natesof the base+syat.em, In practice this is
~~~~formed by using a "homogeneous transform,ation which
~on$i$t$ Of a'lr)trix of four rows Of four columns, easily
constructed (as shown in the following figure) by writing
the orientation matrix next to the position vector., and
then writing 0 0 0 1 underneath them.
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11 ) .1. crientation p
1 ' I 0
i-I --!f--.-i-----* 5 - V

i ..J i~I matrix . t
!,I---ij---J.--H-g. ~
!

Fig 2.10 Construction of a homogeneous matrix (1]

In this fOrm the transformation can be accomplished merely
by mq~tip'lying the coordinates of a point in the
second""'system..by the homogeneous transformation matrix
ueiIl9' matrix multiplication.

~~ii.t'ltt in prgl-cticeit would not always be convenient to
.·~J1~lP;.J.fy a set of secondary coordinate systems all in terms

ba$6 system.. For a start, robots do not consist of
of independent sections (floating' in the base

- the sectiol.'lsare all linked one to another in a
fashion. .$eco.ndly, descriptions of positions of
(stH;':l;l a$.:,part:'son a pallet) which are ngt connected

robot 'it~elf( may remain sta.tionary ,relative to each
j but not relative to :the base syst.em.

account. of such factors, homogeneous
1lE'J!'I3.I'l{j>iorm,ationscan be employed to describe the positions

- . ;}. ·,t·'_ca orJ.ent"a:tionsof two coordinate syatiems relat:}.veto each
othefl, both of which are different from the base system
i,tS~lf. In this way, the parts on the pallet, for example,
CQuld each be described, once and for all, relative to the
pallet~ As the pallet was subsequently moved, only the
transformation relating the pallet to the base system. would
need to be changed. By em.ploying the relative
transformations which described the relation of the objeots
to the pallet, the abSOlute coordinates of the objects
could be determined comparatively easily wherever the
vallet W~:$ moved.
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By stringing a series of relative transformation
calculations together in this way, it is possible to work
along a. 'chain' of different systems in which only the
relative positions and orientations of neighbouring systems
are known. Of course, the most important chain is usually
that of the robot arm itself. By using relo.tive
transformations, it is possible to work outward from the
base of the robot (fixed relative to the base of the
system) through each joint in turn, until the absolute
position (with respect to the base system) of the
end-effector itself is determined.

AS mentioned under the robot degrees of freedom, in
addition to the linear degrees of freedom, there are an
additional three rotational degrees. These are commonly
referred to as rol1:, pitch and yaw, terms also used in
aviation. When J;"ela.tiveorientations are specified in this
way, the three rotations eirecommonly referred to as Euler
angles.

Of COurSe, in spe.cifyij.'lgthe three EuJ.er angles, the
sequence of rotations is most important. .!tll,agininga
glider, a.900\~blockwise roll, followed by pUlling the
nose up by 90° (pd.tch}will result in a dramatic turn to
~tarID8ard, leaving the 91ider headi~g still in a horizontal
pl'Q.ne(al~hough on its side) @t right angles to its
original course. On the other hand, a 900 pitCh f.ollowed
by a 90° roll will l~ave the glider heading straight
upwardS. As a result of this. importance of sequencing, by
convention,.the sequence of Euler .angles is taken as being
roll.-pitgh"'yaw. qsing these a,pgles, it is in fact easy to
.constrtidtan appropriate 3 ,{3 rotatiOn matri.ltf9r
inclusion in a liomO~~,ljjeou$t,ransfo·rmationmatrix.

Nevertheless, unfortunately,._.there is in fact no
universally accepted convention regarding which angles the
term 'Euler angles' refers to. Although we have been using
the angles corresponding to the sequence roll-pitch-yaw,
another commonly employed approach is to measure the angles
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corresponding to the sequence roll-yaw-roll. Both offer
the ability to orientate the gripper at any desirable
orientation, and both can be employed for constructing
homogeneous transformation matrices.

When considering the actual design of a robot wrist,
building three articulations mutually at right angles, as
would be needed for a roll-pitch-yaw approach is fre4uently
more difficult that employing a rotating wrist onto which
is attached a yaw~roll arrangement. However, design
consi.deration must also be given to those occasions on
which two joint axes align with each other; a rotation
abou:r.(~ither axis then results in identical motion of the
~tH:l:'31'fecto:,In this si tuat an the robot arm has lost one
of'tts degrees of freedom; awl is called degenerate.

Wher: we" consider the movements of a robotic manipulator-arm
without any referen~,~ to force (that is, the kinematics of

" . . .. ,)tiQ.,efi~ltt) I we can t.~zat the llJ~~:iPulator,as being composed of
,r s,;~~e~ ,~.~,individual sectt)~(p·,,"1linked together with a
ii>,fi;l.lC1t:'iq~l~l:"\'kind,of joint. l'lt<, Joints in such a serial-link

.
)'one ax~sl and it ;~;~)the angle between the joint in

,~est.ion and the next which varies. with a prismatic
., . . .. ~
,(P.,..type)j (lint, it is the distance between the joint and

.o,,~

t~le next th,~t varies. The sequence of joints and links is
known as a'~inematic chain.

can be eithe~ revolute joints or prismatic
. ~.~

and!'the links iit'effect maintain a fixed
:t ,ship betweerl the joint.swhich can then be
d.! .A single revolut,e .(R-type) joint can only rotate

f)sing such a model, it is possible to construct a separate
coordinate frame around each joint. Naturally, a
consistent method of assigning such frames to each joint
must be adopted, and a common approach is the
Denavit'-Hartenberg converrti.onwhich prescribes a sequence
consisting of a rotation, followed by two translations,
followed by a further rot:ation, to bring anyone coordinate
frame into exact coincid(;nce with the next. From the
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values Qt the rotations and translations needed to do this,
one can easily derive the homogeneous transformation which
describes the relative position and orientation between the
two coordinate frames.

Commonly', the homogeneous transformations which describe
the relations between adjacent links on a manipulator are
called 'A' matrices. A given 'A matrix', in other words,
is simply a description of the change in orientation and
position between that link and the next. 'l'hus,matrix Al
refers to the p03ition and orientation of the first link of
the manipulator, while A2 refers to the relative
transformation between the coordinate frame of the first
link and the second link. As explained earl,ier it is
possible to work along the kinematic chain, multiplying all
the relative transformations (A matrices) together, to
obtain the absolute coordinates (in the base system) of any
particular link. t.rr' other words, the position and
orientation of the third link, in base COOrdinates, is
Q:btai.nedby multiply,;i.ng(using matrix multiplication) AI,
A2'~~d A3 together.
Q

$\~l~h!\11:'OGl1uctsof A matrices are commonly called '1' matrices.,
~~, f;o.1t' a S±$ link (i. e. six degrees of freedom)
o

~~ill!bpula.t,or,the absolute location of the end-eff~ctOr (on
~h(&:,!l$ixth link) would be give,nby the T matrix:

T6 = Al.A2.A3~A4.A5.A6
j)

~, knowing the individual A matrices for each link at a
given t.ime (Ln other vtords a given arm configuration) it is
possibl~ to calculate the resultant position of the end-
effeQtor (which in practice is frequently the only part Of
th.e robot for which pos.:i;t:ionand orientation information is
.of direct concern). Indeed, it is also possible after
performing such a series of transforma.'c:i.ons,to extraot
from the resultant T matrix the orientation of the
e'nd....effecto:c in terms of Euler angles. For practical robot
work this can be of particular benefit.
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Frequently in robotics the most important kinematic
calculation is actually to obtain the individual joint
positions of a robot arm, given the absolute position of
the end-effector (T6). In other words, we know the current
position a.ndorientation (the pose) of the end-effector as
Nell as where we want it to end up. What is required is a
l.L::rI::of all the new joint positions necessary to result in

desired new position of the end-effector. The solution
can be of vi~al importance for controlling the arm, yet
{:i.erivingthe form of such a solution for, say, a six-axis
.arm is a far from trivial task.

There is no algorithm by which the appropriate kinematic
equat.Lons needed to solve the problem caa ant.omat.Lca t Ly be
derived and, generally, geometric intuition is needed to
determine the nsolution. Nevert.heless, once satisfactory
kinematic equations have been constructed for a particular
arm d~sign, it is i.·p.en, st:r:aightforward to compute any

"rQqt1iltedarm configuration b,y simply substituting into the
~pl;teit eciuation~~' Natura).IY, a,lthough there is only one
.ol.""!e.efectorposet '1'6,corresponding to a particular set of

~os:Lt:.ions,there rna%.be more than one possible arm
,~ P'iwhich result.~sin exactly the same

For instance, with a conventional
jointed"'a'rmrobot, the same gripper pose

obtainable with the 'elbow' either up or down as
in figure 2.,l1. USllally, however , it is only in fact

for One of the$e alternatives to be calculated.
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(a) elbow up (b) elbow down

Fig 2.11 Two arm configurations .for identical end
effector positions [lJ

Dynamic load considera.tions have not been dealt with in
this $ection as they are funq,amentally an aspect of design
with which We are not concerned. They would, however I be

.~~ .. ·0

analysed 'using tagra.ngian mechand.cs which would yield a
syste.m of matrices comprising several thousand terms.
These .csn be reduced by identifying thl~ effective inertia
relationships (relationships between tvrque and
accelel:ation in joint';, "Thich WOU~dthen Be used in a manner
whic.Q. could be quIckly manipulated for advanced control

-" (i <'

purposes.
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ROBOT CONTROLLERS
r,sically a robot consists of three components: the power
supply, the meGhanical unit, and the controller [4]0 The
controller has a threefold function; first, to initiate a.nd
'terminate motions of the manipulator in a desired Sequence
and at desired points; second, to store position and
sequence data in memory; (:ndthird, to inter'race vlith
e;,"'":.ernaldevices 0 The corttroller is essent.La.Ll.ythe
controlling hardware of the robot. Robot controllers can
be step sequencers, pneumatic logiG systems, diode matrix
boards, electronic sequencers, microprocessors, or
minicomputers. "The complexity of the control determines

\\

the capabilities' of the z'obot;,

Ii
/1
if

The robot industry is constantly seeking how it can advance
its products to increase the level of value-added -it can
pffer .the end user [5]. There" is not much more that can be

iidone to the present :range of nobotis apart from making the
.machines,mOre accurate, faster I lighter and' cheaper.
But 'an area receiving cons i.de.rabj.eattention is
controllers',. controller manufacturers will be looking for
n,iches '~~nthe()::marketplace - trends they call identify and
,Ei}~JR~oit.Nois~s are being made that to continue to :lave
,one oontroller for each rohob; in a multi-robot cell eQuId

-t

Joe ove~"'killl especially if one considers tbn costs
;i::hV'QJ.ved. Firms could save a great deal by having a single
controller for three or four robots 0 These controlleri.~
cO'1.Aldpos$±:bly be,more expensive trlan a single control.1;er,
b1;ltthey could offer potential savings ,in multi-robot
installations.

\\

,The size and shape of a robot controller in relation to a
typical robot is shown in figure 2.12.
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Fig 2.12 A typical robot and robot controller (5]
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2.7 PLC CDNTROL
2.7.1 INTRODUCTION TQ_£LQa

The PLC is another form of hardware control, although not
in the robotics field, as far as can be ascertained. Many
articles in the technical press these days mention
programmable logic controllers (PLCs) [6]. If one is
familiar with relay control, then PLCs are easy to
understand.

Relay cont:e~:llis a collection of contacts, coils, swd tches
and input anfj.output (I/O) signals. '.('hi.sis how plants and
machines use(~ t c- be controlled. If III t.heae relay
elements are ~eplaced by one standard unit, which is then
connected onl~,kto the input and output signals, and easy to
control func1;i~ps are added", then the resulting system is
called a PtC \\

[i

o ,\
if \':.':\

(\ \', ", -_ -i\,

Firstly, the. :t)/O\",t~ignalsmust be divided into digital and/1 _. .

,,anilog signals •. \~\~\controller is therefore a method of
taking input sign~~J~~s,combining them according to some sort

\ '

'of 'logic, and then\~t:ransferring the result to the out.put;
sl4;QTna1.Input sig:d,$;'J.scome .frompuahbutrtcna , limit
,s'Wi,t;.ches','preSS1::i-re~wit.ches and temperature sensors .., ~ - - - .
Output signals are seilt,to contactors, mot oxs, clutches.,
v~lves and even pilOt l.ights_

\\

The Ptc is a standard ma$5 produced unit, and smaller in
size than the older relay \~ystems. The method of combil'ling
the signals is written into the program memory via a
keYbOard. instead of wiring up a ,,-binet full of relays,
all that is needed is to type in a few statements. It is
even easier to duplicate this prOcess if more than one
application is required, simply by copying the program to
another Ptc.

The heart of the PLC is a microprocessor (MPtJ),which does
the calculating and the controlling of all the signals. To
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2.7.1 INTRODUCTION T..QeXLCS

The PLC is another form of hardware control, although
in the robotics field, as far as can be ascertain€d.
articles in the technical press these days mentien
programmable logic controllers (PLCs) (6]. If one is
familiar with relay control, then PLCs are easy to
understand.

Relay contrel is a collection of contacts, coils, switche
and input and output (I/O) signals. This is how plants
machines used to be controlled. If all these relay
elements are replaced by one standard unit, which is then
connected only to the input and OUtput signals, and easy
control functions are added, then the resulting ayat.em i3
called a PLC.

Firstly, the I/O signals must be divided inte digital
analog signals. A controller is the,tefore a metihcd of
taking input signals, combining them according tio. aome ~30t't

of logic, and then transferring the result to the output
signal. Input signals come from pushbut.ticns, :.iInQ.t
switches, pressure switches and temperat1.1re$EH'H'Jors.

Output signals are sent to contactcrs, motors, ut
valves and even pilot lights.

The PLC is a standard mass praa~ced un , and smal
size than the older relay sy8~pres. me
the signals is written into the
keyboard. Instead of wiring up a
all that is r.eeded is to typi$ i.n ;.:'

even easier to duplicate th,i,::: p.:!"Gces J45 tar t: to inc 11.1:,'

but on \!
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do this it uses a list of statements that have been typed
in, which is known as the user program. It also has other
statements which are loaded when it is made that handle the
management of the whole device, and save the user from
doing all the work. These user programs are stored in
memoz-y, and consist of a number of single control
statements. The capacity of the memory, though, is
limited. The statements define exactly how the incoming
signals must be combined to achieve certain output values.
After processing the last statement the program starts at
the beginning, continuing in this cycle indefinitely.

There is another part of the memory that stores any
intermediate results. At the start of the program cycle a
snapshot of all the input Signals is taken and stored in
memory. These values are used for the all calculations,
and the results are stored in memory too; until they are
tr·ansfe.r.redto. the outputs. The v{~lluesof timers and
counters are also stored. in this memory.

The ~pp1.ication of pte control covers a very wide field.
They are found reihereverthere is anything that needs to be

IIcqntrolled. The speoiality of the pte ~s the control of
use by Boolean .logic .functions, and sit'ClatiQ):lswhere the
contro)."logic must be changed ·often.. Typical applications
include: - processing machines;

- ventilation plant~:d
- galvanising plants;
- batchin,g plants;
- teRtile machines;
- rnachine tools;
- packing machines;
- car wash plan.ts. [6]

Tbis list:.is not exhaust.i:Ve,and goes as far as to include
filling products into plastis tubs [7J and producing

\"venetian blinds [8]r but only a few app:tications are
mentioned above.
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2.7.2 CURRENT APPLICATIONS

A few applications where PLes have recently been
successfully implemented are detailed below.

Control in Foundaries
The Sheerness Steel plant on the Isle of Sheppey was
designed to produce high yield, high quality but low COS\t
steel. This plant has been on the forefront of
computerised manufacture of steel since in was commissioned
in the early 70':::; [9]. 'rhe recent installation of a dual
integrator PLC system has enabled the company to achieve
better control of its continuous casting process,
integrating data between the plant floor PLCs and
supervisory level compute:r:s.

Utilisa.tion Of the specific PLC concept to integrate all
'Process and management functions is part· of an overa,.ll
stlt'ate<gy to') elimin~te plant floor manuai data entry and
c:w.ik,e" tln:$ wh61e sysJfm rnultivendor compatible, irrespective
(lj'~ l'IJ,altd.wate type ~ II

if') \
\\

~m.tbmt:.'<.tionin Founcia:t(ies
W!.tnin Hl yea.';t:"srhe t~~talco Aluminium Corporation has
ctu~nged the complete ~\per5it~on of its plants,/, with OVer 70 ))

ro ~t~s co'ntroll:Lng exi.sdi..ng maChines flO}. A manq~actur~r of
: .. .. . ... j,\~

a castiI1g maChiri~\supplied the machine 'V'tith a PLe" and. o1i;'lce
the PLe had ptd\re\ itself 'ofr"'~hat pi:ece of fuach,~nery it did

~. .' . ". '
,,,,~''''nottake :L'ongto fi.gd its way throughout the entire plant.

" . "..:. /1
It is not just the rnanufameuring equipment"cthat 1$ .,
controlled by PLes, but Il1talco have extended this cor+t'*'61
t'6 the plant's air and water pol.l.\ltion sontrol s~,stems tQ.o~'
Intalco insist on "reliability, Cl-fdfor this reason all
their hard--wired panels have: };)een::::eplaced witil PLC

\\systems.

productivity Improvement
The experts at. the Kingsford p'roducts Companywanted to
improve quality and the productivity of. their "charcoal
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briquet plant in Burnside, USA [11]. Kingsford utilised
the exper·tise of its own E:mployees, calling upon Burnside's
equipment operators and engineers to build a foundation for
new automation systems and equipment. Management wanted to
know from the operato.rs what they needed to do their job
best. The answer they received was that of better process
control, including items such as information on feed rates,
levels and temper?,:tures. Installing PtC control into the
process gave the operators greater control OV~r the
ma.nufacturing, which inevita.bly led to an Lncxease in
productivity.

Ene.rgy Savijlg
!t is not only in the plant environment b;hat one would
expect·t.Q see PLC control, but in almost any situation
wh~re csnl+;,l;'olis needed" A converrt.Lona'l, PLC was installed

~ .. ; 1

in enginetering:, ~ffices, and was useci. for controlling office
iLighting. This led to an .en~rgy saving of between \sJO and

',\

JiI'(;)* ,o'Vl~"~nventional office li!ghting (12)., Typically,
l.!iI.l.i,l.!4;'Si ~~maimdi.s··experienced in sales roomsI musetimsI \i.. ... . ... ... .". i'~,

t:g~I~tC:t.·lfa~kin.~'and gen.erally in most pUblic or
l:)1ilildings.• The hi,gh energy savings are aChieVed

// ,'" . ,

~~:~~~l,~:S0tipn(_6f li~1t sources cornbitlledwith a

a tremendous \ growth in t11e local' demand f<::>r
c<::>ntrolinstrumentation Over the pasti/}$ years (13],

developments having to' keep pace with this demal}d. A
.,

k.",c'·i'>i4~"W .., recent development.S are mentioned.

Combining J?tOs, Computers and Workstations
There is a. move afoot' to make changes ih the paCking, ,
a~chitect(~re, a;d s'tlPport of mid....·td...high ...level PLC$' [14).

. ,. . . .' ~
The driving force b~hind it is the de~ire for a /'
higher ....level indust.rial centrol appl.j,cation ....a Singlet
integrated unit able to' perform most, if not all, of the
functions that mid...to"'high-lev(~l controJ. applications
demand.
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The new units combine the traditional capabilities of a
BLCt an I/O interface, an industrial computer, apd (when
appropriate) an industrial workst at.Lon for man-machine

'?J)

interface. The conttbit communications, information
proces'sing,. and operator interface functions are integrated
into a single control platform.

Networking Capabil.Zties
A.m~j9r PLC.manufacturer has developed a system whereby a
PtC can be programmed with an IBM PC, using dedicated
softw~re in conjunction with a handheld programmer [t51.
'1'het .•sy.stem includes features such ~~ timers I counters and
mathS f~ctions~

haS' al ......,'devel.oped a(;;;PC
£'161. The advantages of PC

9\ldLd.ed programming with I help'
·cI.'ItN:fthi:v:Lnga'.n<$documentation,

t<e,s';c;Ln\1g,and the retrofitting of
.• " ' .\ ',1

'al,giQ) the advafit:a.gre of having a
, \':)" - ,,',' - <'

d:Lagnostic$ •

(\

I:;:,

but rnallufacturera of':"
1te~~~~~ia'~os~allte'E..ain'@! '!ft®'la':&

\) . " "
~an only jje~ilothe. benefit of the

,- --,' ,'.,'- 0 - - -, '

availabl~ to the local user'_£\I17],
'$·e:leotdnq the lPLC'tthat s'1.:ritahis

o
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The new units combine the traditional capabilities of a
PLC, an I/O interface, an industrial computer, and (when
appropriate) an industrial workstation for man-machine
interface. The control, communications, information
processing, and operator interface functions are integrated
into a single control platform.

Networking Capabilities
A major PLC manufacturer '!:tasdeveloped a system whereby a
pte can be programmedli.w~p~ an IBM FC, using dedicated
software in conjunction with a handheld programmer [151.

I'"TJl~ system includes features such as timers, counters and
maths functions.

Another l?LC manuf9:,cturex has also de1reloped a PC
programmable PLC system [161. The advantages of PC

programming are menu-guided programming 'with' 'help'
functions, the £',acilityfor archiving and!)documentation,
\:-:, ,i:=astcomrnissiorling and testing, and the retrqfitti'ng of
~~isting cOl"ltrols.~ '!'he.reis also the advant.age Of having a

c-teach-oin mode and simple standstill diagnostics. "
o

, '(,
\\

"COnly ~:!f~evel0'w:iiXentsare. mentio:neci, but' manUfactu.rers of \
o ' \.

':GILes af"eiJ ¢GHtstan1:1y de(,J'~loping smaller and. more \
I_> ," ., (t _'," 0 .: .' _ ___-~,' _ '.'i '_, __ _ . _ ,'.. __ _ ,: _ _ _ ,.' ' ' _.'" ,', ~;\

so~hi$,ticated :l?LCsi Pilat. pan, on1r b~ ,}jO the be,pefitD of the
user., Wit.h over 20 l?LCs aV'ailabliLeto the .local user (l7h
the~e is no' difficulty in se~ectin9' t.he l?!lC"that su.its hi~~

o applicat:',,ion."
\ {

\1

(j
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2.8 .GQNTROLLING SOFTWARE
Since the introduction of industrial robots, the
methodology for programming them has seen a great deal of
improvement.. In general, two mainstreams of software
organisation have been pursued for the control of robots.
The first is the 'explicitly programmed' system, which
makes the user primarily responsible for every control
action \"lndtequires explicit instructions. The second type
is 'world modelling,' wb{ch makes the robot system
r~\spom3ible for knowing specific facts about the objects it
works with. In this respect, explicitly programnted systems
force the. usez to decide exactly what sequence of library
J;;'outinesthe robot must; use to perform a given task. World

make some of these decisions based art a
~1iL""'1.I.>C g'~I{~,~(~!q:.;j:,e,t~'C~tt:E~~des.cription of the task.

that software systems in industrial
progra.:rnmed.type. :tn these robot
programmin'1 techniques are popular:

prograntrn.ing;

unique 'a'ppl:Lcationadvantages over

ions that robotics software can be tl10ught of
from 'robot software', which is neccessarily
robotst through 'robot related software', which

"expC);ndthe sophistication demonstrable by them, to
l,"elatedsoftware', Which covers those areas

to both robot systems and others. As with all
,suCh claSSifications! it is not always clear into Which
group a given ",~ypeof robotics software should be placed.
One such grouping may look as ..shown in figure 2.13.
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end-user pr09r~lm>
interpreter or compiler

teaching systems
utilities programs
actuatqr control

$imulafeo
hardware

pattern
recognition

assembly
~esign

/)
O/,fj'robotics Slrftware u:

(! COnfigU,,1iOn call be
,\

twc'].\ nt9-jorparts of theY:
·...."....''''t''r'''a.mmer: the./'mechanics' which

, gripper }iapd. 'other such
iSeJ:;'lsing dev.ices', <which proviAe the

concee:j.ng it.$' immediate
u .,

rep·resented in figure 2 .l'.i (s~e page
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obJect level"".. \parametef lev~1\_\
sehSOt level

levelS of abstraction of user ....
in a robotic system [1]
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2.9 .cDMMON ROBOT PROGRAMMINGTECHNIQUES: ON-LINE
2.9.1 i1hNUAL LEAD-THROQGH PROGRAMMING

This is a typical form of on~line programming. In acdition
to the basic components of a robot syat em, i. e.
manipulator, control unit, and power source, this type. of
programming system requires a lend-through aid. This
programming technique Ls very common in the robots used .or
sf.~raying applications. The operator must manua Ll.y lead
..€lit.her the teach arm, or the manipulator (with teach aid)
~hrough the motlonsy switching the spray gun on and off as
required. The .software organization for this type of robot
s¥st;f.~mbasically consists of an interpreter.

This! programming system is the most commonon industrial
ro:P~)tsl and :1.sanother form of on+Li.ne programming.

j "

f3esj~des the three )~asic components of the robot, this
sysi~em includes a teach pandant; , t1sin~ the teach pendant
th~/ manipulator is moved and the position is recorded b~1
~bel~;sing a record button. \tarious parameters such as
gripper "state,. time delays, output states, wait :for inputs,

.~ and t.ravel speed can be set and reCor,ded. untJ5ke the
o

:manual lead-through technique which records the complete
path, tni.s teach technique records only the end states of

'\
the path.

2.9.3 ADVANTAGES OF..QN"'LINE l?RQGMMMING

This form of programming is very easy' to use, and
programming is made simple [2).
The robot progra.mmer need not be an expert in computer
srJiencep but must be sk.illed .in the techniCal aspeCTS of
the task to be carried out, and thus shop floor
expertise is utilised [3].
The final program does not reqUire t~sting, as the robot
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w~,:, follow the exact path the programmer has led it
through [3].
The final robot accuracy is the same as the accuracy of
the input program [2].
Good repeatability is achieved with factors such as
speed control (4].
This forro of programming is good where skill is required
in determining the exact trajectory, i.e. the robot will
follow the exact path and speed, e.g. spray painting and
welding applications [1].

2.9.4 D.ISAPVJl.El'AGES OF ON-LINE PROGBAMMUJ...G.

The robot cannot perform any assigned tasks while b~ing
programmed or reprogrammed, and this leads.to large
downtimes (3].
Certain applications mal·be troc complex for this type of
programming, ane' if programming is attempted, is slow.
The running time d:f small batch siz'.' may be lle.ss than
the act.ual, progranul1ing time [2.).

!n applications requirir:-.-/ accurate' positioning" thel¢e is
"l

large room ;for e.};,ror I3,5]..
,;)

On-line prograI'(U1l.ingis not;' suital:>le for a larg.(.~nUnlJbe.r
of machines [2).
I?rograms 'canf¥ot be stored arrd,moved from one machine to

;;

another, unless th.e robot controll.€!'a:S are ~ompatiblA
with each other (5].
programming must; take place on the shop floo-r:I and
cannot be carried out in all environment more conducive
to concentration [3J.
The program can .not; easily be. edited, and very often the
Whole ppograrn has to be entered frCn:nthe beginning [1J •
One cannot use subroutines with. this sort of
programming, and this generally limits the operator to
simple programs with limited branchi~lg capabiliti(ls [2].
The robot cannot b~ wc:ll integrated; To'(ithother
equipment, or with cOlnputer integrated mar,'facture (CIM)
[18] •

Onl.y simple 3D digitising is poss~bl~ [33].
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2&10 COMMON ROBOT P~OGRAMMINGTECHNIQUES: OFF-LINE
2.10.1 TEXTUAL PROGBA¥MING LANGUAGES

Simple push-button teach-and-repeat schemes are sufficient
for industrial robot programming in a wide variety of
tasks, especially where a robot will perform a single task
for a long run of workpieces [19]. However, reasons for
going beyond Ude of the push-button approach to a textual
robot programming language are numerous (see section
2.10.3). This tea~hing technique provides instructions to
move the m.anipulator, read sensors, send signals to
external equipment, set counters, perform logical
branching, and many other instructions that make the task
of programming th(~ robot s;t:ilpler.This form Of teaching
then becomes a program in the classical sense (off-line
programming), and is either compiled or interpreted by the
robot software. system.

Some textual language robot systems in use are HELP, VAt
and RAIL [18]. The software features common to all of
these systems inClude the hierarchy of control levels, with
the highest m.onitor:i/ngand coordinating ,the the complete
robotic system, and trhe lowest interacting with the
specific hardware.

Only a few te~tual languages are discussed in the follow·ang
parl'graphs.

AL
AIJ is a second generat.ion robot;.programming language
pro~uced at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
(19), an early leader in robot research. AL is a high
level manipUlator language with ALGOL ....like control, and
based on PASCAL [20]. At provid.es constructs for control
of multiple arms in cooperative motion. Commercial arms
have been integrated into the AL system.
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AML

The design concept for AML is to provide a powerful base
language with simple subsets for use by programmers having
a wide range of experience (19]. An interpreter implements
the base language and,defines the primitive operations,
such as the rules for manipulating vectors and other
aggregate. objects that are required to describe robot
behaviour. A design feature of the language is that these
rules should be as consistent as possible, with no special
case exceptions. It is intended that such a structure
shall provide a growth path as programmers and applications
becotne more soph.ist;i.cated.Excluding task-orientated
languages, AML is a good tool for the implementation of
complex robotic applications [21],[22].

RAIL
RAIL was designed as a language for control of both vision
and manipulation. It is an interpl'eter, loosely based on
PASCAL. Many constructs have been incorporated into RAIL
to support inspection and arc-welding systems (19J.

SRL
SRL was designed on the basis of expezLenoe with high level
robot languages (eg AL) and with traditional programming
languag'es (e9 PASCAL). various .features are present witl1
SRL, such as sen.:::orinterfaces, input-output to digital or
analog 1?ortsl and several more statements for different
kinds of interpolation. The goal of the development of SRL
is the design of a language which can easily be 1.,earnedand
adapted to fUrther developments and applicat.ions, and also
to provide an interface between future planning modules and
the 'traditional' programming system [23].

WAVE
Wave, one of the first systems and Lanquaqe s for
manipulator: COntrol, was developed at t11.l3Stanford
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (24). It provides for
the symbolic description Of robot manipulator actions with
manipulator positions defined in terms 9f the cartesian
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coordinates of the end effector. All motions are
coordinated functions of time and programs are expanded at
planning time into position dependant, coordinated motions.

The WAVE system is simple to program as the instructions
are high level and the on-line editor and macro system
eliminate turnabout time. Speed of operation of WAVE,
rlowever, is at best one+t.hdrd to one quarter human speed
which, given the cost of the system, is a major drawback to
its application.

RAJ?T
A language for,instructing assembly robots was developed.
In the language APT, one is able to describe the movement
of cutters, which. are concept.ually cylindrical, with
respect to geometric surfaces defined by the programmer.
In R::2\FTone needs to describe assemblies of complex bodies
ab'dthe actions required to bring them together. A
situation is a st.ate of the bodies composing the robot' IS

W~wld,which the programmer has chosen to describe, usually
1tY1 specify.ing spa.tiaJ.relationships between features of

the bodies (25).

~~,
"

2~:>lr{@\~Tlt.based robot control language called FAR was
ii!>\rO~{)$ed.FORTH's major advantage is that it i.sflexible,
,:a:~drobotics is a suitable application towards which to
ftY0Uldit [3]. FAR is based on some of the desirable
features of a robot language that include r:eal-time
capability, modular structure, pa:rallel task extension,
interacti veneas and expandibili t.y,

Up till now the development and application of various
textual languages have been discussed, the choice being
based on the language having been in actual use either in
industry or in laboratories, the language having a textual
form, and manuals or other detailed document:.atianbeing
available to the author. These languag~s fall mostly into
the structured programming level (see figure 2.15) .
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Fig 2.15 Classification of robot languages [2]

A more sO:9histicated and complex language is a task
Qriented :Language (TOt). A TOLis one in which the robot
executes h.igh level operations, and in Which nigh level
~n$ory :fE~ed.back.such as vision and range sensing is

I\l?a.rts i\$s~:rr.bly System (At1TOl?ASS)is a very high
"!) •....

amming .sys·cemfor computer controlled mecnarri.caf,
'!'h~.AUTOl?ASSlanguage Ls ,}::>rientedtow;;l.rds

and assembly operations, rather than mctif.ons of
1 assembly machines [26]. :tt is intended to

the user to conoentrate on the overall assembly
~'lll(eilI'lcean(i to program with English"'like statements using

and tet'min6logy that are familiar to him. To relate
~.selYlbly operations to manipulator motions, the Ai)TOPASS
ccmpil~r uses an internaJ representation of the assembly
·world. This representation consists Of a geometric data
base generated prior to compilation and updated during
compilation; it. thus represents the state of the world at
e'o.t:hassembly step. The level of the language has been
. chosen to pro"V'1e a high degree of assistance to the user
without the system's having to perform artificial
intelligence type problem solving operations [2].
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The languages that have been discussed are not the only
on~s that have ben developed. For comparative reasons, in
1982, Motiwalla [18] discussed four main textual languages
'Chatwere in industrial use. In 1984, a publication [27]
stated that over forty languages were in use or had been
developed in the last decade. Not all the languages fall
within the same level, but this still acts as a fair
indicator of the .cat.eof robot language development. A
major problem with such development is that each
manufacturer has tended to develop its own robot language
for its own specific purpose, and this has resulted in
~ittle conformity and standardisation, and no universally
aCcepted language.

2.10.2 ROBOT SIMULAT!QN

As was pl:eVioVsly ddscussed (see section 2.9 and [18J)I
()X¥e~ethod of programming a robot is by on-line methods,
sucJ:a.;·a.s ma:nual lead-through and.teach pendant programmin'g.

'"""''"''m.n,..-, h01tleVer,has to be interrupted from its assigned
being programmed, thus resulting in large down

o

off-line programming wa~ seen to be the~
to problem$ enc0\lntered with on-line methods" but

almost a decade for this vision to tI:ansform into
:reality of state of the art off-line programming.

-».
~>,

In deSigning an E'MSinstallation consisting of se~~ral
ocelJ.s, it very soon becoJ'Ilesapparent that any attempt to
optimise the design manually is likely to fail. There are
~o many variables involved in the design that it is
impossible for a human to balance them'all; Somehow'the
relative JlJenefitsof using all the different combinations
0+ various workpiece$t tools, conveyors, pallets, Vehicles,
routes, operations, part types and.machine groupings must
be evalu?ited, to try to maximise potential production. For
this task, computer simulation is an ideal tool, as systems
are able to transfer engineering data t9 external
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management control and information systems, and thus lead
to increased productivity. !ncreasingly sophisticated
software packages are now becoming available on the
market. An example of such a system is GRASP (Graphical
Robot Applications Simulation Package), developed at the
University of Nottingham, UK. This software system can
assist in workplace layout, position and velocity
evaluations, clash detection and coordination. An example
of the graphics produced is shown in figure 2.16.

Fig 2.16 Example of graphics produced by the GRASP
simulation system [1]

In 1984, Week and Niehaus [27] addressed the problem of a
lack of standardisation in C1;'rrehtrobot systems, making
off--lineprogramming difficu.lt to obtain. In Germany a
systelllhas been developed to ovezccme this problem.

A problem arises with a user who operates various robots
from different suppliers. Recognising this pr.oblem, all
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major German manufacturers came together, aiming to
s·tandardise the intezoface for off-line programming of
industrial robots. The system developed great.ly enhances
the productivity of robot pl~ogramming, and has benefits
such as portable and adaptable software, low priced
hardware requirements and CA~ in~egration.
With this standardised interface, controllers are now able
to accept off--line created r-obot; programs.

Hartley [28J reports that decentralised control systems for
FMS of all types, off-line programming for robots and
improved sensors are all part of a package under
development at Hitachi's Production Engineering Rasearch
Laboratory.
Hitac:Q\i's off-line programming system is part of a plan to
move to computer control of manufacture. Two basic systems
aJZ(e lJ;).~qlv'[~d in the project; the EMS controller and the

unit",
·~~~~i~\li:IJ:"'·a.. Itlemcmstrated the system w:i.th a line of fOur robots,f"/) ..' . ':

1,I;lll;li\el,'li,i:4"" 'j'Wi~k,.Set up so that a prog.t'am Gould be written o.r
i;';dni~~l~:alreidt:>:nl}t when the line was l..lhJP~rative f Which in a

:i:It1ilationwould negat~ some of the advantage:;:; of
programming. On problet(\, Hitachi came across WaS

t):U~hardwal:'e I but w.it,p the rapid development ~n
's field, tlol.is hu,tdleo is nOvIeasily overcome.

,\

rOXJot prog:camming system sl}ould bt'ing several important
\features to<;1ether in one unified programming environment. ;

)

'fhis allows important pl:'ice ....performance tradeo:Efs to be.'
made to suit particuJ.al:' applications. A t~omprehensive
Janguage c.a~abil.LtY o:f~ers substant:ial flexibility, but is
ciifficult for some users to apply. Systems prograromed by

":cO'teachpendant or menu.....style interfaces on the ot.her hand
are siItu?ler to use. SILMAdevelOped ROBOCAM(29] f Which

'I
attempt~,. to offer the best of both approaches by allowing
the user to program in a high-level lang'Uag~, OJZ by using a
mouse to .interact with a menu and a graphic display of the
workc.ell. ROEOC.AMalsQ' suppo rb.s RISE, a high-level.
arm--indepel.'ldant interactive language. 7'his language is
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·specially designed for robot programming and supports many
geometric shapes and operations. RISE is S.i.lh.U ar to PASCAL
in $ynta~, however it is an interpreted language leading to
goo~ interactivity.

ROBOCAM has a small CAD sub-system which can be used to
create and edit three-dimensional wirefrarne models of
workcel1 components. This modelling is done in one of two
way.s: te~tually using RISE, or through use of special model
construction fa~ilities which make use of the mouse - menu
interface •.

Acourat.G1 maoipulato.r kinematic and dynamic models are
~~~~~i~~ in making off-line programming of lODotS

·f.:.:'1:'\lRI~.~®C~M supports a family of path generation
mw®oses the one that matcheS that used by

so that robot paths in simulation
~i'l~I~e;('lby. the a.ctual device. This not only

e path generation, but also make's it
g$oo. timing estimates pf workcell

~·O'.b,o,tmanipulators working together in a
pe simulate;d with ROB OC.1lJ.1, with a

lW~;tttenfOr eaCh of.the robot cont;t;ol1~rs.

[301 r SIJ.JMA' S 3-D computer vision
,,;.\a,~~cteidto ROBOCAM to form SILCAM.

discusses using 'acompute.r aided robot
in the development of a robotised production

The mOst effective way to deSign and analyse the
1!1'iEO:l.l:mance of $., workcell is to graphically s,itnulatethe

(".

m:at.!Lo.~sQ.f the cell componerrt.s, thereby pro\~idi.ng.a.,_ .. _" ."

visualisation of the operation of the a.ctual cell. Recent
acivci'nce.sin CAD enables one to bU.ild and display
mathematical models ot physical objects, to giv~, these
models the Same constra~nts as xobot s, and to v~,sual::'seand
manipulate 3"'D models far more effectively with a far
greater deg;t;eeof accuracy than is pOSSible using
conventional drawing and modelling teohpiques.
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computer Aided Robot Simtllation (CARS) systems [31] alloW
system integrators to po sLti Lon components in robot
work.oells and to dynamically simulate the operation of the
zobot; , Any problem identified at this stage Can be
correoted on the graphics terminal, rather than on the shop
floor. Design modificaLions can be made before commitments
to purchase equipment are undertaken.

Th<\.stype of design, simulation and off;"line programming
toc:>1 is a powerful aid to compani~~ committed to robotised
product.ion processes. The types of production gains, and
paybacks, ,that can he achieved using simulation systems can
significantly increat~~ the benefits to be realised by
implementing aYrobotised product.ion system. There al;€ many
easeS where the use of a CARS system could have more than
j!ti1~\.7.ifiedOthecost of that, system on the first 9roject

.~r~;,m;e. :f$'l} • CARS could make the difference b:::twee'n success
c:

thQSe criti<.\!al manufact.uring processes.

ttse~:s ef Such, simula.tion $ys"tems 1.$ the
oJ .

"especially i:ti E'tl,roFls ,and tl'ile '{1$. Tfue

'Il1se¢i iLn' tile ae/tiospa\t'e a~©i e.t~i'1rt;:r(]),~d.c
']:~e!oull?~~renJ:applacata.en!~ !tn'¢'1u:e¥e'.wel.&.~.~'fg;,

',.. '~, , ,"'" -' , .' ,.- ...' - - ,', '/, ... ' - ',' ,:'. : . '.' ".. ' ,,: ;'. " _ , _ '._ , ()eQm~le~it.'I?lat:l~'s'.ar:l~ $1}il;(;:Il'i'f' w'{elt7fir:)l§Ir' ,a}t!!Sle~~y;
f~~~';wa.l1et.i~ilfu$". '["hi.els:e>\S11::Mltewwsi a.lsp'

a~'V'ant'Gh1(I~S,to c'ohsult;.ittt4t ···.a~<!f'·i$y$tembbiuses,
wno 'can' ev~J.i.ilate di;f':L!.'e,rent' O'ell lal'Guts atnd d~.$d:.~n·j::L*fa~y
~i;sklwanta wit.~ no risk; either financially of physically.

\1

, 'Ji .' .,',' ~ .... ,'.'.' .
(I Cartetr. [3,2] st·ate·s that tne futJ,lt'e of off-line pl;'ogra.tnming

$yste~$ li~$ with\E;~he<gra.pl.t:i.eal sY$);:t2!m.Alterhath~e.
, . Y" . \',

approaches, SUChas ~;theearl.y";·off"'li.ne prog:r;amming
i\\

languages (se~ section.2. 40• 2}, 'offer nq viable metllt>d 6f
(1

producing v$.lid robot pre~rams, because of the" difficulties
in visualisation. encountered when' trying to program a /idx
deg:cees"'of-freedom robot in three dimensions.

The emphasis in r cbot.Lo cell design and pro.gramming, should
also change from being SUbdivided. into compartments, i ...e.
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CAD, simulation, cell design and off-line programming, to a
upified approach, uSing systems such as MRS, from McDonnell
Dcuglas (see [31), Which offers all the required elements
for this. task in one package.

Williamson and Ashton [33] insist that the only way to
justify robotic implementation,. especially- in low volume
production, is by b.avit;gthe robot cell as flexible as a
human , if not mcxe. Their research showed that solid
modelling with a CW.system was the solution to flexible
manufacture.

It is reported' by Daniels [34] that BtJtA and FILS, a
company prodtlcin.ga range of machines for polishing, used
~ff;""l\ia>,;te s~latioh to desien, test and program robot
.J!J~~~;!l;l~1!.il;..~~- ~(~tit_;is1h.ing_and bUffing operations.. Customer

'~lme quality of the product, the surface and
.;Eacrt;o:t:Scont.ri~uting to a need to produce
.ine programs, without a loss of downtime

'{1

;1:;:0 rnai~tain or improve the product., A
~,.o:~t\{t,simUlation softwt'<ve system was' used

an ~SEA I.Rl31000 rObQt in this
an.qFILS concluded. from the quality. of

s that off"'iine programmihg can, 'and
~emanding('(ta.sks• It dec~eases the
to a .'bareminimum and sigti~'t'ioti6t.1Y

'b'lt'odlUG~t-io,n :ratesI thus reducil1g the expense
-robots on..,..line.

~attis and Gill [35] looked at the. problem of
the be.st ~obot for a tiask, and hovt simulation

m.elp the decision process. I.fsimUlation is used
ly it can eliminate many Of the pitfalls. A

ation pac:kage ensures that a thorough analysis of t.he
:ject is carried out because it fOt'ces the engineer to

quef:l:tionthe assumpti(.)usabout cell design that are usually
made at the start.

Austin Rover (ARG) developed the soft.wa~e package for
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off ....line programming, ROBOGBABHiX [35), in collaboration
with Computervision. The package has helped ARG in the
assessment of software solutions and aided the design and
evaluation of a workcell. It has also been used for robot.
modelling and for off"·line programming. ROBOGRAPHIX
incorporates software modUlles which allow workcell design,
robot simulation, off-line robot programming and the
generation of Qutput and definition of desired robot
kinematif'i,:!,mq;:¢fetk;:,. Mattis. and Gill conclude r.b.ata

;~\{' '. ,\:',~"' 1\'

grapb.ical s,3tifhilationpackage. is ~ most useful tool 'lflithina
man'9faeturing facility when designing robot workcells, and
that a.t is Q_n ~mportant element in any CAD!C1\M system.

conference on developments in
~~i0~~~)lJ;>:¢)~li~C'welding (36] I a lot of interest was

lProgrammiI)9~ Middle a=td Goh [36] of
tty tOld the conference of WM1?S ...

off--line Programming and expert
is a relatively low-cost "systelh ~,r~€:0rclour:tercapable of standing 'alone
tJDolt wit,? th!? capability of"

manufa,ctx.tfEingsystem"

(b)

........... .,;;-- ....--
(c 1

Fig .2.17 An integrated robot welding system [36]
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Widfelt [36] of IVF, stockholm reported on three different
methods of off-line programming; alphanumeric, alphanumeric
with graphics support, and simulation and off-line
programming with a CADCAM sys~em, citing actual projects
that have been carried out using currently available
systems.

The FIAT Automobile Company of Italy recently ordered a
ROBCJl..Dsystem (~7J. ROB CAD is a world leader in design,
simulation and off-line programming systems for robotic
applications. FIAT now join other leading companies (BMW
and Volkswagen) who have implemented B.OBCAD as a standard
system fox: si

0

mulat:LorLand off....line programming.

and Be.n.naton[38J discuss the benefits derived from
Q;r;:l;:'.'Ti~.,#,,~i!~Pl':'Jtl:'9:~arnming in compl~x welding tasks, using a

simulation s:y:stem. They mention that
;J.ctnpo.rtantcharact~ristics which must be. .
~~;!ilie,.rnto allow it to be used for the off-line

strial robots.. These characteristics

to create 3-D models of the robot ce';Ll

~,tID@(;I,e.LJ.e.rto model robot structures complete
nv:~¥ements,joint constraints, velocity and

paramete!;S. A method. for the accurate
~~ot,oo.1.paths' and different robot configurations

prog.raJl'ltrtinglanguage which can be used
vely t.qproduce the l:;opotprograms and to

1s.heotheI;'components ·ofthe robot cell, such as
manipulators and .conveyoxs •

between the off-line programming sys-cem anc...
CAO systems provides the added capacity of

transferring the geometry of parts directly to the
programming system. The 3-D simulation allows the robot
programs to be replayed using computer animation t.o check
for correct operation, to detect collisions which may occur
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):)etween o):)jects and to estimate process cycle time.

For off,...line programming, estimates of the relative
positions of ob:ects in the robot's workspace are no longe·r
sufficien~ to ensure that the task will be performed
successfully. BYG Systems has recognised the importance of
relating the real worlds' spatial. environment to that of
GRASP's internal 3-D simulation model and has developed a
method of workspace. caJ.ibrat.ion 'which uses the robot as a
measur.ing device. This allows the rela~ive position of
objects within t46 GRASP model to pe updat ed to give a
better correlation between wl1ere ·the robot is requir:::d to
go and where it. actuallY goes.

(i

simu.lation as a technique for
is now a viC-bIe practical

~s backed by deVelopments in a number of
. erfaces to CAbpackages and calibration

The technique is
~."" ..... "" .... r: to specific processes $1.1chas welding,

"',' > . .. •.... ., - ", ,'. ' - ' , - •
~!<.!!f!'LtIJlJ..l'::l as .a prl.mary factor for economi.c

today's competit.:i.ve ma:rket place,
·w~'i.Oimplement this new technology will be

~&i,*,~; ~'~i'1<iochieV'e\the flexfLbq..i ty and lower produotions costs
::; r

t'l;!;.e)t'!t:..~!~,e,~k~ i

This o;f"'line'programming exercise ~rcduced very proml.sJ.ng
res\lJ.,t·s.•..i~S ~. ~om:p,a.risonJBYG estiIi.lated that the robots
woul~ .1:)~"~~~\i.r!$·dto ba out of product Lon fO.r betwe'en six

ing ma111ua:t. programming
lJ\~~S~~;9~'.?J;t~lP~$¥?,.,th~ protJ~ct was cOl1ipleted with

~~$t" prOductio¥'() time • This included
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2.10.3 ADVANTAGES OF OFF-LINE PR~~~

c:.:..,

A textual language permits robots to be programmed,
allowing the robot to continue to perform useful work
during the programming process, and thus .teducing the
downtime of the robot to a minimum (3].
Teaching points by use of l;i teach pendant. can be
cumbersome for operations such as palletizing, where
each new position can be computed rather than taught
[32] •
J?rogra.mrn,:,ngis instantaneous, and is ideal for small
batches where programs have. previously been stored (321.
Tb.e complexities of the robot task can be aided by the
capabilities of the computer [1].

- p'Eogramm can be stored, recalled, or transferred between
p:r:ovidedthat sufficient accuracy is available

can be easily edited, and in addition,
such as logical branching, subroutine and debug

ties e::~use of data structur~$ prC'vide useful
develop large and complex prog:r:ams [18).
programming involves developing rcbot programsor completely without ,requiring the use of the

lLt.self(1].
1 programming' of the robot can, take place in an

,J;r.UI'!'UlI,t;!utmore conduefve to concel1tration, i.e. in a
t quiet office relllotefrom the factory floor [3].

-line prtJgramming o~' robots permits the
'respons,ibility of progl:'amming to be moved to a higher
level (27J •
The operator need only be ,sk.illedin computing [23].
A robot program can be dumped onto a.ny number of
machines, Whereas with on-line programrninq it is only
possible to control one robot with one program [4J.

production rates can be significantly increased,
reducing the expense of programming the robots and
maintaining software for this purpose (34J.
Off-line programming is perfectly suitable for CIM, and
CAD/CAM can be integrated with robot-programming
[18], [33) •
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The level of visualization available on simulation
packages enables a potentially expensive problem to be
identified and rectified early on in the design stage of
a project, and not when in production. The safety of
the robot system is also improved [35], [38].

2.10.4 DISADVANTAGES OF OFF-l,INE PROGR,AMMMING

Off--line programming methods and laIlguages are more
difficult to learn and use (1].
The user or programmer of a robot is restricted to
communicate th.t:ougha terminal [2J.
Simulation packages are difficult to use, and are not
inexpensive (3J.
Discrepancies between CAD models and actual. components

I,

manifest as incorrect poslt1oned sub"'parts, and a degree
of distortion from~!;'heexpected Shape, and this problem

'UnknOwn final ac·curacy using a pl':'ogramwill have to
overcome f351.

';', 1)
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2.11 FUNDAMENTALS IN MOTIONCONTRQL
A control system is essentially an arrangement of physical
components connected or related in such a manner so as to
command, direct or regulate itself or another system [44).
Th~re are two forms of control, these being open loop
control (without feedback) and closed loop control (with
feedbac::k)•

2..11.1 OEEN LOOP CONTROL

The generalised open loop control system is a control
arrange)llentwbere no feedback loop is present.

tn"a control situatLon, one woul.dhave some sort of energy
iflJPutt.,_,' a system. This can be in the form of a force,
lP..;tt$g~Ure, displacement, voltage, torque, etc. This
~gJ\~~$;<icy~ng signal Ls fed .into one or more control elements,
which lean include tral1sd\l.cel::s,switches, PLes, microchips,
~:t.~,," Thx:ough a manipulating variable I th-.!!system is acted
'D,n. by means of fric.tiori,damping, electrical power I etc.

t:';®~$~1~in9in some sort of desired output. The operation of
fl,~\~p. a contz;ol system is best explained through a flow
!jl.4~!ll~arn.

!,i

Fig 2.18 Open loop control

Open loop control, to be sUccessful, relies on the perfect
modelling of the system. If the behaviour or operating
condit.ions of the system is known, then the input signa}.
must be such that the output is that which is desired,
takinsr into accoi-nt the chacact.exd stLca. inherent to the
system.
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2.11 ,E-UNDAMENTALS IN MOTIOnCONTROL
A control system is essentially an arrangement of physical
components connected or r~~lated in such a manner so as to
command, direct or regulate itself or another system [44].
There are two forms of control, these being open loop
control (without feedback) and closed loop control (with
feedback) •

2 • 11 • 1 QJ?EN'L~ ..cONTROL

The generalised open loop control system is a control
arrangement where no feedback loop is present.•

In a control situation, one would have some sort Qf energy
input to a system. This can be in the form of a force;
pressure, displacement, voltage, t6rqu~, etc. This
actuating signal is fed into one or more control elements,
't<1hichcan include transducerS, switches, PLes, microchips,
etc. Through a manipulat.ing variable, the systiem is acted
on by means of friction, damping, electrical power, etc.
resulting in some sort of desired output. The operation of
such a.control system is best 9¥,plained through a flOW
dia.Sram.

INPUT ACTUATING CONTROLSIGNAL ELEMENTS 1---...........---1 SYSTEM OUTPUT

Fig 2.18 open loop control

Open loop control, to be successful, relies on the perfect
mqdelling of the system. If the behaviour or operating
conditions of the system is known, then the input signal
must be such that the output is that which is desired,
taking into account the characteristics,inherent to the
system.
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A problem with such control is that if the conditions of
the system change under operating conditions (e.g. d motor
heats up, or the load on a drive changes), it is very
unlikely that open loop control will output the desired
results. Take the example of a motor driving an arm of a
robot, picking up a load. As the arm rises and the centre
of gravity of the structure beyond the joint shifts closer
to the joint, the torque needed to displace the arm at a
constant speed is reduced. If no feedback loop is present,
and the input signal does not compensate for this change in
the system's operating conditions, the results would be
undesirable.

The difficulty of such a control loop is in precisely
determining the operating characteristics of a system,
factors such as how the age of a motor might affect its
operation being extremely difficult to establish. This
leads one on to the second form of control, closed loop
control.

2.11.2 CLOSED LOOP CONTROL

!n a closed loop contr'ol system, three components are
essential. They are a sezvc amplifie:r.,an actuator, and 4

feedback devices [44J

In the same way that a human uses a brain, eyes and arms to
pick up an object, a control system uses these three
components. The brain uses the position of the object as
the input signal to the system and the position of the
hand, which is detected by the eye:3, as the position
feedback signal. The objective of the control system is 'to
move the hand to the object and therefore reduce the
distance between the hand and the object to ZerO. This
will mean that the brain will continue t.osend a signal to
move to the hand, until there is no difference in position
between the hand and the ?bject.
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SERVO AMPLIFiER

I COMMAND

~ __ ~cate Feedback ~
~-- ~~Q'osnFeedback ,__ ~

111 .•••• ·'" 'II! •••. ·~··f •••••• 1i •••••• II •• · ••

1. Linear servo "'mj:)lifier
2. PWM servo amplifier
~. Brush1es$> servo amplifier
4. Dc: mo t,c:)I'-

5. Gear-head
6. Rate feedback device
7. Posn feadback device
8. Slipring

Fig 2.19 Closed loop control

Servo Amplifiers
The servd1 aITiplifiercan be seen as the brain of the control
system, and is the driving force of the actuators. It
compares the cotprn~ndsignal with the feedback signal and
depending on the outcom~, control the power delivered to
the motor. Servo amplifiers can be divided into three
categories, namely linear, pulse width modulator and
bl;ushless s~rvo amplifiers.

Feedback Devices
Feedback devices are used to close the loop in control
systems by measuring the speed or pOSition of the output.
This is done by means of f1ignals that can be re.lated to the
speeds or positions. This signal is then fed to the servo
amplifier which will compare it with the input signal, and
if there is a difference, the servo amplifier will produce
an error signal and will then control the power to the
motor in order to reduce the error signal to zero.
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Position feedback devices include potentiometers, optical
encoders, contact encoders, eynchr os and resoLvers, and
inductosyn~.
Rate feedback devices include AC tachometer, b~ushed DC
tachometer, and brushless DC tachometer.

Acnuacor s
An analogy is drawn between the human hand and the
actuat9r. DC motors are used, the motors falling into
three classes: torque motors, servo motors, and brushless
motors.
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3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The project carried out entails a feasibility study into
the development of a sUbstitute off-line robot controller
system.

At present, all robots in industry are controlled through a
robot controller. programming of the robot is either
on-line Or off-line, and control is eventually fed th;t .lgh
the controller from the programming SOurce to the robot.

profiqiency in progra~ing the PLC in both
I,

and Ladder languages;
"'ii",'"(l'j:e'l:e~minatibnof the operating characteristics of the

ot, including optiqal encoder op~ratibn and.
res9lution, and.DC motor operation 'and accuracy (Le.
vOltage range and speeds);

...verificat.ion of robot control by controlling first. a
Single DC motor, and later, four motors;

- incorporation of any additional PLC modules necessary to
enhance motion control;

~ interfacing of the PLC to the PC;
- determination of the PLC programming methods from the PC,
i. e. control of the robot directly from the PC;

- determination cf the operating characteristics,
accuracies, and efficiencies of the robot under this type
of control as a final analysis.of the~system/s industrial
feasibility.

The fea.sibility study deals '\t/ithbypassing a controller as
a means of contro~ling the robot, and rather concentrates
on the' use of a programmable logic controlle!' (PLC) and a
personal computer (PC) combination to establish control. A
sta,ndard.pte equipped with a fast count.Lnq mcdc Le for axis

and .a ,PCwith "ded.ica.ted.software are the critical
itt the study.

"to achieve acceptable control of the robot,
.$econdary objectives 'will have to be met. These
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These objectives are in the direct scope of the work
carried out, but are not limiting fC'l.ctors.The obje~tives
must inevitably extend themselves finally to the
development of a PC software package that will facilitate
the programming of the PLC and robot from a CAD package or
other simulation tool.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
.TliE ROBOT

The robot: that ...is being used is from the D~OS range (see
appendix 1\1 s (39).), (see plate 1) I model<?att Time (l?T)

300V, and distributecf'by))lUNICHI - $Y1<E!S, UK. It is a
~recis~on robot $pec.ially .suited'to many applications such
.:1$ arc ,liti$llding./)ng,®ine loading of~al1er components,
9'e~eral

arms I arld has a load
..•' l~E~ ..t~:iti'''''$ sys'!:eIJI. of the PT

shaftfa .1 mm ,

robot controllel:'
h.i.~npe.rformance controller
(including the manipulator) I

L/.~·(i)iI1:)·O:C its. task ..
11't;';')'!t' 0>1'" \~on.tl:'ol, t:aach arm is eqt:dpped

two ilil;dicate extremes of arm
the home position'~ The

as the point, from where each
t{on and the pOint from which
its ,curreJ'lt position.
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()

Robot

dtJSi'ibl;estdescribed with the aid of a
:~~~~$ 'of rotation are labelled from the

as 9, X, a, ~ and T reSpectively.
of the base, and 1~the movement ,of

the dimensions of the robot
~~'i1l:\cs\li;;U,:1l!le, fr.dI'n the centre 'line of rotation Of" one axi;s eto

-tJl1t:ene~t. These dimensions are neceasary WhElllcomputerised
;pobot:motion is performed, where exact dimensions are
needed for the geomet'ric manipulation matrices. The line
diagram given follows the position and configuration of the
robot in plate 1.
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a

a = 640
b = 145
c :: 170
d :: 350
e ;; 170
f = 350
9 = 115

;:;'~:Q:und.a:.n axis,. ~~'PC $\erVD'
" n ,I

,Jt:tf'i!1;t~,";tf~.!i;;$''!~e,li4®<!t",,ttl\l;e' lfli:®.a:J4
1illi:e ~oepi;: '» DO:W' t:]ae ~ a:x±&~ w1'l:eit:"1t'C~e

dri'(te is ~r(1n tlle 'I:iatrltto'nico dlCli1re1 tb.~OUgfi!lao B~,lt to the

ads. '\"

Each joint Of t.he rohot stiiucture is )~"ot;~tedw'i:~~ a drivel
Citnd~he "gearing ratios rel.ated tQ th~~!(~l,~!~mon:l.Ct:,I;tr:'re$ were
Cleter~.ined. Table 1.5 (see sectien 5".2.2) Ii st,s ~ e ~tunber
of pulses, of the optical encoder per degree rotatc~o~ of

I

each arm, as well as the gearing ratios of each d.riv'r.
\\\

\\
\

o
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4.2 DC SERVO MOTOR
Ort the robot are mounted four DC sc ,rvomotors . The motors
comprise of thr.-ee basic subassemblies, a motor, a. brake,
and an optical shaft enooder (see appendix A4 & plate 2/ •

The DC servomotor are high performance DC motors, with
direct :excitation.. There are variouS advantages of usif(9'
DC seJ:vomotors, which include high sta.rting torque, the ii

"

ability to operate at zero speed, higb torque at low spl;;!ed,
high power conversion eff.icien,py, exce,llent speed
rr;egulation and the fact that they are ideally suited to

'-\)

th£ough
c

f,i:riV's ~,!;".\I!~~,;i.;!o~rte.i:f~:r('"; ,': ..~,:

effioieJtHJY speed r~\duoe,r$"tcp: o@taU lp,t~~. $ingle $,titag'e
reduction r'au,io$ without the traai.i:.ional disadvantages of

\~"", .

e~ces:siV'e. ba'Ckl,p.sh and /tJlechanic.af COJl(;Plexities (40J. Other
-c. \,) - ',' -. -,' \,

advao):".·a.geso,jf ti.sing harmordc drive,s ~l1Clude oO~$!>a~t,s:iz,$,
giving a small tbtal envelope siZe, alnd high reliaJ:5ility&
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±5 V

ENCODER

BRAKE .

MOTOR

Fig 4.2 l$gterna,linterfacing' of the DC .motors

{)

PC servomotor.
• Op't.£calshaft encoder.

2. Magnetic brake.
II4. Harmonic drive connector.

3

2

1

4

Calibration of the motors revealed that the two size groups
of the four larger motors pzoved to be identical in thi:s
respect. Curves, relating input voltage and associated
current, to speed, for these motors can.be fou.nd in section
5.2.1.
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The oalibrations were made with the ll'lotor'send bearing
being held stationary in order to sLmu)at..the grip of the
harmonic drive. The exact effect of loading from the drive
has not been calibrated, but it has been deterIT~ned that
loading causes an increased current to be drawn from the
motor power supply, and that the above trends shift to give
lower rotational speeds whilst their linearity is
maintained.

Over current protection is not necessa.ry, but over voltage
protection may be desired. Powering the motor while the
brake is engaged is one way of bUl;ning these mot9t's out,
and this is something that:.shou.ldbe avoided.
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4.3 Q~TICAL SHAFT ENCODER
4.3.1 GENEML OPERATING CHABAC.TE.R:rSTICS

The encoder, connected directly to the end of the motor
shaft, is an electro-mechanical device, converting angular
pos~tion of·.its shaft into a digital electric signal. When
connected to suitable electronic circuits and through
pr'oper mechanical links f t.he encoder is able to measure

I

angular displacements, linear and circular movements, and
also rotational speed and acceleration. The incremental
"encoder supplied 'V'liththe robot makes use of the
phot,o ....electric method of control. This is the most
''Il~sati~._le and reliable method. A collimated light beam is
a.u~~d a\1a.inst two radial ret:i.cles; <~ static and a moving
,~ (i.,:,

Light (infra'""red) that can pass through both
drops on .a group of phototransistors placed

beyoncl,the static reticle. By using several
of one);·on both reticles, the resulting
is strong., and. is actually the average of

the rotatirtg disk (see appendix A4) .

o
"beam, (increments' of information are produced." in

... ·\i.\I,l:,tll" ot''0a square, wave pulse t:r.'ain qutput signal.

-c-.

rnount'ed on t.he PC st)rvomotors is powered by a
;} .:

In placl!I; of slots iIi' $.·disk, pur encoder is a
marked wit:h'a seriei3 of uniforM lines in a

art1pnd the perimeter.. }.:;sthe lines i.nterrul?t

of the encode r operation yielded a resolutit,)n of
l:Ene:s or puJ..ses per revolut~;on, and is thus capable of

~osit,ion feedback accuracy of 0.7330• The frequency of
t.h~ puis!!:! r.~lates to the number of lines on the rlisk and
t~'e disk speed. By' using two scanning heads, one obtains
tw:o waVe trains 90° out Of phase, and thus d.irection of
rotation is sensed, as well as up or down counting Of
ang'llJ.ar or .U.near displacement~~. A single line on the disk
is present to provide a marker pulse for reference
purposes ( i. e. one pulse every rotation, of the motor she ft.
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4.3.2 EXTERNAL INTERFACING

Before any of the encoders can be use1, there external
interfacing must be known. The encoders, mounted on the

of each motor, are accessed by a 10 pin MILSPEC plug.
pin is assigned a letter, and the w:r..ringis referenced

these letters, shown below.

PIN DESCRIPTION
A Lead true (+)
B Lead ground (-)
C Lag true (+)
P Lag ground (-)
E

F

G

H

Refer~nce true (+i
Reference ground \-)
CT +5 V oc
err ground

.1: Sl::d.ei. ground
J unused

up the quadrature sine wa"We train, and are
signals. pins E & F form the outputs for

,.;pulse. Pins. G cSt F1are the only input pins,
U '.' , }IpoWer supply is/needed.

'sary to boOst the output si~nals from the
to a level that it capab~' of being read by the Ptc
·'thisis simply achieved by pulling up the signal

,.IIof'a suitable voltage source and resistor.
is illustrated in figure 4.3.

value of lOOn connected to a 5 V power source
alJows the· lead and lag signals to be pulled up to the
required level required by the Ptc module. However, due to
the VOltage required by the PtC module of the reference
signal, a simple pull up resistor is not sufficient.! and an
ettlitterfollower circuit is needed •
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+5 V to +12 V

[l 0 zroo n
E
N LEAD +
C -
0 LAG + -
D ....
E REF +
R ....

stronger
Signals

Fig 4.3 Pull up of encoder (")utputSignal

+24 V

10 K 1 K

BC 337

BC 337

OUT

Fig 4.4 Emitter follower circuit

~eCall$e the encoders hold the reference signal high,
dropping low once every revolution, two transistors are
used in the emitter follov,'ercircuit to invert the signal,
"chieving a constant low signal, going high once every
;1revol1,l'tt~n.This is needed by the PLC module for oez caf,n
program executions.
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4.4 THE PROGRAMMABLE LOGICCONTROLLER (PLC)
A pte is defined as a digitally operating apparatus which
uses a programmable memory for the internal storage of
instructions for implementing specific functions such as
logic, sequencing, timing, counting and arithmetic to
control through digital to analogue input or output
modulen, various '~'vpesof machines or processes [3].

various components (see plate 3) that make up the
'~'f)rnpletePtC system (see appendix AS for technical
cpecifications [41}) are:

4 .4 .1 TH11.!4.$X 47 •.l?I3.0Gl3AMMABtE CONTROLLEB...__EAC_K

Oi$Nli~~.' I/O, modu~re.s'can slot into the TSX 47 10 controller
a m~~dular design, with a wide choice of IIO

p
~;'~LJ...t!l! '~,hereis cont:?leteI/O bus security, and

t.h;t'ou~h;;familiar lan0uages (Ladder and

is supplied with a pOWer supply !nodule, TSX
fl1iepower supply is a double--size module mounted

hand side of the basic rack. The panel
"'"an OK light (green) ...internal voltage present

and Correct;
an ON light (orange) - mains power present and
correct;

- a power supply terminal block;
- an alarm relay contact;
- a mains power failure detector ON/OFF switch.
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4.4.3 THE PROCESSOR MODULE

A processor module, TSX P47 12, is also present. This
comprises: - the central processing unit (CPU);

- the serial data port for the terminals;
- the I/O bus interface;
- the monitoring and display functions.

Slotted into the processor module is a user memory
cartl;'idge. This cartridge is a volatile random access
memory that is used during program creation and debugging.

4 •.4.4 QISCRETE! /0 MODULES

The input module, TSX DET 16 12, receiv~s data signals from
sensors and transmits them to the processor after
p3rforming necessary isolating, filtering and matching
functions.
The output module, TSX DST 16 35, receives commands from
thp.processor and controls the corresponding connected
circuits through isolating and amplifying circuits.
Each I/O moc;iuleis in the form of a rectangular box which
encloses and protects the components. An I/O status light
indicates the sta+:usof each input and output point.

Several different methods of wiring the discrete I/O
modules can be used. (See appendix AS for wiring diagram
used for the study.)

4.4.5 zm~FAST COUNTING MODULE

The TSX A:){T200 is a simple counting and positioning module
tha"t is used in conjunction with the TSX 47 programmable
controller [42]. It has two independent input channels,
each of which can count the SV DC or 24V DC pulse signals
received-from discrete input devices such as inCremental
encoders and limit switches. The fast counting module
comprises of: - an up/downcounting discriminator switch

for each channel;
- a fault light for each Ghannel which comes
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on when the counting capacity is exceeded;
...two LEDs per channel indicating the Loqd,c

states of the two counting inputs (INO &
IN1);

- one LED per channel indicating the logic
state of the reset input (RST);

- one tED per channel indicating the logic
state of the inhibit input (!NH);

- one socket ccnnect.cz for each channel.
P>. deta.iled summary other than the FCM manual is to be found
in appendix B2.

The programming t<?rmillal.is the universal
debugging tool for the TSX 47 programmable

\i The terminal has a personal computer type
following:

displayed On screen;
Of six lines of 24 characters (LCD);

and power supply cable;
~",,",,......._,,.."~onsocket: :lOrnA serial data link;

connection Socket (PFinter, tape, recorder);
cartriq.ge;
is used to enter the program and data into

and to.dialogue with the PC. !t is continuously
to prevent incorrect entries and syntax errors,

a:r:e indicated by an audio warning.

4.4.7 THE SWITCH BANK

A bank of four toggle sw'itches was available fol:."use with
the programmable controller. These switches can be used
for practical demonstrations, and even to simulate the
outputs expected from an incremental encoder, i.e.
up!dowI1.counting (except very much slower). They can be
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used to indicate the active state of a switch in a ladder
program, and functions such as reset and inhibit are easily
demonstrated.

1 2 4 5 6 8 7

\~The comp Lene pte system

controller rack.

terminal.
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4.5 ELC/PC INTERFACE SYSTEM
The PL7-2 seftware package supplied by Telemecanique allews
a standard IBM PC 286, AT or PS (with at least EGA display)
to. eperate as a pregramming t6rminal. It effectively
substitutes the TSX T407 programming terminal by simulating
the mere advanced TSX T607 terminal.

The system comprises ef:
- the PCI or a PSi with VGA display;
- a seftware key inserted in the PC printer pert;
- an active (as oppesed to. passive) current leop convert.or;
- the PLC.
The system is connected up as seen in the follewing
diagram, the current leep convertor (CLC) being the
essential link between the PC and the PLC.

PLC IBM PC

CLC
MAINS . RIZiJ ,...., '"'- ~

It •• t....I

"Fig 4 .•S PtC, current leap cenverter and PC link

4.5.1 SYST~M APVANTAGEa

The first and foremost advantage Of a pte/pc system is that
it forms the first step to. an eff-line facility. The PC
dees not have to.be co.nnected to. the PLC when develeping
pregrams, and de the user can program in any envirenment
desired, only transferringpregrarns when and where needed.
Other advantages include:
- Pt7-2 prcg:I.:.:l.ntransfer between the PC and the PLC;
- Ladder and Grafcet program sterage and retrieval;
- extensive pregramming and debugging enhanced threugh

informative displays;
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- application documenting and printing;
- on-line parameter adjustment facilitated by full screen

real-time displays;
- simpler menu accessing due to larger screen displays.

For installation and running purposes, the software
requires at least 1 ME of free PC disk space.
Operation of the system requires extensive learning time,
~lthough previous experience on the smaller TSX T407, as
w~11 as the large screen with informative displays, would
speed up the learning process.

Whenever a new program is written, the software has to be
configured to suit the system parameters, i.e. the PLC and
the various modules in use. However, configurations are
saved with each program, and are not lost at each reset.
The PLC used is a TSX 47-20, the memory module sile being
8 K, and the pre-processing language is Ladder. As a
single unit, the PLC is addressed both physically and
logically, in network ° and at station 1.

Plate 4 IBM PC with current l~op converter
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4.6 FREQUENCY GENERATOR
The TSX ~~T 200 fast counting and positionin~ module has
two independent input channels, each channel having two
counting inputs: INO and IN1. To perfor.m both up and
downcounting, both inputs mu~t be used. Two square wave
inputs are generated, with either lead or lag
characteristics. If INO leads IN1 then upcounting takes
place, and if INO lags INl then downcounting takes place.
To simulate a dual logic frequency input to the fast
counting module, a frequency generator was built. An
explanation of the circuit, how it works, and the wiring
diagrams are included in appendix B3&4, and sections
5.9&10. The outputs from the frequency generator are
connected to the fast counting module to simulate the
output characteristics of an incremental encoder.
The complete system (wired up), including the frequency
generator and the fast counting module is seen in p l.at e 5.

Plate 5 The complete system (.onnected
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4.7 PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR
A fundamental piece of equipment in a control system is an
amplifier. The pulse width modulator (PWM) is a circuit
designed to regulate the switching of a powe r supply in
order to obtain an amplified output voltage proportional to
an input signal.

The principle behind the operation of the amplifie.r, the
various circuits and an explanation of each module can be
found in appendix B6. The construction 0_ the device is
broken down into five modules in order to facilitate simple
analysis and testing of the circuit during its construction
phases. The circuitry that was built relates to an
amplifier designed to accept au input signal of -10 V at
0.8 A and to generate a proportional voltage in the range
of -24 V to +24 V at 10 A.

The complete PWM consists of the following five modules:
- the voltage dropper,
- the addd.nq amplifier i

- the pulse width modulating regulator;
- the dd ver, and;
- the invcr":er.

Plate 6 P.WMmounted on vero board
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The .entire circuit can be mounted on a 'VEl!;(') board (se(~
plate 6), with loose wiring· being used for the inputs and
outputs f0.t: each module to enable singlllar operation. For
fin.al operation, these wires can readily be joined
together to form the complete PWM.

The PWMwas built in anticipation of the procurement lof an
axis control module (see section 5.13). A requirement: o.f
such an axis. cpntrol system is an amplifier, and the

',--C

amplifica'c:l..on characteristics of the l?WMare according to
those as specified by the manufac:{Luresof such control

'(

modules.
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5 FEASIBILITY STUDY

'the f~asibility st.udy carried out. on t.he establishment of
control of the robot with the aid of a PLC is descri.bed in
the sect.ion that follows. The s.tudy invoJ.ves the discovery
process regarding the robot ltlotions,encoder and servo
motor operations, and. feasibilit.y of the control decided
on.
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5.1 QPTICAL SHAFT ENCODERS
Tpe encoders that are used on the robot are incremental
encoders, and are mounted on the back end of the DC servo
motors. Each ~pds of rotation on the robot is controlled
by a motor, and each axis employs encoder feedback,for
position qont.rol. The control of the robot hinges on the
en,coders, this being seen as the most important piece of
equipment in the control study, and is lOOked at first.

01le to the fact that none of the four motor-encoder
combinations would yield dist,inguishable signals, certain
citcu~t ~Ltl~~Y''$es~ndlZ'epairshad to be carried out.

o! .

Witl:l.o'ut ~1;lJ1l.¢'l;:ionalenCoders, the establishment of

"'were aV'aila;'l:)leon the optical enccdez-s,
,"6f how the circuits. operated had to

the four encoders, as well

se 6\nd became evident as the analysis
carried out. These included burnt out

bl.own chip, burnt out resistors and
a few·loos€ wireS.

and it was possible
• )1assJ,.stance.

No serious hardware
to repair the encoders

¢ietailed'iIPrtd~rt~tanding'of encodez circuitry was
, "'. '. . ." (Iatine,# dU:iJing.the,,repair process, \and aqt:r=das an aid in

the d:mtrql p1'ocesS. With a thorough knowledge of the
encoder operatic::Jlj"cont:r;olWOUld be simplified.

The layout of the circuit was only established in detail at
its output end, the reason being that with incorrect



operat.ion, this tended to be the end that received the most
damage. The schematic that follows gives an indication of
the layout of the circuit from the power input to the chip
(the chip used is es.sentially a triggering chip, used to
trigger a square wave from a sine wave) •

LED
LM 139

DISK

$.1 Encoder circuit ... power itlput to chip

~alf bf the circuit, the two' pul :f. train ,LEDS
~,eries, and. hence damage to Qn~~,will result.
the (j'ther. A third photo ele~tr:l..c ce:ll and
is situated' on the opposite side of the

'"
at a smaller x:a.diu$ than the other two

"This cell is resp0n'$4_?le fb:r: detecting the reference
;~l1.~uf '«I;fi the glass disk of th$"~~:mcoder.
JjliT'I,:ts.\'''·iIliID:l?!l was~replaced, and for any future replaCern~nt of
'~Et~e )JEOs, a sl.lita:t},le L~DwoUld :be an ~'P;E 500. HO'i'leVei',

- i;:~J' _, '_ i. ':,'~e potentiom~t~rs have teo.be ad.jtlsrted dt.\.e to the l_pwer
.)

powe:r:crating': of these tEL's.

The infil,(,ared oeam emitted by the tEOs are picked up by
o "{I

photocells positioned on the opposite side of the glass
disk to the LEOs. Each photocell is pOWered through a
potentiometer. Adjustment of this potentiometer adjusts
the trigger level and thus the balance of mark time to
space time on the final square wave output from the chip.
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This principle is shown in the figure 5.2, the ideal
balance being at 0° on the quasi-sine curve, resulting' in
a 90° balance in the square wave. It should be noted
that the principle of passing a light source past a slot
does not result in a straight edged light intensity signal
being received by the 'photocell. This is due to a fraction
of lig~t Showing at first, proportionally increasing as the
two slots alig.n, before fad,)'g agail;tto zero visibility.
This results in a quasi"'sine wave, and:thls wave has to be
triggered to produce a square Wave output.

LOWER LEVEL.......- ,_ -- ....... __ . - --.....,.

UPPER LEVEL.- .- - - __ - ._. .-. - -

f, n"e ~l>el:a:ei® 6'1!i!the ehip is iml'!erativ .. to any aMlysis and
)epai:r to the oi:rcuit. The main function of the chip is.to
""pe:rfofmthe tri~gerinCi:1on the sine ,J.nputin order to obtain

":':',,!:~{t:n~~~pt!!iu:~~~~t::;:ls~e~~:a~~~~~:n~n~:t.c

)} ,'. . " ',' .,.; __ "'" // . " ., ,,'..,' " . _ _ ',', _, .' \1waVe ~hat ~iJ.l vary th~ triggering level, nence the effect
of tne poten:eiometer,''\in ft-bnt"of t.he Chip. c

r\ '\ '.) "
V '-'-0-,\

I) D .;) (')

The Chip (LM'29Ql) consists of four o~""amps, laid out as in
figur~ r~.• :3.

"
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03 04 GND 14+ 14- I3+ 13-

02 01 v+ 11- 11+ 12- I2+

Fig 5.3 Connection and pin diagram for encoder chip
"

: - '~. - - - - - - \\,~~' ~h;{~toc~lls are connect~d directly to the chip input
~t')~:~~ta,-cbe'quadr~ture cell'~ being con;ected to inputs 1

f and the reference being connected to op-amp 3.
$laCh input can be observed on an oscilloscope, and

"'. ')

appear asl!a quaa.I--ad.ne wave, and each cut.put;should
!j - - - \,\

T,,~ave. E,or the refe.~ence signal t these forms
ur Once every revolution.

the ohip, 'tpe signal is sent to' a cable!;driving
By haV'~;ng'the output conaect.ed to the

ctor of'the transistor, it)is possible to pull these
Is up to desired voltages allowing fOr greater

f'lexibility. The output signal from the encoder can be
increase-d with a larger pUll-up. This will, however 1

require the Use of larger resistors to limit the back
current entering the cable driving transistors.

The transistors are the first components to fail when
incorrect voltages are supplied to the encoder, or the
pull-up circuit is strapped to a vOltage that is too high
with a resistor that is too low.
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The wiring diagram for each of the signals, shown entering
and leaving the chip, is illustrated below.,

>-~~ -J~ ~~

~
o
+l
>~--J'/\r~--~~
L!'l+

I"
I
IL - -- -- -- -- --. - .~ -- --- --

l
I
I

d'll
~l
7fJ1

I
I
I______ ....J

E'i\'g5.4 Encoder circuit - .:i.ntoand out of chip
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5.1.3 ENQQQE.R INTERFACING

To test the ope r'at.d on of the encoders, it is necessary to
connect these to the l?te.
Three power supplies are used, these being used to power
the encoder, the motor, and the brake. The connections are
summarised in the wiring schematic shown in figure 5.5.

TO SF
PULL UP

24 VDC
+

EF
PULL
UP

SWITCH SANK 2 3
OUTPUT MOD

• RST
(PIN 2)

~ 4 :3
ll'NPWr MOP

+ RST/INH
(PIN 6)

FAST COUNTING MODULE- INH
(PIN 1)
(PIN 4)
+ INO

(PIN 9)
+ IN\!

(PIN 6)
+ RSTJINH

~~~~(_~_r+~J_~O_~_)__ ~~(_~_i~i_N_i_)__ r-_(_·~_I_~,S~). I
9

MOO

1014 n
BCD E

ENCODER PLUG
G H

F

Fig 5.5 Wiring diagram to test encodar ope rat.Lon
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The one 24 V circuit powers the reset through the switch
bank, and the other utilises the emitter-follower (EF)
circuit to reset the FCM on the encoder reference output.
The emitter--follower is only needed when the reference
output is needed to measure the resolution of the encoder.
The inconvenience of this circuit, as well as the necessity
of an additional 24 V power source, rendered it undesirable
in the final control circuit. It was decided that the
reference pulse would be used only for encoder resolution
determination, and not for final position control of the
motor.

v'\'it..:"l. the p, ~sent circuit la~..Jut,the brake is powered by
output 01,0 and the motor is switched through output 01,4.
The first two switches on the switch bank set the reset
(RST) and inhibit (INH) inputs to the rCM, and the second
two s~t ipput.s !0, 0 and IO, 1 on the input module. The
prog.rams making use of this cirouitry make use of these
~ddr$$s .•~s:,\

II ~,@ en,~~iefull control of thei: motors with respect to their
totatimnal pOsition, the t'esolution of the 'encoders have to
.1) . .. . . /.~ ,~e a~~p.tately determinerr,:i.e. the number of gt'id lines ,pn
the glass plate per revolution of the motor shaft.

~he grid lines were too fine to count physically, and thus
the reference pulse had to be made use of. By starting to
count pulses received as soon as a reference pulse was
detected, and then ho;J.dingthe count constant when the next
tefe:cence pulse was detected enabled "the pulses pet'
revolution of the encoders to be determined.

A Laddet' logic subroutine was developed that, when utilised
in a counting program, would perform the desired counting
operation. This subroutine toggles Bl on the rising edge
of input II. As shown in the following timing diagram (Fig
5.6), Bt will be high for every alternate pair of II
pulses.
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11/B2

B1

Fig 5.6 Timing diagram - Bl high every alternate pulse

The program that follows incorpor~tes the subroutine,
counting the pulses. from the encoder for one revolution,
holding the count for the next, and resetting the count
before the process is repeated.

RESOLUTiON DETERMINATION PROGRAM

'12,5

i~~~~ ~---- LW1=-lJ_

~~~~ __~----~ __--~-LWO~O]
83

HJ~-- __ ------ __ ~-- __ --( )

Wl,4~t------~----------------( )81
'~r-~*-~r-~~-~--~------(S)

81
....._-tt-...................- ..........---~-( H) -

83....._-----~-----~~~----()

1

12,8 B1 J
·I-Al~v~---+III-------CWO=WO+W1 J ""I

Reset WO on
r~$ing adg. 01 81

LOCid buffer into
carry worg (Wi)

Toggle 8i on
I"'l.singedge of
input 12,7

Update WO iff 81
is high

Fig 5.7 Program - encoder resolution determination
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The program above yielded a resolution of 500 pulses per
revolution for each encoder. This is in agreement with the
caLcu.Lat.edresolution of the encoders found by monitoring
the frequency of the reference pulse and the quadrature
pulses when connected to an oscilloscope. The reference
pulse had a frequency of 3.42 Hz, and the quadrature pulses
had a frequency of 6.•84 Hz. This resulted in a ratio of
500.3 : 1 ..

A point of note brOught out by this experiment was that the
limiting facto):'in high speed counti.rlgwas found to be the
lead or lag displacement between the two quadxat.uze pulse
trains.
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5.2
,

DC SERVO ,MOTORS

Rotation of each axis is controlled by a DC servo motor,
and thu'::;the understanding of their operation is vital to
the establishment of final control of the robot.

5.2.1 MQIQR CALIBRATION;{

On the robot are four PC servo motors, two sets having the
same dimensions. Operational curves were obtained for
these motors, relating input voltage and associa.ted current
to rotatiollal speed. The curves obtained follow.

o The d.ata from the motioz-swas obtained by tak.ing six
readings with aOtachometer at discreet voltage levels. The
volta;ge levels were varied from 0 V to +li'v, moving up and
:io~Bthe sc~le :t:l.l order to detect any discrepancies.

pf the torque frontthe harmonic drive was
accurately as possible by,holding the end

The effect of a l'oad on the end
".........,..,.....0. t,o a. free standing motor causes more

\1 . 'drawn by the motor; and the speed curves
lower ,,:rotationalspeeds while retaining their

are importarlt when terminal motion
'\Y"IlI'nn,1"' ,is"desired, such that each axis reaches its
ina:ti.onat precisely the right tilTle. However,
sources of torque may be present and can effect

ormance of the motor. A varying load on the motor
~an '$ause it to act;unpredictably, anc, is present in the
simple example of the robot arm picking up a weight. As

the arm is raised, the centre of gravity of the arm moves
closer to the joint, causing a reduction in the torque
applied to the motor. This must be kept in mind when input
110ltages are used to manipulate the robot arms at various
speeds.
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5.2.2 ,GEl\B.UIG DE'l'EBMINATIQN

Once the speed of the motors have been related to varying
input voltages, it is important to determine the way the
harmonic drives are geared.

A practical approach to this problem 'W~s to measu'Ce the
rotational displacement (in degrees) of the robot arm, and
to relate it to the number of pulses the '!:lncoderhas movp.d
through. In this manner, the number of pulses per degree
r(ltat:i.onof the arm was determined.

The encoder output Of each motor was accessed through the
?!.C, and the motor was powered ciirectly frOut a powez
supply. '15'orallohorizontal axes, where rotation of the arm
is plane, a protractor waS placed vertically

arm. An angular movement of the arm
lar.;movement of the protractor I and a

on the end., sllspend~d from the centre
reisulted illan angular reading being

aCPlll:'acyto within 0.1° (see f:i.gure

ng in a vertic.al plane required a
h, and the following was 'Usl:3d.A, Single
to a horizontal plate anywnere on the

A second thrE?ad was placed ,o"llerthe first, but
e'(lCh end to the walls of the .roota. ThllS one
Ull:ough the Same angle as did the robot, while

thread. remined fixed in one position (see figure
,~gain the encoder output gave a pulse reading that
1.,1

the ¢hange in angle between the two

exercise was carried out 15 timeS for eacn axis,
gi.v;ng a .t:'ealisticaggregate. Table 5.1 gives the pulses

\'per degree and the gearing ratio (motor : arm) of each
axis.
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161 .3 1

158.4 1
96;5 i

157.0 1

z 224
AXIS PULSES/OEGR.EE GEARING (MOTOR:ARM)

x 2:20

218

T~ble 5.1 AXis gearing ratios

t'l'eigJ'lt

Cletermi:nation ...hori.zonta!1.altes

Fig 5.10 Gearing determination .....vertical axis
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5.3 CONTROL DECI~
Once it had>been established that all the components in the
robot system (i.J~/I. motors r encoders, brakes f etc.) were in
working order, a decision had to be made regarding the form
the ~ontrol would take.

The encoders wer~ seen to be the key t.o control, as these
. . c

could rela\te how many rot!':ationsthe motor had 'r.otated
th't',:)utjh, as well as the speed with which it had rotated.

Due to the fact that. none of t)Jleexisting modules had
iMta~t f$~dJbaok control loops, and the design of such a

:Been beyond the scope Of the project, .it
an openoloop control system was to be
"tllis form of ..control for its industrial

of the robot was en)'!isionedis
(I" . ifthe resplution of the encoder Clnd the

61' ; robot arm is known, a desired
Is simply effected by rotating the

number of encoder pulses. When the
the motion the btake is diseng:age~.( and

o.~the arm.has been .,reached
reading)., the brake is then

control hierarchy would follow a certain pattern.
it of "the robot,would decide on and specify the

on of the end eff):ctor. The controlling software (a

rolling al'~ti chm) would interpret and act upon this
,'input.
o

In an open loop control, the operating characteristics of
the various components must be known, thus allowing a known
input to give one a predictable output.- The DC motors
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voltage ... speed chara.cteristics have been calibrated, and
thus these speed characteristics of each motor can be
utilised to allow terminal motion control. The desired
""l.>eedthe rt\otor must rot:ate at to give the useX'terminal
control is dacide<i through a controlling speed algorithm
th81t relates 2? desired speed to a certain voltage.
~i,d..$ir€ld position of the robot arm is known, and this is

the number of pulses the encoder has to rotate
'.rna controlling algorithm calculate~ the
;it.t.splacement of the '/arm, .rnakinguse of the

.,andthe motor brake to initiate and
As the encoder is increm.ental and not

tor movementwill h\ve to be referenced
{/iti~n.

.,,'has to IDetaken into account., as the
efire'ct the position of the end

[).~.~~1$J~.~.~~/materides have ''::0 be manipulated
to,· ensure the correct end

;bbiedesired. end effector
for t~e'coritrolled

.
.d-lnt!.ert'pl1"eJtth.is .as a specific

a retational
·,"1

'$l1'i,~.lttSby liBoking at the inherel'lt pte
1\ I,

, t~tie ..tM;isit,s·elf to incorporat.e a
"

·1.W,~i,(&tO'(iii\ta1illttM.gj assessment of this system~ and
'~~",·~e~S'l.~~eei~,'sf\$;cem.that \'fill give adequate
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5.4 .ILD CAPABILITIES
COUNTER FtJNCI'IQN BLOCK

It was realised that some form of counting was needed in
the 'control process, whereby the pulses of the encoder
could be read, counted and stored, to be acted art when
nec~ssary. Starting from the simplest form of control, it
was decided to experiment with the input/output. (I/O)
handling capabilit ..ies of the l?LC, as well as to establiSh
the basis fo·r future counting control. This also presented
an' opportunity for the author to gain a pract(~cal
understanding of the l?LC.

Initially, LaddE!rlogiC programming was used, even though
Graphcet options were available. 'It was anticipcp.ted t:llat
',(;.raph,ce'twould have to be used at a later stage for
!:s.im'!4(l.ta.p,~glU?' m\otor control.
,,-''\ ,l,l;" ':',,' """y';",' \,:,,"';c. ' '-,

, ~! co:unting :!function block (CltB) would
'w1L,lll~C::l' t.l1J.e.ot.1LC,.. a-nd input pu;:(ses generated by
.iL~~~~es7®u:cceswit~h,ed tD.ro'Ug-ha bank of

""""' ... ,,,",,,,,.,",.•,..,,,.~i'~ :.r .. ,., .... ' ,"-':";"

,W~e..:~G?:eration,!e;£: a counting- fumction
of this

IJ

-: __,. _,.,.<."_", ,',_." ~~:::"~_'; -",1'. " •~~,~(~~,.j~t'"'a, .f.. • '" •• ~~~~~1r'.it:r:;R~~~~.~o~.+,g.pe,st
'~~~JI~t~s~l.,!J~~~ol, a~st;~~(?:fi.~~~e i~l !,~t\Qut.P'l4lt si~b~l driving
~~,:o';-I~'/"_ ::'; ,:<_':,f,;~~",_'~.'t.'_,.: ._'0,,-: ( i,,'~_:,! :.$~., ,.,_,:::,_4 ,> '''~.';J~,,~-!::,.~J.c',.U ., ."~,'" ...','c-",,, "'-:"., _:-0' '_.~:~~.~.'"~~~,~!~{"i~npf' ~;. iP."~l"~;~,~ tw~Q~,~~o~t'tthJ,.$, mO.t.or \:9i~n~;tated

~i¢1,o~¢f,# '~~;~t,~P".t,t..~.d,*l<,;1.~,~t,eCAe state Of tp.\~ motor~,
eit~ew" tl.\lntling or not runni,09. The simul)atio:p was 'laid out
~s sh,OW,u,0$1I,')W,I Witl"i tp.e "90%;1e,~],ton9.;n.~'p!:ogr~'m beJn.g 1,1$,e.C;t

" t.o ·~~mu"l,a,:t.'eO::Ol?J.t~'·p,l_.. 1',0

il
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[ SCHEMATIC OF SYST~M LAYOUT I
irr 'Iii"" ,~ ., .. Ii •• iii • ii, iii irr .• a ., .' ••• iii •• iii '•• it ••

PLC
OUTPUT INPUT

.........J0~ .• Ii •• " .

lMOTOR _ lENCODER -

cour·:rER FUNCTION BLOCK TESTING PROGRAM

In 4 retllE;('M t

)

~.11 Component connection and control
\\

bank, 1.e. the input read by the counter I

i.l1j.(Ii~~~.iingan incremental signal, was generated by the
'"iJ' ;<

~~~~m;$.A1;W':'of one of the switches On the switch bank.
\0'

:::J 0

'''l6 :'ttesults from this rough model served to illustrate the
'~"t.tLlit¥ of th6'" standard I/O moduj.as in fast input control.
:tt.' was found that, in pri.\~ciple, the circuit worked

o

perfectly with the motor l::unning unt,il a certain number of
increments had been read. 'llhe problem was however I that
these inputs were only being read at a speed of about
3 Hz. That is, that toggling the counting switCh at a rate
faster than 3 time per second was futile in that only the

o
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occasional signal w,;asacknowledged by the counter. This
rate wa:s far below the 43 Mz capabilities advertised for
the l?LC. Further reading indicated that the software
function block itself was at fault in that it was incapable
of running at this speed,'and that thE?highe~ speed
expected was only a.vaila\bleon standard ladder logic
programs.

Thus the counter function block had to be eliminated, as
countin<l,the pulses from the encoder req,H.red a counting
rat.a ""ary much more than the CFB was ca.pable of.
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5 ..5 ACCfJMUL_AT_l_Q_N_OF ANINCREMENTAL WORD
The deSign Of a program operating without the use of this
restrictive function block was a natural pregressien,
accumulating an incremental signal, and storing it in a
word which ceuld be cempared to.a set value.

SIMULATED COUNTER PROGRAMij-'-
Ii
i IQ,O I

I 4} . \"'-::. '.'./['w·.0. =[wwoo=+°.1. ]]3i~,~,.1.' BO

J "~ r~W"~-----'-- (BO)
01,0,~~,--------~----------~.( )01,1,~~~--,----------~~----()
01,:2i~~~--~'---------------()
0.1.,3~r-~~----~--------------()

()

.. 'r' [Wo>=S'J
IJO \

\I
co

, I

ResE?t WO
Increment WO on
rising edge of
input 0,1

Display first 4
LBS!:jof wo em
output module
LEOs

Show 3 outputs if
I,JO'>=8

"Fig 5.12 Program - simulated ceunte~

The program 'fig S •.12) allews fer two. inputs (beth througho

the switch bank), the first a 'reset' that sets the
incremental werd to. zez-oI and the second the incremental
pulse. The,program increments a v~erd (WO) en the rising
edge of :i,npu.t2 (IO,1). 'rhiswerd is then displayed on the
output;cf"il'edule,for easy reference, before being companed to.
a preset va'Lue, The rising edge branch is necessitated by

the fact that without this re3trictien the PLC will
increment 1::17,ewerd en every scan o.fthe pro.gram when the
switoh is cn. This means a 10 ms rate which cannet be
accurcitely monito.red in this simulatio.n-situatio.n. If the
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counting word proved to be higher than the preset value,
three outputs (LEDS on the output module) were set.

It should be noted, at this stage; that the setting of an
output on the Ptc results in the closing 0f the output
switch and the simultaneous illumination of an indicator,
on the Ptc panel, for that output. These indicators were
used extens.ively throughout the following experiments in
order to give immediate feedback on the program's state, as
they eliminate the need for any attached, powered,
indicators such as lamps or motors.

This program effectively simulates the counting block, with
the same reset, comparative and incremental facilities
being avad LabLe, It could easily be enhanced to provide
aeoremental and inh~biting/enabling inputs for completion,
!~,'Itt'E'\ff0r experimental purposes t.hiswas not necessary. The

showed that this program was indeed far faster than
.one utilising the.CE'a.
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5.6 """,!-I-I-/~O ----'F"""--'A"'-"'l!..C~I==_=L==_.:I__...Toob_oI........,E...t..!!OS~___"""_'E_GM
(UP COUNTING)

It was realised that a fast counting facility was needed to
accomodate the speed of the pulse train from the 'encoder.
With a resolution of 500 pulses per revolution, with the
motor rotating at only 240 rpm, a counting capability of
~ kHz was necessary. Fortunately, this 6as a result that
had been anticipated, and a compatible fast counting module
(FCM) had been procured from 'l'elemecanique. An explanation
of this modu l.e , and its operation, can be found in Appendix
E2. once" again, an understanding of this section is
impetative for an understanding of the following
par.agrap/hs.

ion of the operation of the FCM formed an
'or the fe'asibility study. The encoders emit
signal i'hthe form of two square waves, with a

cement of 90°, i.e. in qUfldrature. These
or;lag each other depending on the direction of
The rCM whicl?:had been pr oouned was ideally
handling this type of input. Its discriminatory

also eliminated the n~~d for separate
i

and dec:t'smentalinputs, t~ese now being
1\

. ,.__ 1\-

'l.4.... ,u...d from the difference ~n the two wave forms.

:t$t step in the feasibility investigation was
\';'.9-' ... 0:::: .... with the FCM and a modified program designed to

e t.he generated inputs to the module. 'l.'hemodule was
through the switch bank as shown in figure 5.13, and

accompanying program (figure 5.14) used to test its
operation ••
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WIRING OF FAST COUNTING MODULE
(NO DISCRIMINATION)

24 'IDe

+
.-----------1 JI---I~_.

I I

) SWITCH BANK •
" • • • • •• • •••••••••• It- ..

.. .. • • • Ii • II ...... Ii ,. ..

e • ., Ii •• '. " .. e iii til II • ,Ii ...... Ii • it •••• • •••• ., ...... iii •••.•.•

- lNH
(PIN 1)

- lNO
(FIN 5)

- f ST
(PIN 2) .

+ iNO
(FIN 3)

+ INH/RST
(FIN 6)

FAST COUNT! NG MODU!_J.;
• iii ._ft' ...... :". Ii ••••• II. Ii -. Ii Ii .... 11-. 'Ii •• It •••. _ 'f/!" •• Ii II II." it" .... ., ill" .. iI

NS If.S voe supplied by en~Qder .ignal~ rins 3 & 5 do not
run through 24 VDCswi tc:h bank J

Fig 5.13 Circuit - wi~J.ng of FCM

1nitially, the reM was not set on discriminatory input, but
was only capable of reading an incremental signal. All
switch bank inputs were wired into the 5 V E'CM input
points, thus the program only accepted the addresses
generated by this module i.e.. I2,O to 7 as explained in
appendix B2. The program initially examines the state of
the generated sign bit (12,5) and sets the buffGr word (Wl)
accordingly. The five buffer inputs (12/0 to 4) are then
down loaded into WI. As long as the Sign bit is not
negative (this requires careful handling in bina:cy and can
create confusion if allowed to wrapALnto the negative
region), this buffer word is then added onto ~m
accumulative courrtLnq word (WO). In the event of the reset
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bit (12,7) being high (due to an input from the switch
bank), or if the sign bit goes negative, the accumulative
word is set to zero. The last part of the program displays
the state of the 5 least significant bits of WO on the
output module LEDs.

FAST COUNTING MODULE TESTING PROGRAM

12,.5

~~::-.----------~------~~(:::;~;~
t--It-'_1 ~ ..........~_~~ : Wi; i-~

Ac t on

12,2 Wl,2

;:,.........----___....~---------.--------.---:::\:j
12,8

Load buffer into
carry word (W.1)

Accumulate WO
R~sst WO

II

rig 5.14 Program - FCM Incoxpoz atLon, upcounting

On a macroscopic scale, the FCM generates a number of
inputs according to the three hard inputs it, receives from
the switch bank, these now inputs Lnc.Lude the number of
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incremental puLses recai ved since the last program scan
(10 ms ago) which are loaded into a carrying word which
transfers them to th~ counting word , The process is then
repeated. The rea,der will not;e that the carrying word is
the same as the input buffer for each scan, and is thus a
reflection of the counting rate. Thus by observing the.
constantly updated state of this word in debug mode, the
input rate can b~ accurately monitored.

'1'heresults :i.ndicatp.d that the module was working exactly'
.as predicted. A problem that arose was that with each
flicl~ of the toggle switch, Wo was increasing by up to
three units. This was due to switch bounce which was now
detect.able with this high input detection resolution. When
Wi was monitored in debr J mode, it was found that extremely
f~$·t toggling of the input pulse switch COl.; rl only just:.
lel'Jl'U!.e. the word to reflect any state. 'this indicates that

})uffer is being down"'loaded and reset very much fa tar
the i.rlput speed of the counting pulse, which was as

ed ,
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5..7 rio
& DO~r\jNCQQNTING)
CAPABILITIES FCMLQP

It now remained to test the FCM in its discriminatory mode.
Once again, only a single input channel was used, the other
only needed fOl: simultaneous control. The following
circuit (figure 5.15) was'set up, this bei:ng a modification
of the previous model to allow for an additional input
designed to s....nulate the second pulse train.
w~.~==~~====~~W=l=R=I~N=G==OF==F=A=S=T==C=O=U~N=T=I=N=G==M=O=D=U=L=E~==========~

(WITH DISCRIMINATION)

24 VDC

lit· 0 ... ._ •• •• If .. Ii .. ii • " .... " ..... III· •

SWITCH BANk •
....... , 1II···iI p ••••

.w .. ,. if If .. " '••. '" ' •• " • 0) ... Iii '. • .. • • Ii • II •• e' Ji • " '" ... 'II ...

-=lNO
(PIN 5)

NH
(PIN 1)

ST
(PIN 2)PIN 9)

(PIN 3) (PIN 7)
FAST COUNTING MODULE

.. ., iii: " • " ~ e.~ ill If iii " •••• ii ~ • • .. I " • iii -It •• " •• V Q • " 01 ..

NS If a vDe .uppli~d by encoder siQnal, pins 3, 5, 7 • 9
do ndt I""LlI'1through 24 VDC switch bank.

mig 5.15 Circuit ~ FCM incorporation, up and downcounting

No further programming is required to handle dual logic
inputs, all this is taken care Of by the FCM with results
being stored in the internal register ..
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By toggling the two input switches in succession (lon, 2
on, 1 off, 2 aff, eic), a very slow square wave train (with
lead an input 1) could be simulated. This resulted in
up-counting. By reversing the order of switching,
down-counting could also be achieved. Switch bounce was
not a problem in this case, the reason being that after the
first rising edge, the discriminating module would look
iml'nediatelyto the other input for a rising edge and did
not, therefore, 'see' the multiple edges from the first
input.

The advantag'e of us:Lng this form of input control t '(las that
it bec.ame possible to detect a tra.nsition phase bet.ween up
and down-counting. This transition require.s control in
order\\to prevent the loss of a count between lead and lag
transitions, which would result in a loss of resolution.

m~l?erimei.tltalt;~sults yielded certain relationships:
J,.·e.~'O,f{lli··a··g··IJset has occurred, then the next lead/lag

wi~l result in the respective co'unt, howEnter; a
wiil effect no change.'inthe· reM's internal

['henext effeot is dependant upon the last input
heing its base indicatc),l,~as in an iteratiVe

ionshi,tJis illustrated. below ..covering all
combiriat,ionsof ccnsecut Lve lead/lags:

Lead ....Lead
tag ...Lag
Lead ....Lag
Lag '-Lead

INTERNAL REG!STER RESULT
Incremen\i
Decrement
Const.ant
Constant

In addition to the above result, it was noted that
incrementing or dec.rementing a.fthe internal register took
place at a specific position in the du.ty cycle combination
of the two wave forms. This was dictated by input INO on
the module, with incrementi~"lgon the riSing edge, and
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decrementing on theifalling edge (see figure S.lo).

Counting Inputs INO i

IN1 i!

o
o 0
o .0

o
o 0 1010 0

rM~L.'r:n'~IIiI~~q~')p~!J1IJ~!$'lljB,t'caRhi;) aoded Qnthe five <::ountingbits are + 31 and ·32. 4-;

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 ..1 ·2

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Countvail)e

Ch1

dow.t;lpountingwave trains

o
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5.8 H.IGH. BrEED COUNTING
The next stage in control feasibility development required
the establishing of a program that could handle counting in
the large regions. that this control required. So far,
counting control had only been able to handle up to 32767

pulses (215) in the :16bit-word (NB the 16th bit is a
sign bit). vUth the encoders being used, this only allO'ta1s
for abc t. 65 rev~":>lut.iO~'1sof the motor I not nearly
sufficient for the robot's range of movement. A program
had t~ be established that would augment this range by
coupling two words to giVe a 30 bit word (2 sign bits not
incl\lcied). This gives a· range of 32.7682 (or 230) I or
over a million r~volutions of control.

~other option for high revolution counting would i::le the
,Of the encoders reference output. ~s d~sq+-"iaed

the encoder outputs an.addxtiol1al :pulse fo·r eve,;y
This could be used to break counting down into

and fractions of a'revolution (j!rqm"the nOrmal
'inputs).. The 30 bit wo.r:doptj,on alloW's. flex: far

.",. .:.,,' ,

iTtl" :East counting.
"

·~Ite<;lri:r.8,ll'l·:was wr'itten (figure 5,,3.7) that indie.mex1ts word wo
ItCM inputs and sets t,,,o O\.lt,p,tl~ i,ndic:ators :l.f t:lJ.·e. . " .' '.0

'''mu",""", is smaller than a constflrtt worq. (CN1). This is how
i~.nal oo'ltlpari.sonwill take place, with CVil set; from> an

;.~

ekternal source, either from a PC O'ra .l?LC. u

()
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TWO WORD COUNTING PROGRAM

Act on sign bit

01,E( )-l Show:2 outpu.t!:. if

,--_____,~1 , ~--I WO<5

Load bUffer into
carry word (WI)

12,5

~+---- ........... -...,........____,.[Wl=-l]
Wi,O~K------~------------~--~---()Wl;l~~~--~-------------()~

""Reset WO
:,)

Wrap WO and
increment W2

Wl,2

~~'"---..........-..........-......._,-.........-~::l;j
WO:;:WO+WIJj

~~ __ ~ ~ ~LWO=OJ 1

~\,

WO:WO&~2767l ~

t--_ _,............\.W2~W2+1 J,
SY1e I

'"'""'"--......... -\R) --;

Display WO

" '<)

\~

!/

01,0
)

01,1~~----~------~---------()

Fig 5.17 Program·· E'CMcourrt.Lnq simulation
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'I!he,p:rogram 'Uses word W1 as a carrier fel: WO, and W2 is the
augmented\,word 'Used. fer' enhanced scope as mentiened
p:re11"iousJ.y. By using the st'a.te IOf the system bit (SY18) I

an" indicatilOn of word "overflow error, WO is made to wrap
between 3276.7 and 0, with Wl being incremented or
decrement'ep for each wrap, depending on the direction of
wrap,.

The comparison block' can be doubled up to cater for the'two
W<2lrl!'dnurttSer .by placing two bldC.ks in series, the One

~~'l!ZJdn,iilt tl1\9mG~e ~1.g:aif:i..¢antQ:t"J;the two words, and the
/) '-' :,\

\1

11 \,
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5 G 9 reM READING CAP,ABILITIES
, - FREQUENCY CE]~~ERATQR 1

Now that the exact oper.atiorl of the FeN', in bot!! modes, had
been determined. and. its opera.'tion :in rnc.mitoJ;.",edcounting
established, the next step was to te£t its reading
()qalZ>abilities • It was. decided Co.at this. should be done
:;using a frequency gen~l:'ator with output frequerfcies that,

I

'}c'buld :be va.ried and determined. Note that all the previous
IJ '.::"".9

as w~ll as th.e inClusion of a· frequency g.enerator
o·~-J'

the fea$i~ilit:;y ~tudywere necessary, as the encoders
'~epaired, 'ax,ld thus their

c

wave gel'ierator could, not be
ll,a;'t~oSe,"so one had to be built ..

",~li\;;Jo~:i; generator be id~ally suited .for
~'1::If~cl!.sd,bL~ :b¥, the introduct~on of

1_)

motot .sta,r.t-up} l:,Variable
;":,·;,··J,·;_-ti...~',t;;i{_t'.;_-;:_->-.-: :- .v-

motor speed), and with' a
s~:n.~:~a'i:te.~i..;oJdirerGtlb:))'n.al ,mo'to.;r;

()

, (;

'a$\i.·d.e,s;6i~i~l:1'e'l?l'eaml ,i~~r..t'in,aie:r
~Ji!~):;}@[€i". i,a ,~et:a;iJi' ill a~p~~Gi:i~,"B3, was

cJ:;ifj I~~LC"as sh.€lwn
i

! in the

'blire 9',e,nera:jj.olX' was exactly the sam)),,,,-,
testin.g pht';se. Iaowever, the i(

Ihits of WO was removed.
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SCHE!'1ATICOF FREGENCY GENERAim,
INTEGRATION TO SYSTEM

24 VDC 5 V

+
...-------1 1;.-' --.....,

•.• -,.:..«' ••••.••• _.

• SWItCH
• SANK

- AST
(PIN 2)

+ NO
(PIN 4)

cOUNT INIZ MOt)UU! ..

t .t::~~;~, ~tate of WO (in debug mode) it. was
-the correct up/down.."counting.. H.owever,

tf and :t:'elevant, indioation Of the
tho~'FeR couf.d be obta:!.ned.by observing the

'\\
'Wl, t.~r-);carrying word. A~; mentioned earlier, this

'dI'J!il,:'V'es'an l~ndication of the rat:e of obunting, i'n, either
on, and its state would be the first Sign of the E'CM

t'

11<."'''"",'".,. reached .C1pe of ;i.ts limiting faotors.

FREQUENCY
GENERATOR

I!t: •.••• ' ... cs', ••••• a ••

Nl
(PIN 9) •

The counting speed was increased b~' 'Varying the frequency
range of the generator·, This had to be done slowly (':1S;the
sampling interv(':1l of the debug update meant t.h(':1t/&-mmedi,at$
effect:s in the system might not be reflected in vn as fast:.
At a pa.rticula:x.' speed, the size of Wl dropped Off sharply
indj.cating that the module was not detecting every single
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input pulse set. A few Hertz fUrther on, the counter
stopped detecting any input pulses whatsoever. By
connecting the circuit up to an oscilloscope, the unstable
point wad found to be 2.72 kHz, with a wave period of
370/s, and a phase difference of 60fs (or 58°). (See
figure 5.19.)

l•......_________
Fig 5.19 Timing diagram of pulse train

C)rite fact tJ;l.atan overflow had not occurred at this speed
Lt);qld,~~t;eG:ltn,at the scan rate 'Ver~us the buffer size was not
r;\'l:~ :l.~:tncd.(titl!g,factor. W1 was peaking at about 18 (avera.ging

';,$1~;11!Wif.i'i.cih is indicative of a .number of things.
",,- - (J, __ .'.''' ::_" t _ _ _ _ - __ , ,.-', _ '" -'tip.e.ll.nu.tatJ.onassccdat.ed wJ.th the FCM's bucket

;:~~,p, effect can be e:Kactly monitored. At this

units, and thus counting. resolution is reduced
Secondly, if input frequency is not the limiting

~~~~~lt, if WOUld seem pos,§.ibleto increase it.by a facto.r" " .... . '. ..;:'
!i):,ff lb'1 ..{3JJ18) before the buffer size became the dictating

II. . I),~,~mr.ttationin counting, which it will do w'henW1 stiaxts to
. \1

treak '.atl) 31.< . .... . r
,~)

~he oi-i'lytwo remaJ..nJ.ngexplanations for the inability of
0° the reM t9 detect the impulse ,trains.at this high
,frequency, are'~\t.hatthe waye period is too short, for the
module to distinguish, else the phase difference is too
small to detect. The oscilloscope al$o ~evealed that at
this frequency the 555 timer limitation of uneven duty
cycles was indeed presenting a proplem. As this 'Would have
a serious effect upon the results, it was decided to modify
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.the circuit with the addition of a more accurate timer
chip. This comprised the next step of the feasibility

'research development.

i~/
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5..10 ...._F"""""""C.......,.M'--'"=--'R"""'"""E,_,.._"A""'""'D.....,.,.I,~.N'-""'G:..--..:>o<C'"""='A........P._AB._I_L I TIE SFREQUENCY GENERATOR 2
Now that th~ feasibility and usefulness of a gener&tor had
been ascertained, it was decided to build a final model
that would conform with all the aforementioned requirements
of such a generator. Thus, the circuit which followed was
capable of true quadrature output, frequency variability,
and switchable states. The layout and operation of this
second circuit is mentioned in appendix B4.

By increasihg the frequency input to the E'CM, and
monitoring WI as in the previous case, it was possible to
observe the limiting frequency at which correct operation
ceaaed, The results were very similar to the previous cas e
with counting ceasing due to the reM's inability to detect
the inputs.

Analysing the resultst it was seen that the lead/lag
intE§rT.)'alwas the limiting factor. The results of the
second ,expe.rimlj1,ntyielded a maxfnrum input frequency of

~" \ !3.67 kHz, with a phase difference of 69~s. This phase
difference is very close" to that obtained in the first
exper3,:me\lt(60,"s)I whilst the ffequency is substantially
larger than 2.72 kHz.

We can tllus conClude that the minimum permissible phase
difference between the tw.;;,wave fo!;'msis 65),s. In true
quadrature output, where this d.Lf:ference is 1/4 of the wave
'period, this allOWS for a maximum input frequency of
3.85 kHz.

By knowing the limitation oithe encoder output
readability, it becomes possible to define the maximum
permissible motor speed as related to the encoder
resolution. By obtaining curves for each metor relating
speed to input voltage, it becomes possible to place upper
and lower limits on the volt.1ge supply to these motors,
this being vital for accurate open loop. control,
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OPEN LOOP CONTROLACCURACY
As mentioned previously, the choice of open loop control
was initially chosen as none of the existing PLC modules
had inherent feedback loops, and the existing modules were
expected to perform the ~ask without any detrimental effect
to the control.

Determining the efficiency of the control loop is
essential, as this will determine if the proposed system is
feasible from an industrial point of vie"T. The proposed
method of control was through controlling each motor
individually, from a power supply and a PLC module. By
controlling one motor successfully, the control could
ultimately be extended to all four motors on the robot.
Thus the accuracy of a single motor waS assessed first,
before the control loop was e}!:tendedto the entire robot
sys!-enr. This is desirable, fbr, if the contrzoL loop proves
.infeasible, tim!?·and money would not have been wasted on
control development that was worthless.

The loop study required a single DC. motor to be connected
to the FeN of the PLC. By running the program that foll_;)ws
(figure 5.20), it was possible to activate the motor
(deact,ivate the .brake and supply power), and by reading the

;i. : ~-_/,~' ''_.>''' - - - , " " ,\)

signals received from the encoder, stop it by applying the
brake.when the desired rotational position had been
reached.
:tn'it.ia.llY,the program sets the outputs to both the motor
and the brake when the counting word (NO) is smaller than
5, i.e. it has just been reset. The reset input on I2,7
resets WO, and initiates the counting. This input is reset
with a switch on the switch bank, and not through the
reference pulse Of the encoder. When the motor starts
rotation, counting of the pulses is initiated. When wo~d
WO reaches 3000 pulses, the motor power is cut, and the
brake applied. simultaneously. Thus, theoretically, the
motor should have turned through 6 revolutions.
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rr==========T== ========================r=========9
[ MOTOR OVERSHOOT TESTING PROGRAM

01,4
~[wa.<61 (S)~

~7 ~_-_-[-W-o~:;~
12,5

~-I~~~~-5-----------------------[Wl~O]-
1->-+l-1I- .-- UII1t·:-l ]
I~,O Wi,O~II~----------~-------------( )r~,l Wi,!
r-II~_------.......-----------."....( )n

Set outputs
(brake & motor)
when WO reset

12,2 Wl,2

::=-n!:: ••••···--------:~-~~: ...~-----: ~:::~a

Reset counter

Act on sign bit

Load buffer into
carry word (Wi)

Accumulate WO
Stop motor then
engage (unpower)
brake when count
complete

Fig 5.20 .Program - motor control accuracy

my observing the. counting word WO in debug mode, the error,
if any exists, can be compared to the required 3000 pulses.
An e:t.'ror·was observed, this always being greater than the
desired 3000 pulses, .'J,.ndicatingthat the motor was
overshooting the stopping position. At 10'.'1' speeds of the
motor the overshoot was }.ClWj increasing as the rotational
speed increased. The reason for the overshoot can be
attributed to the momentum of the motor carrying it beyond
the point of stopping, as 'tY'ellas a delay in the reaction
of the activation of the electromechanical brake.
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The curves (figure 5.21) of the overshoot for the two sizes
of motors follow. The curves also qive an indication of
the bucket counting effect error at ,-' c':!sevolta~es, the
difference in these values being the minimumerror that can
be attributed entirely to the momentumof the motor.

A problem envisaged with thit"; overshoot is that this error
can behave in an unpredictable manner. That is, if the
robot artn is lifting a weight up, the torque applied to the
motor by the robot arm acts opposite to the torque applied
by the motor to the arm, and thus a smaller overshoot error
can be expected. WhE'nthe arm is putting a. weight down,
the torque applied to the motor by the arm is Ln the same
di;ection as the torque applied by the motor to the arm,
and. the overshoot error can be expected to be larger. This
e:r.:'roris complicated by the many positions the robot
geometry qan assume in carrying out a task.

If a task to pe performed by the :robot is allowed to run
with this overShoot, a cumulative er.ror for each motor will
re~sultf giving an undesirable final position of the end
eff:e:ctot'. A form of ~eedback compensation of this
o"tter.s)loot can be developed, i. e. the overshoot can be re13.ci,

¢ akGt 'the motor Can }?e i.nstructed to move back the number of
p~a.."$;esth~ motor ovez shot; the desired mank, 13y perfot'ming
t.b,·i;$.task a number of times, the overshoot ert'or will
e\'7'~t).tual1ybe J;educed to zero, or very close to zero. !f
,th'e 'overs'hoot can be anticipated from the graphs, the brake
can be commandedto act Lvatre that much before the motor has
re.aehed its fin;,il position. However: the loading on the
robot arm complicates this issue, making the overshoot
estimation a me,te guess,' and the co:r:rective process
described above wouLd have to be repeated to ensure
accuracy. Regardless, terminal motion of the robot arm
will take much longer using this 'correction p.cocess' than
if the arm moved to the correct position the first time.
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Anoth~r feature that is difficult to incorporate int0 an
open loop system is speed control. Speed can be determined
in a number of ways. The time interval between two
successive pulses from the encoder can be measured.
Another method would entail the counting of pulses within a
certain time period. A third method, as described in
section 2.11.2 regarding closed loop control makes use of a
rotational tachometer, but this is not feasible as the
moticxs on the robot are not equipped with such devices. A
closed loop control system would be able to determine the
speed the mot.or is rotating at, .and adjust it according to
some predefined controlling algorithm. In an open loop
system, a pred(~termined voltage, relating to a cer ..tain
motor speed will have to be specified, without any dynamic
adju$tmen~ to the speed.

For .open.loop. contrnl to "operate accuzat.eLy; the responseu .
oft the} ,<:',ystemto some input. signal must be known one
h\l.'fldredpercehtf so that the output ii:)that wh,;i.chis
cakpected.. In the. case Of a robot whose motions are
c·ont:r:Cl!~l.edby' DC motors, thi,'$'gives. riSe to ce.rtain
Pt®J.~~~S... pai':'a ;I;'e1.atingto the oPeration of the motors is

The effect of ext.ernal 14.ading on the motor
~ation unpredicta~le, and indeterminable

:~f(£l!S'j;'J:>·,a;s the .effect of tempex."atul:'e,age and hl.lmidity
ope;r.ationmakes the idea of an OPen loop
undesirable. SOme form of closed loop

oIt\oreattractive the moze is learned about the
Conttol envisaged for the robot.
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EXISTING ROBOT CONTROL
The open loop control discussed thus far does not include
any form of load or errOr compensation. The robot
controller used at present employs closed loop control.
When the robot arm has reached its desired position, the
arm is held in place by an opposing torque applied to the
motor. In this way the arm is held fixed, and in the case
of an uncalculated load on the arm, the closed loop control
iilystemsenses this load and appli~~s an opposing t:'urrentto
the motor, causing the arm to remiain fixed. Inco.rporating
load cortll?ertsationinto an open loOp system (without making
use oftht;! brake) is impossi,.ble,and is ev~n extremely

6compA-ex in a clos:ed loop syst.ern. H.owever, thi~ will have
to be looked at if successful cOl1ftrolis to be acni.eved,

c '" . <I

The b:ttakeis only engaged when t~le power to the rObot is
inter~)J;;upt'~'<41al,J'~is nq,\t:used, as/was envisaged in the open
laop ()ontrol t?y.stem,.,:eor st.oppin!gthe motor When it has

- II

i4;'¢dposition. li.Thissugge.sts that the
motor wheJ\ it is to be stopped is not

\1 "robot designers, and excessive
damage.
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5.13 AXIS CONTROL SYSTEM
From the disadvantages concluded by studying a form of open
loop control for the robot, and due t;o the fact that the
existing robot controller uSeS a closed loop control
system, it was decided to investigate the possibility of
additional modules for the PLC that had some form of
inherent feedback, utilising closed loop control.

The existence of a module supplied by Telemecanique,
although not yet commerCially available, became known of
during the course of the feasibility study, an axis control
system. This system, at first, seemed as if it could solve
many" if not all of the problems encountered with open loop
control, and. th'l:swas investigated in more detail.

5.13.1 ~IS CQNTROL 1;REiST;;iNTATIQN Al'JP APPLICATION

'1;'ne i~jS~ ~!r[ 172 module is deSigned to operate as an
module in the l?LC rack, and. il'lterfaceswith
devices as depicted in figur~ 5.22.

Variable
speed
drive

Fig 5.22 Axis control pres~\ntation
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The TSX AXM 172 module is for use with TSX 47-30, TSX 67
and TSX 87 PLCs running software version V3 or higher.
This programmable axis control module is designed to
control a variable speed drive that determines the motion
of a ;noving part along a linear a~ds with servo loop
position control, according to the instructio.ns given in
the USer program. This concept is referred to as axis
control, and can be adapted to a rotational system through
the translation of linear coordinates into circular
coordinates. [45J

The TSX AX 72 software is used to program and debug the
modu.le, operated through a TSX '1'607terminal.
]\.TSX 2{BT 172 operator terminal can be connected to allow
OR~_3.:tingand adjustment functions.,.

The T$X AXM 172·J{ 'jresentedas shown. It "is a single
heig(~t module, c~in¢is:i.nga number of p<EI.rt$. .

(.~l) a protective enclosure,

(2) 10 indicator LEDs:

ROltO R2
11"10 to 11"14

module failure,
module power on and
opereling correctly,
relay outputs actlve,
inputs at state 1.1

3
7

6

2~

(F)
OK

(3) a connector for the analog output,

(4) a connector for all encoder inputs
and the 4 relay outputs,

(5) a removable TSX BLK4 terminal
block equipped with 32 screw
terminals,

(6) a s-pin subminiature D..type con-
nector TSX CAe 04;

4

5

(7) an adjustment potentiometer for
the analog output offset level.

Fig .5.23 Axis control module
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The internal layout of the modul.e and the way in which it
is to be connected is shown below.

TSX AXM 172 Module PLO Processor

Conflgu.
ration

parameters

* !nter-
AXM I..... face

program
-

fnternal
variables

1/0 -1XBT I
IW/OW

"rlgRS.24 Internal layout of module

<~\~

five ma.ixf.1.functidins:
.a~iEl>l:i.catiol1.pxograItlnv~d by the user;

Otl"se;t:'VOcontrol;
applioatio'n., and;
the Fl.oCand an ,.XBT programming'

C)

on"'line interface will replace
Altho),lgh t:'ro,grams are intended to cover

cycle (see figures 5.25 &.5.26), it
a PC link continuously updating
non....repetitive control will ~es~lt •.
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o Acceleration

AceE
t

OECE

t .

(~) .

Velocity/Position. presentation

yE~looity
OOl)mm/mn

~90mtl1/m"

~
200mmlmn.

Fig 5.26 AXM positioning, curves

e facilitates setting up of the .hardware through a
OqraimIn'eareference set up mode in which the system is

to move until a home position has been reaChed.
,', (I

robot's limit switches can easily be used for this
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5.13.2 AXIS~TRQL SPECIFICATIONS

'l1bemodule caters for a counting rate of 36 kHz (compare
with the fast c?unt.:i..ngmodule's advertised counting rate of
2 kHz). The module advertises a proportionRl feedback
positiona.l compenaat.Lon servo loop, requiring on l.y three
inputs from an encoder, and allowi,J'l.g for an additional two
i~puts catering for event detectibn (i.e. cam, home
position, and points, etc.) and a variable speed drive
safety interlpck signal. It..offers a single analog output,

j\

i ..e. Can onlY'\lcontrol op.e axds per moduler and four
a'i;1z<iliary :rel'-ay outputs .with one being assigned to the
va:rialqle spE!i$!ddrive. safety interlock input.

specification list, see referenc.e 45 •

.~. 'f?
'.t1\~~1172 module is through simple user
.1'/.-'

p$i:.(;):,,9' ·converted. into sophisticated motion-.
~h~:£l;gh the..softw~re package. AS'is the

_-_-}_ -',

"";;'''~t-.'~'I+'''·. programming terminal, once ·,the module
ca.rf'..operat~ independf=ntly.

sitn:ulta,nedusly I and instructed to
;

ppEirrations (done t.O faoilitate terminal
th~ :robot>,.. ,,Re..quiring only an encoder inp\~t,
po.Bition and speed are determined,. they call

a f'eecihack c'Ont.rOlled DCputput used to feed em
'trhrough 'which. the motor is drl veri •

'don,trollir~g pa~p.meters (input by t~e 1,lsex:)I velocity
\$~~~S are .generated iIi,omwhich output vbltages a.t:e
~enet:ated.. This allows for accurate posi-r:-ionil1g, minimum
ove:oShoot (deviation of the control system from ita
req:uired setpoint before the control oscillations settle
down to the acoeptable limits), and mihimumdynamic loading
on the systam oaused by instantane;ous start up and
stopping. Through the closed loop control, a voltage is
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generated corresponding to a required motor speed, ensuring
the speed is maintained between an upper and lower limit.

5 • 13 • 4 THE. CONTROL t.QOI:

The main funQtion of the servo loop is to link the position
of a moving part to an instruction value. As in all servo
contt'Qlledti equipttlent, static and dynamic components are
dependent &rt(~b.~ corr~plete motion system (including both the
algorith.-n and rt\echanical parts) and on the variation of the
instruct.ion Over tim€n The machine layou·:;::.0f the control
loop is shown in figure 5.27.

module:

AXM
,
I...- _ _.. I

t
I~.---~-..---~--..---- ..I

I
I

t··••< ••••~•••••• •.•_,...-In ...cr-e-m...e-nt....sl-'!""""""•. !
enCloder ~r-'

A Axis

Pl~ch= distance covered in a single shaft revolution.

Ii'ig '5,.27 AXM servo loop

Cl

The incremental encodejr used in. the feedback loop can
either be linear or ro1rary. :tn both casas it provides a
signal with. a f·requencjr propo:'tiQnal to the Velocity and a
hulnber of pu.Laes that Ls proportional to ,the position.
Hence, this controJ. mb<;lulesolves the problem of both

I.' accurate position and .!;ipeedcontrol.

The various serVO loop )parameters and their effects on the
. system',? responsiveness are included in Appendix BS.

(~.. -:;";
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Equipped with extensive e1:rorchecking fac~lities, numerous
safety devices, and the capability of closed loop control,
the axis control system investigated tends to overcome Ittd.ny
of the previously envisaged hurdles, making it an
attractive proposition in the development of .cobotcontrol.

As yet, it is not commercially available to industry, and
sole agency has been given to MicrodYhe. This company
shOuld be approached regarding the procurement of such a
module; as extensive and valuable work investigating the
fUll operating Characteristics of the module can be carried
out.

(),
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6 CO'NCLU8IONS

The development of the industrial robot is seen by some as
the panacea of the '.ndustrialenvironment, and an
increasing number of people are getting involved, either
through choice or through necessity.

The use of a robot has to be justified, and no longer is
the financial consideration the only one. Implementation
of a robot has many advarrtaqea, including:
- increased prOductivity;
- increased fle~ibility;
- :('educedlabour, materials and energy costs;

.. \

- improved quality and consistency;.
- humanization of the workplace;
- other economic considerat::;::;opsincluding direct and, ')

indi:~ect costs.

".there is net much more that can be done to present day
ro'b'oe's,othel;' than making them faster, lighter and more
aC'eur'<a:t,a. ~Q:wever, an are(i(Freceivil1ggrowing interest is

'controllers, with manufacturers concentrating
and sophisticated control.lers. This is

area of l"esearchthat was pursued in this

be pJ;:ogranunedin two ways, on-line and off-line •
. /k\'JlJa!,~'1..1!.ne met.,hoasinclude lead th:t'oughand teach pendant

, !

"-'a.~~lnl,""J,~,~, While off-line·programming deals with soma
textual language providin~ instructions to the

ator, where the progra.m is int.erpreted by the robot
$!..1f'twaresystem. Off-line programmir"( is gaining
pop1l1a.rityamongst users, not least because of the many
advantages associated with it. There is a move afoot to
CAD systems, whereby the robot and its environment are
simulated on a computer. In this manner, money and time is
saved by identifying problems in the conceptual stage of
robot implementation.
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The project dealt with a feasibility study into PI.C control
of a robot, essenti3.lly bypassing the existing robot
controller, anti creating an off-line programming facility
wit.h a PtC/l?C interface. Other than the advantages
associated with off-line programming, a large cost saving
is realised, as the price of a PL~/pC system is at the most
50% that of a robot controller. Further, the flexibility
of PLCs arising from their modularity make them extremely
adaptable to any control situation.

The feasibility study could not successfully carried out;
until it was determined how all the components in the robot
system operatedl and were fully operational. Thus the
repair of encod erSt and the determination of resolution and
gearing had to be carried out.
All optical shaft encoders were repaired, and their
interfacing and operating characteristics were determined.
The resolution of each encoder was found to be 500 pulses
per revolution.
'l.'hei.nt,e.rfadlng.of the DC servo motors ahd the
oleCtromechanical brake was determined.
!J;Ila;el;rmper.ating characteristics Were determined, and curves

input 'Vo.ltageand output rotational speed were

of each robot joint relating motor rot.at.d.onto
,movement ·of the arm was determined.

Considering the ex':'stingequipment, and that none of the
available pte modules were capable of inherent feedback
control, an open loop system was decided on as the form of
cblltrol.

~he form the feasibility study took was in determing the
suitability of a fast counting module for motor/encoder
use. The encoder was linked up to the FCM, and acceptable
signals were obtained. By controlling a single motor using
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Ladder language, the control could b8 e:K.tentiedto four
motors simultaneously using Grafcet language. By knowing
the resolution of the encoders, as well as the number of
pulses required to bring about a certain angular
displacement of each robot arm, position control would be
possible. By powering the motor and disengaging the brake,
and by recording the pulses of the encoder, the brake could
be applied and power disengaged when the motor has turned
through the required number of pulses.
By carefully calibrating the speed of the various motors
over a range of voltages, speed control would be possible.

Various observations were made and conclusions regarding
the open loop control system were drawn.
The momentum of the motor carried it beyond the stopping
point desired, and this was related to the delay in
activating. the brake. At higher speeds the overshoot was
greater than at, lower speeds, and this overshoot was
calibrateo. for the various motors at various speedS. The
bucket effect associated l-dth this over-shoot;was also
calibrated. With these errors calibrated, they could be
incorporated into the control loop. This is essentially
What open loop control hinges around. The behaviour of the
,{stem must be absolutely predictab.le, anc( thus the output
faccliaved is what. is expected. It is possl;Lbleto compensate
,,,forthe overshoot and buck:.!:effect, but iit is impcssible
to predi(:;thow accurately the system wil:. behave with
9-iffer1~nt robot positions and geometries. As the encoders
.a:r:e(, iIjibremental, this error would be cumu Lat Lve , resulting

" ..~ "{ .. ;...... . . . ..tn an undesd.rab.l.esystem wa th regard accuracy,

An;(.~tl)k"lr obse rvat Lon made regards dynamic Loadd.nq of the
, ;/

robot~ arm. The load on the motor from. the arm and
sub,$lsquent weight (that the robot picks up) changes as the
azm rotates about its hinge, moving its cerrtre of gravity
Clo~ler to or further from the joint. The speed of the
motlt)rdoes not rema.Ln constant as the toque applied to the
motor changes, making an open loop speed cont rc), system
unpredictable and undesirable.
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Further, algorithms necessary to predict and compensate for
the external effects experienced by an open loop system are
too complex co be worked out and communicated through the
PtC/PC network at any satisfactory rat..e.

Once the anticipated open loop system was found to be
unsatisfactory, a. closed loop control system had.to be
Lnve st.Lqat.edthat could be incorporated into the exis';;:ing
PLC system. This closed loop control would have to
compensate for dynamic loading of the motors, variable
speed output, and correct positional accuracy.

An axis contro+, system, supplied by Telemecanique but not
yet commercially available: was investigated. This module
cacez-a for rate feedback., as well as position feedback,
agreeing with the requirements Oi~ closed loop control.
posit:b:m feedback ~s effected thipugh the encoder signal,
the el~r"oralgorithm working to provide no error due to zero
ovel:"sli,o~t.~

i'(:H~d,~~Ckis derived from the encoder pulses, provided
;; «f.;~)' :,', ;;' ~C*/'"~,? . - -'. - - - ,

fast timing eqtliprnentis availal.>leto measure
Ises. This has to be done as no tachometer
,tbeomotor/encoder pairs.
the pulse width modulator is a segregated

control fe,~dbackloop, necessary to ensure
"torque, proportional to the ctesi:0ed

, is supplied to the motor.

control was deemed undes~rable for robot contro'
I and thus a closed loop C6ntrol system was
~n terms of an axis control module, which seemed

"for .all the problems encountered with open loop
The procurement of such an axis control modUle

I(when. it is available) is highly recommended for any
,i".'

fUrther work in this field.
i
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6 FUTURE v\TORK

As the project is an ongoing one',the future work proposed
will form a good base for any work ca~ried out in this
field.

The only motor that was not accessed was the motor
controlling the roll or swivel of the wrist, i.e. the i
axis. The operation of this motor must be fully
established for complete control.
Another aspect of the robot itself that needs interfacing
with are the limit switches associated with each a.xis.
J3eca.usethe level of control aChieved was not as desired;
this interfacing was not carried out, but is ersential for
safety reasons when full corrt roI is .realised. ,

With the pte/pc interface, investigate how the PLC can be
,0 :~ad.dressed from thed?C. It is desirable that the user only-,-...,'---_;::.:- ._ _. -'. - - - - \) -:)

~~t~tl with' the' PC, end point coordinate~J and through the
l;'l,or"t.rol1in~rmodules and algorithms a"ssociated with the pte
)}.-;,;~- ."";1'T _,

-a,:),\1!eacted on, resulti,ng in the movement of the robot to the
.~i~'iredpO~ition. InStead o.fthe user \vriting a new
ltlillt'ogramfo~""",e:achnew robot lTfQticm,these simple user inputs
1 - •.-.. - - _' 1r';:;:

. require(ti.,

',Whepro.curem~nt of an axis contl;;olsystem is highly
recommended, as the development of a closed loop fjrm of
cont,;t'olwith t:_he existing equipment is very difficult, if
not impossible.

The,.;~*iscontrol systiem must be incorporated into the
existing pte unit. The existing pte system must be
upgraded to a TSX 47 30 system (by replacing the processor
module and memory cartridge) to enable axis control module
use. Ascertain if this system is capable of being
programmed and controlled with the installed software.
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The control loop characteristics must be investigated,
first with a single motor. The speed and positional
accuracy of the loop are the important factors that need
consideration. The module should be capable of stopping
and holding a motor in a require~ position, under load
(even dynami~ load), without the use of the brake. The
module's speed control capabilities should also be
investigated, as 'this is important if terminal mot Lon is to
be realised.

Once the contt"ol of a single metor ha$ been accompl.lshed,
the procurement of a second module is nscessary, as each
module ,,1n only control one a:Kis. The control of two
motors mus.t be investigated, looking at d~,screp~.nciesin
the communication rate, if any, of simulta'0"","t(- 'ls

$) ,,"cont";~l.

'~;pOnce the suitability p;e:, the axis con1t,rol)'3ystemhas been
\9st¢iblished,computer:!.~\?d;"'obot motion must be co!usidered..

.:'_>; L'

'l),nat is I relat'ion~ihipsbetween th~ movements of 'l!h€~end
~ .' __ ', -', ' .• ' J ~";--.._.' _ ,,' ,', _ ", ,',.

ma;J;1J;,.:pU,Jr<;i:1:.Q';Z;, and" SUcce.'SSl.v~,motor rotatJ.o:lsI'Il'- it be
(\ ~
"Thus/ ':, a user input will rfJsult in a desired

end effector.
,)
,if

in this project, a ~\imulation package
.1:4:" ,': _ -- - _ _ _ " _ )jlSlelooked at, whereby the rdbot and its working

are simulated on a''CAP system. Defining robot
the simu.lation will result in robot motion on the
. <'1'husa CAM Or e!M envd ronmenti will be
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APPENDIX A
EQUIJ?MENT

Al DltROS PT 300V ROBOT

A2 Robot controller
A3 Harmonic ciri,ves
A4 Optical shaft encoder
.AS .pte CQmponents

- powelj supply module
- Processor module .

(,

....,.User memory cartridge

....I/O modules
Fast counting, module

.... Jill;'Qwrarnminl1j' tel;mirtal
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" DAINICHi-SYKES PT300V

Adva.nced. Mic:rocomputer ".Leclutolog;r
RUgged Construction
Easily Programmed

A precision robot specially suited tomany
applications such as arc Welding, machine loading of
smaller compoaents, general handling and
packagirtg.

PT300V
Jointed Arm
Skg
5
Momentary max Op;mting
speed. ;range

(X) 90°/5 :teo'

eools +1115'
(Z) -1#'

(e) 90'/5 '±l3S'

(f3) eO'is ±10S'

(')I) 90'/5 +100°
,~110'

Model

'l'nle

Shoulder
arm
Elbow
arm
Rotation

'lkrtica1

Rotation

OC Servo Motor

I
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Daixuchl·Sykes policy is one of constant unprovement and updating
of all the company's prC)' .'cl:$,and specificatioll$ are thus liable to
change at.sho~tnotice.' ,
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APPE~NDIX A3
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HARMOl\fIC DRIVES
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A3 TH&_QPERATION OFHARMONIC DRIVES_

Harmonic drives are a majo~ advance in transmission design.
They provide extremely large speed reduction in a single
stage, coupled with high output torques. This is obtained
through mUltiple tooth engagem~nt, as much as 15 to 20% of
total tooth complement. They are lightweight, more
reliable, and more efficient. Input and output shafts are
coaxial and concentric, allowing machine designers to
dramatically reduce the space needed to accommodate high
ratio, high torque drives.

All harmonic drive units have tight backlash, an output
less motiOl'l.of better than 2 minutes of arc being quite
common. 'l'orquetransfer is by a Single, low friction
ballrace, e.liminating the compound losses associated with
mu'..ti-stagegears} shafts and.bearings. Tests have yielded
efficieneies of up to 90%.

lI!;a;!exn11i;).\}..!.¢ '~ri'l'lesoffer high, single stage reduct.ions, with
J:at~~~;Cii'i up to' 320: 1. A drive of this capacity would
,?p.Ql¥i~·r 'the same envelope size as a standard 80 ~1 drive
i~ittt~~."i'."'E't'lrthert harmonic drives can be ooup l.edtogether to

eXt1::el1entreductions.
\, -l),"·Jll.a:frnn>ni\..::drive consists of three basic components, i.e. a

~~~e~enerator, flexispl.ine, and circular spline, shown
~eltow in figure A3.1.

Fig A3.1 Harmonic drive components
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The flexispline is a flexible toothed steel ring which can
be deformed. It is forced into an elliptical shape by the
elliptical TtlaVegenerator which is situated inside it,
acting as a former. This wave generator is specially
donstructed so that, even if the f'lexispline is held fixed,
the generator can still slide round on the inner surface of
the spline, and so rotate. This is accomplished by fitting
a ballrace onto the surface of the generator so that there
is very little friction bet'V{'eenit and the flexispline. As
the generator, is.non circular, as it rotates inside the
flexispline (~ixed), the flexispline is deformed
(elliptically) by the generator. For a complete harrrtoni<":
drive, the wave generator and flexispline are .fitted into
the circular spline which comprises an internal:y toothed
solid steel ring. The size of the teeth on both splines
are the same, however I there are a fer,rless teeth on the
flexispline than on the circular spline. As a result, the
t.'eth on the ell.iptical fle:x:isplineonly mesh with those on
the ci.rcular splin~ in two areas. Xf the circu.lar spline
is h~ld stai;i"O\@,~1;Ylas ,phe wave generator is rr£ated, i~.is
the~;l'e,aJ;i~as, (lit€' 'oontaat (not the flexispline) that .rotate

'" aroun~·''W'iththe wave generator.
, \)

"are a 'feW' less teeth on the flexispline th:=\n
spline, once the flexispline has been

the whole surface of the circular spline
has compieted. one whole revolution), the

will end up those few teeth away from its
;~<

Thus, an input shp,ft on the wa'i1'e
from the

is illustrated in the foJ.lowing
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I

W~Vd Genel i1l1lt. f'IJ.~IIIi"c.C'tcul~'$11,i"••

Elich 'IJln C!llhe WilYIfGcnllr~lot ",()ve~ ,h,
fle.dPlitle IWOlacth bll(kw~,d$ Ill! the!Cltclll.,
Spl,nlf.

Fig A3.2

As sllon as Ihe IN~yc Generator '""S 10 to'.3I,
cI()t~WI$!!.It" Ion. 01 tooth fog>ilgemlll1l
I, ~1I.cls ""'I! Chill "'''101 IliUI!)"c:~1 .1('''.

When Ihe W• ." (jo:lnll,,,IO' hu 'ulnN Ihl0i.l9h
1110"cIOCkv.'$IIlh...Ft"s~,"eh.i iflJleU.r;I by
one lboth '.,.""'" 10 nUtCIfI:ul .., Spll04l.

Harmonic d:t:;,ive operation
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Fig A4.1 Cut away
of a typical encoder

LED ligm sourcer--

'\
\ M.!ISk

The main components responsable for the operafior
of a rotary encoder are:
• An LED light source
••A stottec, synchronising mask
• A rotating, slotted disc
• A series of photoelectric receivers.
The light. transmitted from the LED source, passes
through the slots in the mask and is thus aligned
onto the photoelE\ctric receivers.
As the disc rotates the light beams are interrupted
by the slots to give tr1eappropriate output signal,
via the receivers.

Fig A4. Optical encoder components

Fig A4.1 Encoder
pulse train

+J:LrLf.J.._CL[
PULset OUTP~JT

-JJ.L....L1J:1..J:1

______.[l..... _
ZERO PULSE OUTPUT EA CH REV
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"Incremental output": To measure displacement
This encoder will output a "pulse-train" signal, such
that each pulse will represent a precise angle of
shaft. rotation.
rvrachine positioning may be determined by a
system processing these output pulses.jwo offset
output signals are provided so that direction of
rotation may be determined.
Principal areas of application:
Counting. speed contrOl, feedbadk sign'alling, linear
and an.gular positioning. \

I'Absolute Ol:.ltputll: To give actual position
The output from this type of encoder constitutes
a binary code for each angular position of tha shaft.
The resolution is equal to 2n where n - number
of bits.
fvlultlturn encoders with "absolute output" are
available, gjvingoElresolution of m·x 2n,
Typical applications:
Angular and linear positioning, measurement of
distances, levels, etc.

Fig A4.4' Inoremental a.nd absolute encoders
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pr)WER SUPPLY

• 1 An OKUgtl.t (green) .. internal volt-

• 2 An ON light (orange) - mains p()~Y'er
present ~nd c(/t"l."ect,

• 3 A power supply terminal blQck,

4 An dam relay contact,

,5 A.maina power failure deCI;ctCll;'
Ii

ON/O'iF ~itch~

('ted):
proeessot.tault
user memory fault
1/0 fault

Fig AS.21' The processor- .module
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POWER SUPPLY

• 1 An OKlight (green) .. internal volt-
ages pt'eN!ot and correct,

• 2 An ON light (orange) .. mains plOwer
present and cot"l;"e<Z't,

• 3 A power supply terminal block,
'I

,SA mains power failure detector
\'\

O~/OFFswitch.

Fig· AS.1
'f)The power supply module

P.ROCESSOFt MOD{JLE

1·' A s 1.ot for the Alset' memory cal;"t:ridge,

.3 A cor:"lecpot tor .¢olnflIUnicationwith ~e
progra.mmi'n~ terminal and periphe'lre.fi.s:~

f~' .J+'i" ....

;)

5 Three fault· light;s (redh
CPU p~()ce$$Qt' t;~'U;l,t
HEM userme~t;lt1'$ault
I/O ItO .taulto



MEMORY CARTR.IDGE

Ea~~ cart~~dge comprises ;

1 A. colol..tX'''coded ell.tracl:or:
Re~ l RAM memory
U:!..!ick.: EPROM rnemqJ'Y

1',

2 A slir.lng vancel £er eras-
ing and pl;'~teqt:l.ng EPROMs

:3 A locating d~\lice

4 A label petmitting idertt...
tf'icatiol'l· of che progrilm

() Fig AS.3

DISCRETE I/O

Fig AS 4: Discrete 1.10 module
(\

I

lb i



WIRING DIAGRAM

rsx eLK 1

(I" ~) o
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F.AST COUNTING MODULE

(i) A metal case which protects the compo-
nents physically and against radiated
electrical notse.

tt
(2) An opening on the lefI side which (dives

.access to the upco:..mtlrgl downcounting
discriminator switches fet each channel.

(3) One fault light (F) for each channel, which
e....••••O~.:e$ o.n Whe,~the counting capacity is
eXflJ~eded. .., f)

• ~ . 0

,"
channef for the user' s

!flO
!!(I0
f(lO
~o

1
"",0

-V" .

c'

.f~~ A5.'9 'I'SX AXT 2'00 countiftg and po.sltioning module
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PROGRAMMING TERMINAL

The pte programming terminal
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APPEND.IX B

Counter function bloCk
Fast counting module
Frequ'ency generator one
Frequency generator two
Axis control system
pulse width modulator
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APPENDIX'Bl
COUNTE.R FUNCTION BLOCK
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COUNTER FUNCTION BLOCK
The counter function block accepts rising edge inputs to
increment or decrement an internal register 'value'.
Outputs are set depending on how this value compar-esto a
redefinable internal word 'preset' •

The block has four inputs and three outputs which are
summarised below in terms that make their interpretation
far simpler than the manual indicates. Each block is
labeled with an arbitrary user number (i), and 'preset' can
be set from the adjust mode (if modify is allowed), else
from within the normal programming mode or within the
program by addressing bit Ci,P.

The reset input sets 'valUe! to zero whl .+: is
h;,Lgh(not necessarily a rising edge) •
'rhepreset input se.ts'value' to 'preset' when
it",~shigh (not necessarily a rising edge) .
The up-counting input ir:....rements 'value' on its
;pising edge only.
The down....counting input decrements 'value' on
its rising edge only.
The empty output is set high i,f I value' equals
-1 (set low at all other times) •
The done output is set high if 'value' equals
'preset' (set low at all other times)

Output F: The full output is set high if 'value' has been
incremented to zero iwill not be set ,if I value'

!nput D

Output E;

Ot,ltputD:

R E

P

U

0

Fig Bl.l The function block el('r;"lent

reached zero from +1) .

:1.67
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FAST COUNTING MODULE
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THE FAST COUNTINGMODULE (FCM)
The principle of this module is that it accepts a single or
double input pulse train, and generates a nur~er of
readable 'inputs' that can then be used for different
applications.

The primary (hard) inputs to the module comprise 24 V reset
and inhibit switches, and 5 or 24 it dual logic pulse inputs
(preferably square waves). The module reads the inputs
much faster than ...e }?LC'sstandard scan rate (time to run
through a single iteration Of a program), hence its fast
counting cape.' I.ties. 'l'hese inputs are interpreted
(depending on u...:.:al or single J;Z)gicinput) .and their results
store<i in an internal register. It is this storage po Lrr'

that comprises the generated inputs that are readable for
program use ..

The intex-nal register is made up of 16 bits. Bits 0 to 4
and 8 to CarE" . 1. as 5 bit buffers for the counting
$torage of the .) input channels 0 and 1 respectively.
!Site..? 'a.ndD.-..,are th~ respective sign bits associa·ted with

"T . "',' ,'p \) ". ", . - _ _ _ _ _ ._,1

tlles.~ b1.ttfers, and bits 6, ,iE, 7, and F are set high
aq;:¢~':tdilll!g'to the co\.tnting .inhibit and buffer res-at hard
a,nputs for the two channels respectively. :Sit S (not the
~(;;;K <:::'(09), is a bit commonto both channels and indicates
W~$;l,·ii·:ei1tnerat the 5 bit buf.fers is ;full. This is
a.la,ttJ<"l\~~·~riiedby a fault light on the panel, corresponding to
t,~\~ ,,~~¢.eededchaI~n.el. Lights do appear on the module to
i.ntfuLoat.e th~ state of the hard inputs (re.set, inhibit, and
~tlt11 t,wo counting Channels). The counting channel lights
will .flash at the frequency of input, but will look steady
:t01:' 11i9'hfr.equencies (see fig B2.1 that follows).

o
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THE FAST CODNTING
MODULE (FCM)

The principle of this module is that it accepts a single or
double input pulse train, and generates a nun~er of
readable 1inputs' that can then be used fOl: different
applications.

The primary (hard) inputs to the module comprise 24 V reset
and inhibit switches, and 5 or 24 V dual logic pulse inputs
(preferably square waves). The module reads the inputs
much faster than .e PLC's standard scan rate (time to run
through a single iteration of a program), hence its fast
counting capa: t,ties. These inputs are interpreted
(depending on u...ii3.1or single J;1)gicinput) and their results
store<i in an internal register. It is this storage po Irr'
that comprises the generated inputs that a:t:'ereadable for
program use.

The inte:t:'nalre!:t:i.,steris made up of 16 bits. Bits 0 to 4
and a to .C are '1 as 5 bit· buffers for the COUnting
$'tore.geof the ,J .,inputchannels 0 and 1 ;l."esp~ctively.
ai't.t,::? '~nd D,;.,arethe respective sign bits associp:ted with

' . .1 ,

tne$.~. bu:t;fe~$tand bits 6, ),E, 7, and.:E'are S'athigh
~~¢O'~dJ.,l\l!9"t,o the co~Pting inhibit and buffer I."eSiethard
~puts fOr the two channelS respectively. :sit S (not the
~e~ c'o'de) I is a bit common to both channels and indicates
W'~~tT"~ii.;t:.llerof the 5 bit buffers is full. This is
a()t.1;)o'l\'tlP'ari.iedby a fault light on the panel, corresponding to

'0 :~', '

t'hie ,,~Peeded .chat.'neL Lignts do appear on the module to
ind.io'ctfte tl:{~state of the hard inputs (:reset, inhibit, and
~W4e t,'wocounting channels). The counting channel lights
will flash at the frequency of input, but will look steady
tor high fr.equencies (see fig 82.1 that follows).

"( -,
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incremented for every pulse input. However, for dual logic
input (two quadrature pulse train inputs, up/down-counting,
and discrimination set), the buffer is dec/incremented
depending on whether the one pulse train leads or lags the
other. This buffer is updated constantly, irrespective of
what is going on in the main program's cycle.

IN1

2 0 -1 ·2

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0 1

Counting inputs INa

Count value
Channels ChO Chi~~--lx~y-,4--~---~-O--O---~~----~'------~----~~o
Coum,ng bits lxy,C

I Ixy,3 Ixy,a 0 0 0
Ixy,2 IXY,A 0 0 0
Ixy, i Ixy, 9 0 0 0'
Ixy, a IXy,8 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0--~---~--------------~-. ----~~--The maximum values that can be codedon the. five counting bits are + 31 aM -32. -f'

A phase shift of + 90' at 71'12 • phase shift of - 90' or -7r'/2

Fig B2. 2 'riming diagram o.f.pulse train

With the sign bit. setting (bit 5) r the counting range
,-.a'ctually reaches 55. This bit can be used as an extra bit,

although the protection provided bY a negative range
warning is then lost' in the wrap between 64 and 0 I and is

r-

oJ:'llYuseful, for up...count ing situations. To do this, the
si9'n bit is .aUded as the most significant bit of the
bUffer.. 'l'hisg\:l.vesa 6 bit buffer (26=64), which is
interpreted in straight binary. U.s;:ingthe sign bit as
designed, when set at 0, the bUffer bits (0 to >4) can be
interpreted in straight binary. Whel'lthi.s bit is high,
however, the cOl:'rectnegative value is read by obtaining
the ones complement of the buffer, adding 1 to this to get
the true complement, and converting this value to straight
binary and in$ert'ing a minus Sign in front of it. The
table overleaf gives a list of values errccmpaesLnq.t.he
whole range of the 5 bit buffer.

j'l'his module is used as a counter, in a program, by
down-loading its buffer into an accumul~ting counting word
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on every scan. Simply put, this means that as the program
is running thr'ough i-ts steps, the counter is accepting
pulse inputs and accumulating them in its buffer. As the
pro~ram comes round to reading this bUffer, all the pulses
accumulated since the last scan are down-loaded and the
buffer is reset.

Updating
of inputs

EXECUTION
OF

_THE PROGR~M

Updating
of outputs

«"\Fl.g B2.3 Controller operation

'j;t'p,i$ means, that on each L'.LC scan, anything :from 0 to 31
i-

.5/'2) pulses Will be added ,to the accumulating word in the
program. Tl\tis is whe,re the modules limitations become
apparent.

Firstl~/> the 1Tlodulemust scanned frequently enough for its
buffer not to overflow' (indicated by the setting of bit s
and the illumination of the respective fault light). That
is, the buffer must be dOWn-loaded. and reset before is can
accumulate more than 31 pulses. As the standard scan rate
of the pte is 10 ms, the input train pulse period must not
exceed 0.32 ms. E'or up-counting, using the sign bit as an
additional bit on the buffer will allow this value to reach
64 before overflow, thus reducing this problem to well
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within the limitations of the following ones. It should be
l'1pted,however, that in this C9,seafter each scan, the
buffer must be set to -31 (or a over the 6 bit range) to
avoid it sending a fault signal half way along its counting
range.
Secondly, the down-loading of the buffer gives a bucket
effect in that the word is incremented in blocks Which may
range from :1. to 31 counts in size. Thus the resolution of
thQ. couhting system may be reduced by up to 3100 %. Curves
.gi'vingthis resolution for varying scan rates and input
frequencies are given be.J..o'w,but this can be observed en
program e&,ution by monitoring. (in.debug mode) I the size
of the word, ~eing used to transfer this buffer to the
accumUlating word.~

Ma~imurn counting rate curve
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Fig B2.S Counting accuracy curve

so

theie first two pLoblems can be reduced }:\yprcgranuning the
module into the fast ,task of the l?LC ~ in whi,!:h the scan
rat~ d..$ :teduced fr01tt :LOms to 5 ms, The problem however is

,;::,

th~t Cl$lr ~fie m~~aulecan be configured into thj.s task, and
uJ;,t.tm~t;~ly tl'l.is ~pp.lication is going to require l:WO in

simultalteously control four motors.

:1l;~itation j~$ that the! input pulse rate to the
'I

$:&ceed its oapabilities'(advertised as being
-I..O::::'::;'L.-cdi';1S being closer to :3 KH~)I as it would
able 1;.,9 distinguish the different pulses .

.... " ......I.l ....:t:ory counting requires a difference
rise times (leaq,/lag). Naturally large

of ~he input trains woul~ jt'esult in small
times which may eventu,ally become incoherel'lt ..
something that must be monitored.

enormous advantag~ of this module, is the fact that itD _
nandles discrifuinatory counting without the extensive
programming that would normally b-~ required tq do this.
Naturally 1 in this app.Lf.cati.Lon,this facility is imperative
as bi-directional, control of the mot.orz is required and the
direction of movement is an essential p.?-rt of the f€ledback
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loop. Natu:r::ally this :reduced pr.cgram:rp,ingwill increase the
capab.iliti,es of the pte in that it will not be requi.red to
perfor:rn the t-i.meconsuming calculations that would
otherwise be necessa:cy.

For \H~eof this module, it must be emphasised that the
I inptlts' are gene!ttated by the module, but should be trl",ated
as direc:j;;. inputs for progr?l-mming,and ale'S addressed thl/ougb.
the respe~tive module location e.g. 12,C if the module!is

~, . .. . •..• ~.. . I

in slot 2 of the PLC rack. 'I'he reset input zeros the !

i11terna~ regi,;~tert it use within the program also allo'rs
fa:c zeroing o£"the accurr~ulat.ingword. It should be no~ed
that\t'~T only Jj;~Y to reset an ov.erflow fault is to powFr
th$ 'reset input. \. I
'1',1:).$ inhibit, input f ,not ueuall,y used w:i.thin the programlr
pr~nts the (decliri~*ementingYof the inte:qnal buffer TAhen

", . If., .\ I

.1,1;. h ~!i)t"" l)iyh, \ fiji·· . .ll

I;; .!:-. '.
in!l;t.o the "l1\odule -~s done through a ',i1ine pin Pl,'l~.

£elna."I·~socket .. (on the mOdule)I els~ .i to
"'€.;'i1i1tt~ ~nale (\~$ap:~or,. the!) ( as shG~n as,

~\ - .
.~~

VoltagE!

E'f9 82.6 Module l'i,'t:'ip."g configuration
}~;
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FREQUENCY GENERATOR 1:DESCRIPTION & OPERA.TION
The generator had to meet a certain number of
specifications. Firstly, it must be able to generate a
twin 5 V square wave output, secondly these outputs must be
in quadrature (900 out of phase), and lastly i·t had to
apan a frequency range from 1 B.zto over 3 KHz.

The circ~uit makes use of a 555 timer chip, characterised by
its abillty to generate a square wave output with a
variable frequency. The principle of operation behind the
generation of a quadrature output involves duplicating trlis
square waVt~,inverting one of the signals, and generating
two further square wa""'esexactly half the frequency of the
:fltst two, each related to one o.f the first. The idea is
that the first two waves will. be 1800 out; of phase
(inverted), and thus the second two, of half the frequency,
will be SlOO out of phase (quadrature). This principle is
shown in. f~gure :a3 ••1•

\\

T'he circuit" diagr'am folloW's later (see figs B3.3 s B3. 4).,
with all the nece:ssary circuit protection, and with each
·~~.lrl~~~g mi~Wi't~,~~(l>+£segregated identification.

o Cl ,J; ':" f~ ::;';~~:(\/_-1'

~~\ ~t,~ij~~;~!i?~\ ..tl1+e ~~$ timer output is controlled through
~,~@!U.~~~.<PW~~'~'&~(l>~~e~tecl aCJ:oS$pins 2; 6 & 7. A set of
~n~p~~~i~'~~~~Qapacitors has been added across these
~'}f>~~i~~~~'~;~" f~!?CNencyrange switching facility giving a
t~<:lt<it~~~~~~~).,,,.li;.@; cornbJ.nation with the pote;intiometer I asf~~~~~:;~,}<./..'.,

!, -. .,', "~',. .'

, , ' •..•.•';".£tC7" w ,',

!~~~~~i;.~~•..l (ifF) t

~~~,~~t:~~12(.J:I"F)
\1~~I~~tor 3 (. a lrF) :

5.8 Hz - 56 Hz
61 Hz - 582 Hz
634 Hz - 5400 Hz

~~~tPut from the 555 time~ is channelled into two NOR
,gates)n a 7402 Quad 2 Input NORChip, consisting of 4 NOR
gateS":' One gate is used to invert the pignal and send it
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straight out for fUrther use, and anether two are strung in
series to. 'beef up' the signal (otherwise unchanged) so
that the fellewing chip can read it easily. This gives the
two. inverted signals required for quadrature development.
These two signals are then fed into.a 74LS107 chip
cemprising two.rising edge triggered JK flip fleps. By
outputting a square ';'lavewith its edges triggered by a
rising edge input, we get a square wave exactly half the
frequency ef.the input ferm. Using the i.nverted 555 timer
outP~lts as inputs to.t.hese flip fleps, we get two.signals
exactly in quadrature.

~

.__ .......r TOGGLE ON RISING EDGE

...~

I fTOG~LE ON RISING EDGE_ ....

Fig B3.1 Achieving quadrai;:ure

The prG;l·bU~m."tilththis circuit "was one that had been
a'lltic±~ated,L,e. the 555 timer does not give a constiant;
~'l1ty crcle (ratio.ef mark to.spacetime) ever all
freql,1etlCies.The disadvantage of this incensistency is
'that tlla f~nal wave forms will net be in'quadz'atrure, 1.e.
tl'le.rising edge ef the secendpulse will not fall exactly
half w$.y across the mark space ef the first, as is
il!ustrated in the fellowing timing diagram.

/./-<......-¥~-\

~j I
p.- <;00

~!...,____.' fl ~ J LSI
rig B3.2 Problem enceuntered with 555 timer chip
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As this situation worsens, the lead/lag between the two
pulse trains becomes indistinguishable. It was hoped that
the frequency rage required of this circuit would not be
high enough to allow this problem to be too severe, this
risk being taken on the grounds that a more accurate chip
would take time to identify and acquire.

:>-
l.O ~

+ L. .~~..•.• -.·r ...._ !.()+__ ~-+_r v v=: t= .-_

I
I
I
[

I
I
I
I
J
I
L .............. _.-.,._.._. ............ ~ ............. ~ ..... -,

, I;,

u,
co.....

1.1..c:o

------....,
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I~
I ......

"rc·,~~ f-..........__--'--1 H II I ~
.::t__ ._ __ .J r-..

N

...... IN .::tr

I
I""Hr·
I
I
I

I'IN, 10
I~- J

~o
"o

Fig E" 3 Circuit diagram - frequ!?ncy generator 1
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fig B3.4 Bread board lay-cut - frequency generator 1
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APPENDIX B4
FREQUENCY GENERATOR 2
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FREQUENCY GENERATOR 2:DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
The .replacement of the 555 timer chip shown in the first
frequency generator circ~it did away with the need for the
NOR gates inverting chip. The reason for this was that
this new chip had a number of functions that the 555 timer
did not, namely an enable switch and two outputs, one of
them inverted. The new circuit is laid out as in.figur.e
B4.1.

The operation of the circuit is exactlg the same as the
first generator, wit!!.inverted signaJ.~ being used to
gene~ate a quadrature. output from a twin flip flop chip.
Natu~ally, the frequency ranging available form this
circ.ui·twas different from that obtained from the first.
In additionl a few more capacitors were necessary to
achieve a fluid range. These ranges were as follows:

Capacitor 1 (10°1413')
CaFa<:'itor 2 (BOrE')

CapacitOr 3 (l0rF)
Capacitor 4 <1~)
CapacitOr 5 (0.1;<13')

4.6 Hz - 52 Hz
6.2 Hz - 62 Hz
96 Hz
202 Hz
440 Hz

- 943 Hz
- 1980 H.z

- 4360 Hz
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Fig B4.l Bread board layout - frequency ge;ner<:3tor2
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APPENDIX B5
AXM SERVO LOOP
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1.2 Servo Loop Parameters

Resolution (A)

This is the distance that the moving part must travel to increment the sensor
signal.

This gIV!Js:
N '" i"..Imber of puls6sper revolution (rotary) or overthe length onhe sensor

(linear).
l ::useable length of the linear sensor.

In the case of allnsar sensor, the calculation of A is immediate:

[ R",LlN J
In Ihe case 01 a rotary encoder, the position of the reduction gear is critical

[ R= ne. PitcniN ~
"

ne = equivalE:1nt redUction ratio resulting from the reduction ratios located
be!wee)O the erivoder and Ihe leadscrew pitch (sensor position EI with
ne= 1). '

Incall cases:

l_. ~'=F.R

VI : IinElar velocity
e distance traveiled
F frequency
I number of increments for a given motion.

and [ e=I.A

Position Gain

The performance' of the motion control system is usually ",xpressed as a
function of the p~ition gain KpOS.

[~KP~..VIde.
V : 'velocity
de: position error

Wilh velocity and position measured at the same polnt on tha machine
system. .

KPOS : r~prt:)sents tha static gain of the transfer function when operating as
an open loop.
If the velocity is constc.r't. KPOS represt:fits the inverse value of the time
required to correct the position. It is expressed as 1/second.
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1.3 Precision I Stability

Increasing the position gain KPOS improves precision, reducing KPOS
improves stability (the precision-stability trade-off).

When the variaole speed drive is c:orrelltly adlusted the performance of the
entire system is summarized by the fol!owino Iormuta:

C 4 m2.KPOS.T '" 1 J

T .. time constant for the variable speed drive/motor/mechanical drive
assembly,

m '" rlamping coefficient.

The OVerrun "alue as a function of m is :

Overrun 50% 4% 0%

rn (clamping) 0.2 0.707

Example:

IfT '" 30ms and the user requires a maximum OIlSm.Jn·of 4% or m Ji: 0.707,
the result is a KPOS value of :

2.1 i'reselitation

Alial(;)g

4---~~~~~

i' Encoder
. inputs

~""'.....;.=;;.c

Satt.lhS.·uP the References
This, functioffl$ not aCCessible by the ussr, It is used to enter the Instruction
value$ Ior eref .. f{t) and IIref ....I(t) as a function of the overrun and velocity
values specified by the (\lsar along with the acceleration (ACCE) and
deceleration values. sat in the configuratir.m and the velt;,.;llty modulation
ooeffiCient.

Oepending on the maximum velocity, distance and resolution, the module
calculates the value ofthe scaling factor KR (that is also referred to as the
machine characteristiC factor).

The user cart access a. fine adjustment of this factor (function F61 on the XBT
terminal) to compensate for any lack of precision in the machine parameters
enteredin the configuration (refer to Part 2. Sub-section 3.2).

Upcounter/Oowncounter

The sum of the sensor increments gives the pOsition of the movmg objeetand
allows monitoring of its motion,
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Presentation (cont'd.)

KYAR

Proportional g<lln factor:

KVAR = C KPOS. UMAX

C; : constant
UMAX : the value of the variable spssd drive instruction corresponding ItI

VMM vpJocily (UMAX -e 9V)

The user enters the requirectKPOS value In the f:Qnfiguration and the module
calculates l'1e corresponding KVAR value.

Peak L.imiting

The L1MV Iactor entered in the configuration allows the User to adjust ,I,e
aulhori<:ed velocity overrun value.

5% < LIMY <: 20% of VMAX

!<.v
The feed forward factor on;>vetrun compensation iaclor is expressed as a
peroentage. 100"/~corresponds to the value that would completely remove
any .po$lUon .etror at. constant velac!\y when \.Ising a varii'lole speed drive
wtthOlltt Gonlitluo~$ error. '. '))
WAllin .KV IncreaseS. the PQsitigp..ooer,6r decreas~s. however the risk of an
V).verrUr,t.inciudit'lg !he risk 01 slOP point overrun is increased.
Therefore a c()mpromise between the two must be found.

thl1 posl!ion error passes thrcwgh .'lminimum level and may
when riV lncreases, i ;

tn.a "I;l~oti()n pf thili cirQUIUs to conv~rtlhe Qirzil~l'oulput value (10 bits + sign)
. 'lr.!tl'j) an. an;;t,lQ\lIvolt~~11t of between +1OV ana ~1OV.

1Ft~!llillttlOtitl0'ftormal proportional acti(m.ori'~KVAR~ thera Is an added action
.j:lf,oporijonal to Ih~ veloolty (KV).. i .\
O'1ce the two. separate adiustments (KPQS and KY) have been made
$epa.r~t~ly. !l1euser will have the ~fst possible compromise for the applica-
tiQ/'! between preCision,. slabilily and speed.

Assuming that tha variable spe!:ld drive Is correctly adjusted. the trMsler
function is:

e(Pl __. lOt ~_(1:.,..K.".V.;,...P_11_00.,..K=POS)
eref(p} T.p~JKPOS + p/KPOS +1

e(p) '" a I.aplace transtorm of the repreSE!l1latiol1 of true machine motion
as a (unC-iion of time.

H
eref(p) :: a Laplacb tro.isform'l)f the required representation of machine

motion as a lunction of time, (servo loop reference).
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2.3 Pt;lrtormartceLevels

de(p) " . '" __J?__ . (Tp,,+ 1 • KV!100). , , ~.._..:..1~.....-._
eref(p) KPOS .. ' T.p2/KPOS + plKPO$ + 1

This function will give the theoretical average error values after stabilisation.
as a functiqn of the input 51grlal. It is assumed that there is no continuou.;
vatiabfi:l speed drive error.
Note ; all of the formulas are gi' leO for rsierpI1ce only. they assume that tM entire

systEmi:; perfectly adjtJ.>ted.

Respoi1se to a step ; erl'~;!\t)t; Constant
.,de(t) = ±. R oj- dev i..'"
t·...infinite '
R :;,rasolution \'J
dey :. r13(Urnederror due t4} the'Yariabla 5.,eed drive(~).

R~pOl1lie to Clslope: . 6ref(t) 'i~V.t· tv .. velQclty)
, . 2!de(t) .. = KPOS . (I • KV!100) V ± R +,pev
t .~InfinIte . ,

or
/\ . C'< 1'2tlOO . .' .' '

de{t) or R. C;:{:\ •. > KP-OS' k , (1 • KVl100l) + de
t "t Intinate (, [t\\'
with k ... ,cwprking valocity

,,,maximum velocity

R!ls~.9~e to a 2nd degree fl.lnclion : eref(t) ,:= il2A.~
\~(;r.(•• ;:'7Ieratlon) ,
~witl\KV ",,/ i00 ,t:ie(t) "" lnfinats.

t - Infinate ". i(

de(t) c.... _.£,...,...
\ ....infinate KPOS
./ '0

If variable Ta Is intfOduC:adi!r? .. VMAXIA
r, .:' 72000 .' T

.. R (;t 1 + KPOS .VMAX.~

T.A +R+dav

1)

'" with KV '"' iCO

de(t)
t ....lnfinate

) +de'J

'" (.) NQte • dev(t) ...dylt) ne • pitch• . • KF'OS. H

with 1/H .. static gain of. the motor aha variable $pe(!d drive ~IJElmbly
dy(tJ =. error in volts 0/1 the input to the vari.abla .speed drive
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$.1 General Procedure

Complete machine system performance is described by the following ap-
proximation formula:

KPOS .. pos!tlon sain. •
T ... tima constant forthe vartable speed drive, motor, mechanical parts

assembly in seconds,
'me .. stability factor.

Identiflc<1!!oncomprises finding a numerical value for T so thatthe user Can
predict the performance [(the machine system and check that the adJust-
ments are optimized for the application.

f'rocedure
• Send an instruction value with linear evolution over tUne, the slope should
be such that the varlaple speed drive does not t"!'we to limit the Intensity,

• Read the true velodity .Instruction (tachometer-generator),
.1.,Jl1derthessconditions. T Is given by one atthe two formulas shown below;

T ... Vl'fJ
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APPEND,IX B6

PU'LSE WIDTH MODULATOR
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PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR
A pulse width modula.tor (PWM) is a commonlyused device for
the control of servo motors. The device operates by
switching' ~ power supply at a. rate proportional to the
voltag.e of the input signal. Thus, a small analog signal
Can be given to the PWM,and a source of
switched to produce the desired output.
of this type of amplifier is that it can

any size can be
The main advantage
cater for any

input signal, as it dces not use this as a source for its
output. The principle behind its opera.tion can best be
~Xplail,Jed through a timing dia.gram.

MAX •.

MIN.

fig' :S,S.1 '~haracteristic pulse train output from a l?WM

~~~~~~l1t. the :.pulse periods are kept. bonstant., their mark
~i:rtll,$. is t.h,e proportional factpr. At high frequencies, the

-:'.".l· .""~""~~_\: ". ,'"-,,"
. ~f(~~@'!e,ptttput voltage is p.t·oportio.nal to the mark time.
··"~~w"St;.t11l;e"output voltage can be re.gulat.ed between the
~'j;<:,',:i.,',,_,- :,'l,:",~~'-' ': ~",. .: .. __ ' .. _',' , ,", .; _ " ._,_ ,:fi ~~'S bf· tlhe above puls.~ train, ¥dhere one of these limits

.be h,eg·a.tive and the other positive. As these limits
~.~. "ent.~re.ly dependant upon the regulated power supply I the

;.<!tt~!~.~~n~ang:e is ,l'imited only by the' a\tai,~able ..source.

··.·~Ei4?W:t( circuit consi$t~ of five smallel:(;¢ircuits, each
'~1(1Plainedbelow.

This circuit takes a 48 V DC load and reduces it to !ea24 V
.J!

DC output. The 48 V input must consist of a -24 Vhiand
+24 V pole. 'the result is a ±12 V output. (S.ee figure
13..6.2) •
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+24 V
1 K +12 'J

-24 V
1 K------~~--------------,~~----~--------~--~....12 V

Fig B6.2 Voltage dropper

THE ADDurG AMPLIFIER

'.thechip used in ,the oscillQ_tory modulating circuit
required an i <put signal in the range of 0 to +24 V. AS

the input signal ranges from ...10 V to +10 V, it is
necessary to add a constant va.lue to'this signal in order
to bring. it into the accept'ible range.

'An a.dal.ingop-amp eLM 741) is used to add 12 V to thi$ range
\)

~~ ..t~1A~..·'producean. output ranging from +2 V to +24 V .
.. 12 V

10 K

r in (-10 to +10 V)

10 K I
O--'~~~ __~J' \~--~--T-----~:~

I
I LM 741
L

V out
(0 to +24 V)

10 K

+24 V ...24 V

Fig E6.3 Voltage adder
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THE PWM REGULaTOR

All LM 3524 Chip is used to control PWM regula.tion. Thi7
chip is wired .,as below. +24V

H------------ l\ out

V in.
o to 24 V

8 out

LM3524

~~~d.v:er: circuit is required to" pull signa.ls from the chip
a.tl "acceptable level, fOr the inverting circuit. This

is connected to a +24 V power rail .
•. . II, fZ4'···.V

(1.., In

10 KI-----....._---- A1 out
10 K

BG 109.

-.

B in -------0
_- __ ---_,---_---- --- A2 out

0------- ...........81 out
o 82 out

Fig B6.S The signal driver
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THE INVERTOR

The invertor takes the regulated, modulating signal
produced by the chip, bolstered through the driver, and
uses them to switch the output power supply between its low
and high states. It is the ratio of mark time spent in
each of these states that dictates the average output
voltage. Th~J 15 .A diodes I as well as the 2N3055
transistors are to be mounted on heat sinks.

Al in

82 in

'+24 V

2905 0-- B1 in

15 A

/
r.f~--~------~--~IIr---------.........---I -\

-,
<, -,

2N3055

2N3055

MIRROR
IMAGE

15 A , 0- A2 in2219

Fig :s6.6 The invertor
-24 V

<:
A pez scn con'structing such a PWM must take note of the fact
that: there is a chip available that performs the task as
well, especi~llY designed for serVo/encoder loop control.

I'~l
(.~';

TIle user (.if the PWM will be able to achd.eve the desired
amplification from ±lO V at 0.8 .A to +24 V at 10 A.
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An' mtroduchon to PlCs tor the
unlnltlated
Almost every article in the technical press these days seems to
mention programmable logic controllers (PLGs), and they all take it
for granted that everyone knows exactly how they work. However, if
you happen to be in a plant where PLCs are not used, or are in
management and do not always get a chance to keep up te-cate
with the latest technology. this article is for you.
What is progr;~mmable control
anyway? You are familiar with
relay contro!. Relay control is a
collection of contacts, coils,
switches and input and output
signals. This is how plal',,- or
machines used 10 be contrQ led,
and in many cases still are. "he
control function is decided by
the method of wiring up these
elements, and this system can
be thought of as wire-
programmed. or wire.log;c con-
trol (WLC).

What jf all these relay ele-
ments are replaced by one
standard unit, Which is then
connected only 10 the inPUt and
outpUt signals, anl~ easy to
change contlol functil~ns are in-
eluded? Well, that is exactly
what has been done, and it is
called a programmable logio
controller.

"'-Great, let us siart using It!
Firstly, Iho$9 input and OUlput
signals should be divided into
digital and analog signals. Digi-
tal are the On/off, higMow sig-
nals, which can only have two
values, for example. the state of
a pump, Analog signals can
have one ¢f a r&nge of values,
for example, the temperature of
a liquid. 10 most applications,
both types of signals are round.

A controller is therefore a
method (if taking input signals,
combinin9 them according to
some sort of logic, and then
transferring the result to the out-
put signals. Input signals 0:JmE!
fro~ pu s.hbu rto ns •. limit
switches, pressure swltches
and temperature sensors. Oul-
put signals are sent to con'
tactors, motors, clutches, valves ,
or e~1'I pilot lamps.

Wire-programmed logic was
designed from a wiring or logic
diagram, and each application
usually had a different cabinet
and internal elements. The PLC
however, is a standard mass-
prcducen unit, and smaller j(l
size, ·1he method of combining
the signals is written into the
program memory via a key-
1;1'."'1rd.eo, instead of wiring up
a cabinet lull of relays, aUthat i"
needed is \0 type in a faw state-

rnents, It is even easier to dupli-
cate this process if more than
one application is required,
simply by copying the program
to the other PLCs.

The AEC A020 Ple is typi-
cal of the smaller standalone
PLCs. It is' compact, mainten-
ance free and can be pro-
grammed very qUickly, It even
checks i!self and will indicate if
there is a fault.

OK, but how does It work'?
THe heart of the PLC is a
microprocessor (MPU), not un-
like those found in the 1MB PCs
that are commonplace today.
The MPU does the calCUlating
and the contrOlling of all the sig-
nals. To do this it uses a list of
statements that have ~een
typed h, which is known as tl:1o
user program. It also hae other'
slatemnr'lts which are loaded
when it is made that handle the
management of the whole
rlevk<;l, and saves the User from
doing aILthe work.

These user programs are
stored in memory and consist
of a number of single control
statements, The ca~city of the
memory is limited, and is avail-
able In amounts of 1024 state-
ments, known as 1K 01
memory. The statements define
eX&;;tly how the incoming sig-
nals must be combined 10
achieve certain output values.
Alter processing the last state-
ment the ptogram starts at the
beginning, continuing in this
cycle indefinitely. •

There is also another part of
memory Ihat stores any inter-
mediate results. At the start of
ihe program cycle a snapshot of
all the input signals Is taken and
stored in memory, These vaiues
are used for all the calculatlons,
and the results are stored in
memory too, until they are
transferred to the outputs. The
value of timers and counters is
also stored in this memory. The
A020 has 16 timers: and 16
counters.

Where can PlCs bo used?
The applications COVE'ra very
wide Ileld. They ate found

Output •
T4,"1In.'

Figure 2. Clrc:olt diagram

Typical applications include:
Cl cat Welshingplants:
Cl processing machines;
o ventilation plants;
Cl tr!iO$porting plants;
Cl galvanising plants;
o ~tching plants;
o tp.xtiie machines;
o packing machines;
o washing end drying plants;
and
o tool machines.

Can we have a simple but
practical example?
Assume you have to control a
fan where the following situation
exists. .

The cooling water of an
engine is checked by a
temperature sensor (81) (Fig-
ure 1). V'ihen !he temperature
limit is reached the sensor unit
switches on a fan motor (M1)
provided Ii key operated switch
(Sl) is SWitched on as well. A
timer unit switches off the fan
after 10 min. but only if the
sensor indicates a temperature
less than the limit points.

This can, 01 course, be done

1. AND switch S1
2. AND sensor 81
3. OR contactor K2
4. :; relay K1
5. AND relay K1
6, AND NOT relay K4
7. :; contactor K2
8. AND contacfor K2
9. :; timet K3.T

10, AND timer K3T
(time reached)

11. :; relay 1<4

Figure 3. Logic statements

I. A ':'1' • ~I 17
• ~ ~~1'0.A !CIT2. A eSl· 5,;" lU·, 8. n, 1<2 If. lit K"

ao 1<2 '4. AU)('oI. '9 . ._ K3T' 1~.~~

Figure 4. A020 lnstructlone

wherever there is something
~lat needs to be controlled. TI.e
specialty of the PLe is the con-
trol by use of Boolean logiC
func::~(ns. and situations where
!he control logic must be
changed otten~

by conventional relay logic, but
this is only a simple ex;ample.
Consider the WLC soluticn first,
On the signal input terminal of
the controller there is the key
operated switch (Sl) (F~lure 2)
and the temperature uensor
(81). On the Olltput terminal of
the contro:!er is the contactor
(K2) of the fan motor. For the
signal combination. the logic,
this control requires !we} auxil-
iary relays and a timer. "he n/o



and rVc contacts are wired up
either in parallel or in series.
The program is made by wiring
up according to the wiring
diagram.

The realisation 01 this con-
Irol is only possible if, one after
the other:
a the wiring diagram is drawn;
D the amount of elements
(relays, contactors, timers) is
clear;
o the wiring-tables and con-
struction plans are ready;
Q the cabinet for Ihe housing of
the elements and terminals Is
available.

ChanglJS in tne functiotls of
the cont:oller have always
meant change in the wiri"~
diagram and therefore in ~h•.
Wiring. and quite often also itt
the type cf switching elements.
The programming of such a
control is done by screwdriver
and wire.

The PLC solutiOll is basad
on ths AEC A020. The wiring
diagram can be the same. If the
logic of the single current paths
are transferred into control
statements, the results are as
shown in Figure 3. Now, this
can be condensed into PLC
notation to give 12 short PLC
control Instructions (Figure 4~.

These 12 control instruc-
tions are tho bases for the user
program, which will be written
into the program memory. The
program language is standard-
ise~OIN"19239). According to
that a control instruction con-
sists of an operator and an
operand. The operator part of
an instruction tells the PLC how
to cornblne thl' signals.

Operators ",re, for example:
QA(ANO);
DO (OR);
c AN (AND NOT);
D ON (OR NOT);
t:J = (relates to, that means
switch on or off).

The operand part of an in-
struction tells the PLC which
signals will be combined. An
operand C011SisiSof an inde)C
and a parameter, and the A020
format Is shown in Figure.5.

To allow the controller to
handle !he 12 instructions, the
operator and the operand must
be written in a way the A020
can understand. At first all
operands will be related to ter-
minals, or to intermediate
storage registers (Figure 6).

To write the prepa.red pro-
gram into the memory of the
A020 in the form of all instruc-
tion list, a programming unit is
needed, To do so any standard
data terminal or printer with
keyboard will do, provided they
have a standard interface. The
interface is required to connect
the programming unit to the
A020. It is only ir,)portant that
the required int&:f;;.cs data of
such a device fulfills the re-
quirements of the A020.

And this really workr.?
Yes, and an important ad-
vantage of the A020 is that the

complete programming .and
hal1citing intelligence is psrt of
the hardware.

Under programming in-
teiflgence is understood that the
controller alreadY knows all op-
erators and operands with
which to do logic control, such
as: timers, counters, jumps and

OR Input No.2

" Relates ~o Outgut No. :

Figure 5• .l,020 instruction
')rmal

Key-<)perated
switch 81 =inplJt 11
Temperature
sensor B1 ,; input !:2
Relay K1 =int points M1
Relay K4 = int points M4
1imer KaT = omet T1
Contactor K2 = output Q1

Figure 6. Input and output
signals

Input Combll\AllQI'l Output
"'_rin. r.tmlnal r.mI.

51 II IIIT; 1. Ill'
~ All
3. 001
4. -M!
s, AMI
6. S.NMoi
7. ·01
8. AOt
9. "TI
10. ATI
11. -M4
12. PE

tilt)' _'&]

-L.t (I')

\~
LL..J

I
Figure 7. The program

lOgiccommands.
Halldling Intelligence means

that the necessary funcoons for
thE! dialogue ~tween operator
and controller can be given Via
the keyboard of the program-
ming !Jnit in the form of charac-
ters.'

This handling system guides
the user by dialogue between
the programming unit and con- •
troller. An important part of this
section of the firmware is the
checking of the right functional
procadure. That means check-
ing the input sequence and the
proper input of operation and
operand. Handling errors will be

. indicated on the programming
unit.

But. back to the example.
You have written the program
lor the fan control and also re-
lated the operands to the termi-
nals of the A020. That was part
of the design work, and is now
finished. All that is left is the
wtiting of th<?!program, the 12
instructions, into the controller
(Figure 7). At Ihis staga you
should be thinking to yourself
that PLCs are nat that complex.
And you are right! Whilt you
should now consider is a proper
training course, available at
most PLC suppliers •.

007-16-02 service coupon

Square D's SYIMAX Model 50
ean be programmed with an
IBM PC using SY/MATE soft-
ware in addition 10 its own
handheld programmer. The unit
i'~ also compatible with the
SY/NET LAN for communica-
tion with other SY/MA/. control-
lers.

PLC offers networking capabilify
"EEPROMor 4X EPROM .us
used. This allows users to send
preproqramrned memory packs
to a job site to accomplish pro-
gram changes.

Other features are; 4-
function maths: synchronous
shift register commands; timers;
counters; relay logic functions;

~
~

The UL-listed PLC is in- analog I/O; simple progam de-
tended (or applications requiring velopment in Bcolean-lormat,
:)~ or more I/O and can handle The Automation Foundation
up to 25$ I/O. Plug-in memory
packs with 1K or 4K RAM, 4K

It Is now possible to program
both versions of electronic
Festa sequence controls (the
Step Controller and the FPC
101 19" plug-in card), not only
with a plug-in programmer, bot
also with a PC, using thE! simple
matrix language. Festa can
supply the necessary software
from its overall FST (Festo $oft·
ware Tools) package.

Inputs and outputs are pro-
grammed with a X, 0 Of 1. Each
step can be assigned a time
and a monitoring time
(Watchdog}, as well as addi-
tional functiuns such as 'jump'
and 'loop', and the output of
texts via the serial interlace to
displays 0( pril'1lElrs. The 'step
magnifier, a Window system,
allows each step to be dis-
playe';! at increased size and
prOvided with statements and
comments.

The advantages of PC pro--
gramming are menu.-.guided

PC programming of PLCs
programming with 'help' func-
tions, the facility for the pre-
gramming of EPROMs, archiv-
ing and documentation, fas!
commissioning allIl testing, and
the retrofitting of existing con-
trols.

The method of carrying out
the simple programming of a
sequence using the plug-in pro-
grammer nonetheless remains
attractive, offering the ad-
vantage of the leach-in mode
and l~mp!e standsbll diagnosis.

1119 controls can be sup-
'plied preassembled in housing,
including power supply units
and terminal strips for inputs
and outputs. Preassernbled
solutions can also incorporate
an interface card. This card car-
ries integrated solenoid valves,
which do not require tubing con-
nections, to act as an interface
to the pneumatic system.

Feslo,s;A
007-21-OS serv!.;e coupOn



eunounq r'L.\...,S, cornputers
and workstatlons
There is a move afoot to make changes in the packaging, archltec-
ture, and support of mid-to-high-Ievel programmable controllers to
achieve a higher-level industrial control appliance.----------------The lower end of the program-
mable controller (PLC) market
has become increasingly domi-
nated by compact, low-cost
units that embody the concept
of an industrial control ap-
pliance - a single device ded;-
cated to performing all the lad-
der logic control functions re-
quired for a specific application.

Medium to large PLCs, on
the other hand, are typically
cornblneo with Industrial com-
puters, industrial workl;lations,
and local~area networks
(LANs), as well as third-party
and custcm softWare packages.
Each is opbmised to perform a
particular function. But When
these devices must share capa-
bilities - like database access
or control' and commutlications
- the result is often a less-than-
ideal solution from the stand-
point or both cost and per-
formance.

An extreme, though no! un- .
realistic, example is an appllca-
tion requiring a PLC performing
ladder logic, linked to an ASCIII
Basic mcdule, linked to an. In-
du:;lrial computer performing
non ladder logic control and
o~ functions (MIS, clata fog-
ging, Eltc), linked to an industrial
workstation cr other man-
machine Interface deviGS - all
connected to a local area
network (LAN). In this case, the
user must link as many as four
different hardware products -
each With its own channel of
support In ac.iQtion to all of this,
the user most deal with the mul-
tiple sources of software and
software support that may be
required.

Bundling PLC. computer,
and workstation
There is a move afoot 10 make
ehan~$ in the pacl<aging, ar-
chitecture. and support of mid-
to-high-Ievel PLCs. The driving
force behind It is the desire for a
higher-level industrial control
appliMGS ... a single, integrated
unit able '0 perform most, if not
all, of the functions that mld-to-
high-level control applications
demand.

The new units combine the
traditional capabinties of a pro-
grammable controller, an VO in-
terface, an industrial computer,
and (when appropriate) an in-
dustrial workstation for man-
machine interface. They fully in-
tegra!e the control, communica-
tions, information proce$sing,
and operator interface functions
into a single control platform.
Examples include GE Fanuc
Automation's Cimplicity/CIMstar
OX, Allen-Sradley's Pyramid In-
tegrator, Vivid Technology's

L04000 Integrated Logic Con-
troller, and Nematron's Ultra
CIM. These can directly com-
municate with traditional PLC
remote 1/0 andlor emulate a
PLC, and can support displays
and networks - typically DEC-
NET.

The units are designed ror
applications requiring b<lih a
PLC and an industrial corn-
puter, and provide maxinl!Jm ef-
ficiency when a display or oper-
ator interlace device (Ie an in-
GLlslrial Workstation) is also re-
quired.

Making the marriage work
Y(t~ seannercands, anindusm-
al c;;omputer can communicate
directly with PLC remote 1/0
without Ihe need for a PLC .
CPU. Allen-Bradley, Modicon.
Texas Instruments, and Gener-
al Electric (via GEnius VOl cur-
rently offor Ihese cards com-
mercially; other suppliers may
provide them as well. As an
altematil/9, remote 110 proces-
sors, such as Transition Tech-
nology'S TransPort 110,
Digitronics Sixne~ 0( Action In-
strument's 1/0 PAK, and Opto
22's Opto01uX, can be linked in
multiple combinations directly to
the computer's serial port 10

SUPERVISORY
SYSTEMS

MEl ELCONI ONSPEC
60Z-13-01 service coupon

provide eoprocsssirl9 functions
and I/O signal isola non.
. When they are used with ap-
propriate software packages,
such as the Flo-Pro Flowchart
Programming System (Univer-
sal Automation). as-Ladders
(Wizdcm Systems), or Relay
Ladder Logic (Burr-Brown), in-
dustrial computers can emulate
the functions or a PLC while
providing ~nerally higher per-
fermance.

As indicated before, simply

emUlating or replicating the PLC
CPU's functions is not enough.
The key is to be able to "nk the
PLC I/O data~se directfy and
efficiently with program running
on the industrial computer per-
forming ncn-traditlonal PLC
tasks - as well as lack;leror flow
logic. 81' sharing a common bus
and memory, this can now be

industrial workstation
links to most PlCs
and becomes 1ully

operational in less
than an hour

effectively anu economically
achieved. 8y locating all com-
putatlcnal elements together
both economy and pertorrnance
can be improved.

AdVBfll<lgesof this acproach
include:
a reduced number of devices
required;
a a universal, integrated pro-
gramming panel;
o built-i., dperatO( interfa~:
o industrial-grade mass storage
devicas directly accessible;

a open architecture supporting
third party hardware and soft-
ware;
a compliance with de facto
hardware and software stan-
dards;
.0 replacement' of (l1any hard-
wired components such as but-
tons, lights, gauges, and loop
controllers;
a compatibility with installed
I/O;
o greater choice of application-

, specific hardware and software.
This architecture fills a need,

and will probably become rrore
popular with time. It integrates
several items that work much
better together and apart, Md
has the prospect of driving
dcwn the costs for users.
Noma/ron Is represented in
South Africa by Genwest.

60 7-13-02 service coupon

Built into the unit "Ie communi-
cations drlvars for PLCs
manufactured by Allen-Bradley,
General Electric, Modicon,
Square 0, Texas Instruments,
and Westinghouse.

Nematron provides the
Series 100 Workstation with
menu-driven configUration sott-
W<1re,which runs on an IBM PC
or compatible, and eliminates
the need for user programming.
The spftware's fill-in-the-blank
prompts enable a user to select
the PLC model and memory
size: setup comrnunlcatlons
ports: edit descrip~ons of regis-
ters. timers, counters, contacts,
and coils; save, retrieve, list,
and erase files on the PC's disc
drive; transmit information to
printers. connected to the PC;
•and download all entered data
to the Workstation's memory.

, ••• ,O'- .... w. ,..... _~,-..'. , ..... 1.· .... _ .....

the Series 100 workstation's
Iour-line, zo-character-per-line
display and 2O-position keypad
make it easy for plant-Hoor op-
erators to view and change PLC
setpoinls. The unit can also be

set up for alarm an~u~icationj
recipe entry, report ponting, and
other operator functions.

r'owering the Series 100
workstation Is an 8032-based
microprocessor running at
11 MHz. The unit provides a k-
bytes 'of built-in non-volatile
memory for storing up to 100
screen files. Memory can be ex-
panded to 24 k-bytes for storing
up to 300 screens. The
expanded-memory model also
features a realtime clock.
. Users can connect the

Series 100 workstation to PLCs
via its RS232 serial port. A self-
powered RS422 converter is
available as part 01 the worksta-
tlon's connecting' cable. Also
featured are RS232 and parallel
(Centronics-compatible) printer
ports.

The Serie::. 100 worksta-
tion's display area measures
75 mrn wide by 25 mm inch
high. Its sealed-membrane keys
provide audlble and Visible
feedback, Also on the front
panel are LED indicators for

'nun/Fault', 'Alarm',
'Communications Active', and
'Keyboarct.

O".st in aluminium, the
Serlt)s 100 workstation is
sealed to meel NEMA 4/12
standards fO( dust-tight, water-
tight operation il' harsh environ~
ments, It can mouot in a NEMA

4112 enclosure With a cut-out
and four screws, The unit
measures 260 mm wide,
150 mm high, and 50 mm thick.
It weighS 1,6 kg.

Nernatron pioneered the de-
velopment of rugged, low-cost
industrial operator interface ter-
minals, which it calls Industrial
Workstations. Nematron's pro-
ducts range from relatively
simple display 'terminals to \:::'M
PC/AT-compatible models with
high-resolution colour graphics
capabllitles. Over 20 000 units
are installed on plant floors
worldwide, Oustorners include
some of the la, gest automotive,
petroleum, che..,ical. steel, tex-
tile, and food-processing com-
panies, among others.

607-13-03 servic« coupon



I-'L\,.;..uasec SYSl€HII CUtS Office ligntlng
energy costs by 700/0
A new lighting system, installed
in ele<:trical engineering offices,
and controlled by a Sprecher +
Sc/tuh Sestep 390 program-
mable logic controller, is provid-
ing an energy saving of 70 to
80% over conventional office
lighting. The 'movement-
dependent illumination system'
won the coveted energy-
conservation Prix 'Eta',
awarded to the originators,
Herzog + Krull.

The fleW system has met
with astonishing success in ap-
plications where large. interiors
must be illuminated to meet
widely varying usagn patterns.
Typically this demand is experi-
enced in sales rooms, exhibition
halls, museums, w~:rehouses,
underground gal'agell, passage
areas in hotels and generally in
most public or industrial build-
ings. .

The'high energy savings are
achie<.red by the optimisation of
light sources combined with a
SUbstantial reduction in illumina-
tion lime.

Light sourCes are optimised
by the combination of base
lighting ar.d aceentuajlen fight-
ing. Base lighting is ftuores(;E)nt,
with a high illumination yield,
and infinitely regulated by high-
frequency ballasts. The com-
plementary acc:entllation light-
ing consists of loW-voltage
hal~f1 spot lamps. In E!xhibl-
ti¢n and sales areas in particu-
rat, this ereates a plea!;Mt, indi-
vidually variable atmosphere.
Spreciler + Schuh engineers in-
stalled a ribbon cabling system,
in !he ceiling, as a ragular grid,
so that lights ecoid be (lrranged,
and r~rranged, in ~ny desired
pattern.

The funoamental. innovation
Yo the system is its Qe~ndence
on movelTlI:mt. Infrared sensors
searr all areas and slIPply ill-
f'ornl.afion on. visitor frequency.
On tbe detection, by the
sensors. of movement, the PL.C
fUmS on the operating system
atId the illumination is raised to
a Pf~p(ogrammed leVel. If no
further movement is detected
within a defined time, the Iight-
iIrIg itl.that sector is turned off. In
~ to energy saving, this
system can be used as a
$~ surveillance system.

The Sprechet + Schuh
~ 390 processes lnforma-
~ !(OOI the infrared movement

~~
solution of sophisticated indus-
trial automatic control tasks.
Depending on the performance
requkemenls, different. controJ..
Iei' sizes are available, from the
modular compact SesteP 290 to
the high-performance Ses\ep
690 which can control comple~
processes,

Sprechet -I- ScI!()hJ
(Of 1) 493 5022
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PLCs aUto~ate aluminium producer

The Sestep $90 lighting controller

sensors and controls the light-
ing of numerous, differentlY
structured sectors, accounting
for the difference between large
areas and passage zones, the
incidence of oaylight. pause or
night opelatlon, and if It is being
ustKI in a seCtltity c.pplication.

The c;ompletely upward and
downward-compatible SeSlep
family of PlCs plays an in-
creasingly important role in the

Nowhere ill Nor1.h America is
more aluminium prodvoed than
althe Intal¢!:) Aluminium
ration. Intalco's sprawling . ..
ity churns out 293.000 to·
aluminium annually.

Focal point of the 23-Year-
old plant is a series of six long,
narrow buildings resembling
oversized chickon coops. These
IlUildings eontaln the pollinas
consisting of 720 electrolyUc
cells each producing mere t!isll
a 1011 of molten. aluminium avery
<icy of the year.

A Yisit¢r to the· plant in 1seo
Who mlurned to<iay would not
noticE) immedl(ltely the OVer-
whelming changes in the plant's
operations. aut througOQut the
~Ian~ oldEtl;equipment is opera-
ting under the control of more.
than 70 programmable'
COfllroller-based systems.

Ironically, Itlough,. the facil-
ity's fitst programmable C(lnlrol-
lerwas introduced into the plant
as part of a major piece of
eqUipment purchased from an
outside supplier.

An order Was placed for a-'
casting machine. The manufac-
turer produced the machine
with a programmable controller,
rather than the usual relay
b<>ard.Proving itself On that first
piece of machinery, the pro-
grammable controller has quick-
ly found its way into Virtually all
of the planrs key operations.

Those operations begin with
cte<lting carbon electrodes used
to transmi¢ the intense electric
cUrrenl (140 000 A) tnto the
pots. With one of each POt's 1a
eleclrodE!s requiring changing
dally. lntalco's electrode
manuf(lcturing precess is not
nearly as large and complicated
as the smelUng process itself.'. ... . "" ~

water pollutiOn control systems
are mated to programmable
controllers. .

The GO-person staff splits
the time spent working with pro-
grammable ccntrollers between
installation of new systems and
replacement of the plant's exist-
ing controllers with Square D
units. The existing controllers
wer(l made redundant by sup-
plier, and thl3ir new model
would not run the old programs.

The Square D controller was
chosen fot two reasons, the
commitment to compatibility
througholll the product line and
the service support.

The staff have all attended
2-day training courses and do
all the PLC .progralllming in-
house •.

While the company inlends
to continue expanding the
planrs programmable controller
systems, their approach em-
phasis~s reli~bility: For !3xam-

../
Aluminium 1$ .malled In 720 electrOlytic celts housed In six
building. that form. the heart of Intalco'$ facility. Each pot
rsqulres a eenetant electric current of 140 000 A to Ilqul~ the
metsl

'n the poUlnes, each ot thE!
48 Cf(1nes ~'1alsefllice the pols
has its own contnller. Those
cranes are u~ .;l Ie .~. alumina
(pulverised ~ r.l chemically ex-
tracted from bauxite) to the
pots, break the C(ust that forms
en top of the melted metal,
change electrodes anp other
general service functions. In the
casting house, where the liquid
aluminium is formed lnto vari-
ous shapes and sizes of ingots,
many casling pits and saws are
controller operated. And finally,
the plant's extensive air and

pie, in the carbOn electrode pro,
duction area, the 23-year-old
hard·wired panels are replaced
with 12 programmable control.
Ier systems. Although fUnctions
handled by the panels could be

. managed by fewer pr09ram-
mabie controllers, lntalcc dis.
perses tasks aGtoss more con-
trollers to provide greater over.
all dependability. '

This task-specific philosophy
ensures a 24 h a day, 365 days
a year safegu(lrd.

The Automation Foundation
(011) 493-625()/112

807-19·03 Service coupon



Pyramid Integrator improves control
of continuous steel casting process

highways and interface with the
two Pyramid Integrators which
serve primanly as comprehen-
sive gateways to the Ethernet
LANs. In this Way" total commu-
nlcatlon across the antlre
'coneast' process network is
provided, the tines being
mannged by a VAX 3300 pro-
cessor.

The major industry growth sectors adopting automated manufacture
as a solution to ensure future survival are forecast to be automo-
tive, electronics and machinery. However, the first UK company to
utilise Alien-Bradley'S Pyramid Integrator is not in one of these
areas, 1:)\;11 at Sheerness Steel, which perhaps indicates how
process-industry management has a better understanding 0" the
benefits of automatlon. In the process lndustrtes, companies cannot
survive withOl/l automation as their managers have understood for
many years. I .

S,leernes~ Steel is a
750 OOQ Va PI'6ducer of quality
:"rofiled steel, in bar, rod and
bills! form, Using reCYcled scrap
from car crushlng plants as its
feedstock. ,

The Sheerness Steel plant
on the Isle of Sheppey was
designed and equipfJ9d to pro-
duce high yield, quality aS$ured
but loW cost steel to meet !he
demands of loday's interna-
tional marnetli.

Commissioned in the early
1970s, the plant has been at
the forefront of the application
of the computerised manufac-
ture of steel.

The recent installation of .a
dual A-B Pyramid Integrator (PI)

7 system there has enabled the
company to achieve better con-

"irol of its continuous casting
i'proces$. integrating dMa be-
; !.Ween the planl floor. PlCs and
supervisory level computers.

,. Utilisation of the PI ('Oncept
rto integrate all process and
~ma'lage01ant tunctions is part of
r an overall strategy 10 eliminater plant floor manual data entry
i>' and make the whole system
• O1ultivendo( compatible, ir-
7Tespecti'le of hardWare type
(IBM, PDP or VAX,. An elEX:-
Ironic data interface for
customer order entry is also
planned.

The scrap steel is melted
and refined in two electric arc
furnaces, raled at eo MVA and
46 MVA respoc:tively, and a 9$ t
ladle furnace. Two 4·~trilnd
casters are used for the con-

Information processor
Data is lransmitted between the
fouocu"}';md main adminiSlration
block (from t~e Allen-Bradley
MicroVax inf~nllation processor
wilhin th~ Pyramid Integrator to
tl"~ VAX 3300) using fibre
.:)ptics, connecting at each end
to Ethernet cable.

The unique nexib,::!y of the
Pyramid Integrator, which lypi-
cally contains \he Mic;roVax in-
formation pro\;esso" a PLC-
,5/250 programmable controYel
an,1 a configur~ble vision kij5u\
module (although only the
MictoVa.'Cinformation processor
is used at Sheerne$-5. to im-
prove throughput and response
times) in a single chassis,
makes it ideal for the 'concast'
process application.

The MicroVax information
processor module provides soft-
ware utilities fo~ close coupling

the secondary furnace to between hardware and soft-
achieve the reqUired .steel qual- Wafe, from the plant 1:00;,'16
ity and compositi<JO before control information processing.
being passed, to I,M casting It is a, m,' ~ltitas,k, ing" mUlt,i.
moulds. ,}I programmlllg computer p'o-

All the PLCi\ sit _0,," data c7ssor capable of _performing ,
both compfex calculii)uons 1lI1t.1 stock IS further proceslied' by
supervisory functions., > hot mlling to form the reinforc-

Programmable eentrotler ing bu.''l, eoiled rod, merchant
data is translated by !he in- fQunds, angles. flats and other
fOfl1lation processor module to sections produced by the plant.
lhe higher level, VMS format "I,Q the bar mill. co\lvol and
'led by the DEC MicroVnx management of billet fe·heating
.mputer and back again to more than 1000DC, delivery

through a shared memory inter- of blllats to the mill and the
face. Feature~ include a M· speed of continuous rulling is
bytes of RAM, one DECMV fa¢jli!lited by ~le use 01 PLC·
Ethernet port and a Iou r- 2120 and pr~;6 processors. In-
channel RS232 port. , s.ttuctibnsi ':ore Input by the

At Sheerness Steel. the PlC furnace operator ;;It the DEQ
itO table is inputted to the In- .Va';'. level and transferred by
tegrator ev~ry half .second with "seril'J( ligk to, an ,A!len"Bradley
a res( ,lOSe within less than PLO. Extensive refurbishment
100 \1'\$.11reqlJired the speed ot of the rod mill currenijy taking
the data throughput could be in- place ,will enable similar use ot
creased even further. PLCs\\to achieve \ha required

level 01 rod manufacture. con-
trol and management.

For more information on the
Pyramid Integrator ¢ncepl eon-
tact the local agent, Flexible
Automatlcn Systems, at lele-
phone (011) 887 0620/1/2 via
the service coupon.

607.19·02 service coupon

A PI,.C·2130' Is used In the ladle furnace WMte liqUid steel
undergoes ~ndary treatment prior IQ ~slll,g

flnucus casting process, each
line having a Pyramid Integrator
Interfacing with the five AliI.n-
Bradley PI.C·5 processors used
to govern casting on that line.
One PLC Is allocated !O each
strand, controlling all operations
specific 10 the casting process,
such as mould oscifiation,.
strand spa,ad, cooling,
straightening and llame cutting.
ThE! fifth proce$sor on each line
is employed for genera! pur-
pcsas common to ail lour
strands, such as lemperature
control.. • t. '

J\ddl!ionally. a PLC.2{30 IS
used in the laelle tuma(:E)where
liquid steel undergoG$
se¢ondary trealment prior to
casting. Molten slsel from the
primary melt i~further treated in

i '0

Management Information
Project-managed by Scomagg.
one of the independent
engineering companies oarti(;i-
paUng In. the Allen'Bradley
Pyramid Solutions Programme.
installation of the system W;lS
completed within two weeks
and without the less of any pro-
ductiQn. .

A widf1 range of information
is nOw available to Sheerness
Steel as a result of integrating
the overall system. giving man-
agement much tighter control of
the business. For Instance,
caster performance. rna.srial
tr:"fr"inn ~.,,,r-h irlj:'\ntjfi,i~!ion



Charcoal briquet maker improves productivity
with PLC..based interactlve automation Il1formationirom$quareD

The experts at the Kingsford Products Company recently Joined inIhe design of
automation improvements to tM;r charcoal manufacturing facility. Kingsford
wanted to Improve quality and Increase the productivity of its Kingsford Charcoal
briquet plant In Burnside. KY I USA.

Kingsford utilised tho oxpflrtlse
of lts own QmployoQs, call1nQ
upon eurnlll~'s equipment ep-
erators and engineers to build a
foundation lor new automation
systQms and equlpmMt.

Theirwork came to a cdrnax
IWllastyear, when during a 1()"
week shutdown more Ihon $5
million In Improvements wero
installed In the facility. rneluded
In the Improvoments was a con-
trol syslom baseO on the SYI
MAX programmable controller
family and ScreenWitlro2 colour
grnphics $Oftwar3. These im-
provements gave cperatcrs
greater coNrol ovar Iho briquol
manufaclurlilQ process while In-
creasing productivity.

A batter Idl,la
Tho origin of modern eharceal,
like meoem automation, traClllS
its mots back II) Honry Ford. In
the yoars prior I,') 1920, FQrd
operated a sawmill In tha wood·
lands around Iron Mountain. MI.
to makn wooc;!on parts for U10
Modol T automobile. Ford saw
the growing plies of wood
scraps, and felt thero had to be
a way to use mom,

In 1921, atter folining a
method for turning wood chips
Into charcoal briquets, Ford
oponod his firlll charcoal
manulacturlng plant. e.G.

I<ingsford, who ownod ol1e of
Ford's earliest automobile
dealorshlps and was dlstMtly
related to Ford by marriage,
was laler named Manager of
lhe briquot oporatlon.

A 513ri!)sof .!\CXjuisitions and
equipment transfers evolvl)d
inta tho prm:anH;l'ay Kingsford
Products Company. Today, the
I<lngsford Pro\1ucls Company ls
recognlsad as the loading char-
coal briquot manufacturer in tho
USA. A Fortuna magazine sur-
voy recently IdentifiE}d
Kingsford's brkluets as 01'10of
the '100 products Ihat America
makos best',

That I\lnd 1)1 tradllion fo\'
quality Iran$lalOS 10 oon~unloj'
demand, and in Kingsford's
case Ihe need to incraa$o the
produolivily of Ihe Burnsido
piai'll. With tho plant operating
24 h per day, IhQ purchMe of
additional equipment WI,\S a
logical starting-point.

Paul Cundiff, a plant
eoginuer. notes: "We recog-
nlsod Ihat to achillve our goals,
We had 10 lntogt!ll() Ihe various
sll:ige$ of our produoll(.":'1 pre-
cess. Tho wholf'; pinnl, poople
and equipment, noeded to eper-
ale as a unit."

9ofora anything was '.)0 Ihe
drawing-boord, Kingsford opor ..
atcrs worn asked; "What do you
Mod to know (rom your equip-

merit 10 do your Job best?·· The
ansWers (;omprlSe1 a process
control wish list - (oel'; ralo$,
spoac! rates, lomporaluras .and
pressures, Irends, lavels, the
status 'Of materlal handling
equipment and tho IllaluG of in-
lardepenc;!onl equipment up and
QoWnlhe Iino.

InteractiVe production
Assisted by equlpmec't pur-
chased from a Squnre.O dis-
tributor, Kingsford took what op-
srators designed and, 1650
rungs 01 ladder logic and 331)0
1I0~ later, gavn it 10 thorn In a
highly interactive BY/MAX con-
trol ;'\I'stem.

Thll:ie SY/MAX mcdlll 700
programmable controllers, a
SY/Nat looal area network,
Sr:re!mWar02 software, throe
SYNi~w wcrkstatlons, and
savarlii IBM PC/AT·compf.ltible
computers, provide operalors
and anglnoars With a hElnd In
Ihe manufacturing process they
did not have before, Tho SYI
MAX systems, along with new
wood drying, briquet drying,
conveyor and paokaging oQulp.
mal'll, Cl:implotes the SEltollools
Kingsford needs to improve pro-

ductivir/.
Trucked Into th~ plant from

area lumber mills, Wood by-
products continue to be tho
main raW material In Kingsford's
charcoal briquats. The
manufacturing procosl; begins
with the 10~dinD '\J;:-~~ood by-
products on a conv~t'or that
leads into the retort area. In the
retort Mea thn wood by-
producls are dried through
heating In a new mtary dryer,
then lurned IntI'.' ci/'lar, or ear-
bonirJed, In !he controlled en-
viroMleot 01 a retort.

The startup Md fihuldown
soqllenoes 01 Ihe rOlary dryer
and (atort loed system are es-
pecially important. The control
system is set to respond 10 315
different alarm points.

In the btiqueting area, In-
gredients that Include char and
a stare!, hindor are'blendc1d and
prossed into Ihe familiar briquet.
The SY/MAX system regulales
Ihe mixing of the hinder for Iha
charcoal blending process,

once IhEl briquets are
formed, lhoy are moved by con-
veyors into a dryer. The pridQ of
Ihl:' aurnsldo plant is a nev;,
more eHicient brlquet' dryer.
Hera briqUets are dried at a
controlled tate 10 ensure they
pl'rlorm to consumer I;alisfao-
lion.

Explains Larry Decker, Bri-
queting Managing: "We must

have control 10 ensure !hat all
our briquels aT') preclsely and
unllormly q(iQd, and so !hat our
customers are oompletely
,aliGfied with their per-
lorm!lf1eo."

A SYNIew worhstation dls-
plays screens that detail events
leading up to, through and past
the briqu~t dryer. Equipment
diagram s on the screens
chMga colour to tell operators
tMlr $1£11..:; ....grean lor operal·
fnll' and yellow II not able to Op-
erata as intended,

iho control of tomPllfatura
In the ZOMs duough thermo-
couple (rfIWI$ III 01 critical lrnpor-
tance, Whon the tempore,lure in
a dryer. zone reaches a danger
point.. the zone tUI Ill; red on tho
SYtview monitor, alerting 01-'0(-
ators to take action. The motor
currents of fan!'; are displayed
~md the opornlion ot c1nmpers
that bring haitll 10 and Irom tho
briquet dryer are £11&1'.,controlled
and.displayed,

lhe dry briquets are llans·
ported by material handling
equipment to slOrage silos be-
fore packaging. FoedlUs and
donveyors link the silOS 10 small
hoppers above the packaging
scales. Pa~kaging conttol room
operators use a SYtVi13wwork-
staflon to rnonllor- and control
the packaging sy~tem, selecting
silos, tho route for ihe conveyor
system and foad rates into Iha

packaging scales and other
eqUipment. Packl}ged briquets
move clown the' line to balers
and Ih"n onto automatic pal·
lellsers where thay are placed
on pallets,

Tons of Q<1h1eVC:lMent$
Regarding Iha Installation and
startup of Ihe new equipment,
'Paul Cundiff says operator In-
volVement playod a critical role,
"We started up ~IIareas in loss
111'00 than most other companies
WQuiduse in startinll'.uP Q singlE)
area. Most of lhe conttol logic
INBS ts;vted and l3Pprova(;f by lhe
operl'!lors bafs)"l completing Ihe
setting and lio-In of Iha mo-
chanical oquipmanl."

Three monlhs after Ihe new
equipment and control systems
wore in plaeo, l<lngslord's oper-
ators and I1nginollrs pointed
proudly to a major achievement.
During the first month after
startup, they had produceq "I-
most dO;Jbl(l the tin,t monlh's
scheduled production.

1<lngslord'$ operalors con-
tinuo 10 1001\lor ways 10 USe all
Iheir capablllllos and thoce 01
their equipment L~rrY DEl.c~er
notes: "Th" automation of our
production represents II shllt In
cultures. W$ wond(lred how Olir
operators would laKE) to auto-
mation. That is no 10hgar a
qutls!lon. Now they are pushing
us for even more."
$qu.ate-D products are
({larklHod and supported in
South Africa by The AU(o((lDtion
Foundation CO.

607-23-03 seNlco coupon



The first step in understanding
motion control ..
Control systems are enjoying a trernenoous growth and many of these applica-
tions are coming from engineers new to this field. The pU'I'po*,e of this document
is to describe in simple terms: a control system, the working thereof aM the vari-
ous components that can be used in such a system and when to use it.

A control system Is an arrange-
menl of physical components
conoacl$d or related in such a
manner as to command. direct,
or 1'9s;utateitself or another sys·
tem.

One o[ the mos~ simplest
tasks fot !he human I:; l:t.g to
perform, tq control m()iion. is a
difficult subject in the mach·
anicallelli&ctronlCtlIGngfn~ring
field, A child 01 six months can
already rrlOVe hiS hand to an
object he wa~ts to takE! hold of.
In this b~\sic example of a
closed .Ioop cOntrol system
there are thtee baslc el$menls
fdentil.ed: t\~e. brain. the arm
and· Ihe cye\~. The brain mils!
give a signal :to tht1 arm 10 move
(;los~w to Ih~ objact. and the
eyes must tall the brain when
the hand hat; reached"lhEi ob~
joel.

The cl)mparison between
toe 'aoove;;:1entioned systelP
and a clos®. IoQP CQIltrol sys-
tem is qulte evident and mu.st
~. seen as follows;
brain ...servo amplifier
eYeS'" feedback davice$
arms ... actuators.

The brain uws !he pqsition
01 the object as thIl input signal
to the syst.em and the position
of the hand. Which Is detected
by the eyes. as the sWen

amplifier which wm compare it
with Ihe input t.ignal. and If
thera is a differeoc;:$ the servo
amplifier will produce an error
signal and will IMn eonlToi !he
power to 1M. motor in order to
leduce the md. ·slgnalto zero.

ted. This pulse train is then
used to switch the voltage O\!e( Position feedbacK arNicas
the armature.

In a control syti!.Elm !he dif·
ference between the Input or
comman" signal. and the feed-
back !;ignai is c;aJled the error
signal.

A c;l)nlrol system <;an be
made up out (:)f three basic el$-
menlS as mentioned in Ihe
paragraphs above ·(soo I=igurt.
2).

a Bn.J$hIe!;$ ,sam> ampli(ior •
A brushless servo amptiflEir
MElds additional circuitry 10
elactronlc;Ally commutate
amplifier pO\V£1( 10 Ihe motor
wiodinQs fo( rotaUoo .to eeeur, A

$t:Irvo amplUlerll <, : brushess servo amplifier pro.
The $(lf\/O amplifi(lr can ·bEIs~n .\fides. ElIt1Qtronic. cQmm'I~Atlon.
as the brain of the control llYS· \'feO<lb~ and commandislQnal
tam and is iha driving force tor ,comparison, anel thf1 PQwer
Ihe actuatClrs.It compares tho . needed 10; brlJshies$ system

I ~. command signal wilt! the 1~ control.
I ~\, back signal and c\gpending onI \ •• , th~ outcome, controi 1M power Due 10 the. ~\Ching' nature

I J. i..' "'''', delivered I.'(t the motor. Servo of the PWM ampflfler EMllovels
f ....~."...... amplifiars can ~ divided into. are high whloh is a c;ll$-

. ~ thr® catagorieG nSI'Ilely linear, advantage. But then there are
• Hat.cl ~Ieo:t pulse width modura~or and ,~!1lanY !1dvantages In a PWM

. PQ4lkln po&Itl® brushlet.s swvo amplifiers. 'amplifier Which C$I'I be summed
• Figuff,\ 1. Motloll coo\tol ., : J ~ • , '., up.as good r..ower Qjssipatkln.
prinCiple,; .' $m~!et sJ:Z1!i' snd high effkiQncy.
feedbaCk sigMI. The (lbjf.lC~ve [) I.1near $6tW amplifi6r$ .'
of the control sY$ktm is to moYe. This type of ampliliar varies the Feedback devlce$
the hand to the object 'and voltage applled across the \ As explained In.the hlJman
therefore reduce the C!slllnoo anllature and dumps tho .110- mod$l. feedback deviC)es are
~t..veen thQ hand and the Qb.. necessary f.lQWerInlQ a power u$4d to dose lhe loop In ¢¢otto!
}e<;t.I.tI zero. This means tnalth9 dump which makes it infifflCH:lOt. systems by tne~$ufing the
brain will. con~nue tQ send a ;;Ig- spaed or wsitiofl 0{ 1M (ll,lfPOt.
nal to f'!I()ve to the hand. unlil a pulse width fT1<}.>f;J/ator servo This ll~ dQne by I'l1I3Ansof $lg-
there is no differEmcs10position a.mplifief (P'rV.W nals that ®n be related 10 tM
~tween the han;! and the ob- A <»nstanl freqUency l(atiatl£1 s~edl$ or )X)sltiqn&. This signal
ject. duty eycle pulse IrtJn Is ge.n.~r£!;.. Is then fod bacl< to Ihe ~Q

flgur. 2. The eompOnehta of II $GrVCl$yiillem

a Potentiometers
Thl:. is the most basic position
feedback device and gives an
analog Voltage proportional 10
the position of the shaft. Typl<;al
ac:curaciesand lino..ritles of a
potentiometer are not high but .it
is a simple clevies to Use. It is
an absolute feedb<1ok devIce
which meMs that .It ~1imJh$tell
wakE!·UP problems.

a Optic:.alertCA:loors
By making USe (If a Irli'- .;;~.
wh®1 with lit. ,t on it. I. '.,., I . "~,
wh~1 with sp1itc,arid· l~ ')

and light cell a lJul~, .~ i

high voltaoes llI' -I :JW ~'0IJef;6;
can be gener~~ v't.llll turning
th'" wh~1. ay lIif\owinr·thtll I'lurt).
~r of lines oo'\.t.f)wll~·~I·.lOclby
counting the vo(tclgo pealt it is
possible \C) d9l£1rmloe !he ang~
throt,tgn which the wheel has
lUrned. 13y counting !itS number
of pulses In a dise.ate tlmp •
velocity signal can D~ebt£ ".1,

o Conlact t!lnco<:lus
This ancoder consists 01 a elisc
with a pattei'll of CQIlduc:;tivea.1d
non-conductive arel'ls. These

areas are eoorgised and as the
disc rotattls. a numbar of
brushes a\la arranged in .£1
meanin~ful';'lllanner a digital
w';)rd tan W pr'Oduoedwhich Is"
a direct lndication of the posj..
~on of the shaft.
\.!) Sync/mJs and. (osoIY,U$
aoth these types of position
feedba~ devi~s IlSS !he same
principal of operation, which
can ba$ically ~ described as a
revolving tra.nsform(lr. This
means that It consists of a wind-
Ing, capable of revolving In a
flxad stator. When an AO
tafon)l'lte voltage Is applied to
the rotor winding. the voltages
on the stator winQings will be
proportional 10 the lTigonomelric
relationship between the angle
of !he fixed Windings, and the
field sel up by lhe rotor windi!'tl:..
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F.lgor. 3. Inturnal structure of " synchto control trsnsmltli3t'
and its efecttlcal ~!P!'ee~ntat'on ., .

As . tf1(') Input shaft rotates, the
field .rotates and Ihe output
voltages vary proportionally.
The output can than easily be
converted into an absolufe tap..
resenll1tioo of !he shaft PQsltion,
The basic difference between a
SY:lchro and ~ resolver Is that In
<II resolver tile windings be-
mean the rotor and 1l1~statot
are displaced me¢hanl¢ally at
goo and 1200 In a synchro.

o incfuctosyns .
An inductosyn is an electrical
geared resolver and COllsistrl of

two discs with prjnt~ Jrcuits
on it The plinted c:irctlk is ar-
ranged in such tl manoar that
lila same Interaction all in $.
l'E!$olvet Is produe® between
rotor and stator .. Bacau$o (If the
Mpalilion of the p.Iltlem the sine

r

andsslne waves will repaat
lhernsalVl3s the amount 91poles
ther-ott are on Iha induotosyn,
resulting in a much mere ac-
eLlrate position sfinsor.

Before a designer can de-
ciQf) which feedback devi¢:El to
use •. he must first find out
whether 'he needs absolute
feedback Md wh.at accuraciEls
nEt n6E)ck;. Table j gives an in-
dication 01 tha r.yph;al ae-
eutac~s, •

Rate faedback dQ' ,tee$
The tachometer gel'l!1rafor· gen-
erates a vQltage which is linea(
to lIle velocily of !he rotor. It can
be piVidetd into three typos, dle
AO tachometer, the brushG<:iDC
tachometer. l)nd the brushle$$
DC tachometer.

Velocity feedback can also
~ supplied bit differen~ati~ a
position feedback signal. In
o«f~r to decide Wh~ to \lae
Which type Of !ache it is necas"
$SlY to i0oi< at. the acetJtaeies
as Ie> what extent lhe velocities
¢aIll:le controlled.
AC la¢iIomal<1(; 1%
Blushed DC ta¢hqme~t: 0,1%
BNshless pp ~¢hQmel$r; t%
rnCtementaJ~nc:ticlar: 1-1(Wo.

Typical appliCll.11011$ are:
Q AC taChometer: Instrument
SIiIf\IO me¢haniStlit;,
a Brushed DO tachometer:
rQbot$ and machine t¢<lls,
a Brushle&& DC tachometer:
high 1>peee and ~Yere eIl'liron-
ments,
CI PQ$ilion feedback: tow eest,

,Actuators
TM PC motor uses direct cur-
rent and permanllilt magnets to
convert pleetric energy into
torqU$. This torque can be used
f~r I.lpeed or positions coilliol

,'and can be $eSn a$ the work·
horse of control systems.

00 motors can be civlded
Inllllhe following calegOf~S:

o TOrqUemotor:;
A tqr,que..motOl'nQlll1ally h.as a
larg"e diameter and narroW
Wlqth. with a large number of
poIl;ls. Oue to the lar~ number
of polElS this typE! of-configura-
tion pr.odvcss high torques in a
IImali spaCe, The I~ge numb~
of pole!! unfortunately causes
more comO'll.ltallc)l'1 arcinQ fit
hIgh speeds. ihElrefore a torque
moldt Is typically. 9sed for
posllloning systems and low
sfJIled appUcaliOns.

o SerYQ fI1Qtors
A servo 01010(1$ tha oppo$ife of·
a torque mOlor' and is lOnger
with a $mallElf ciam(jt$l'. By In-
('",easing the length of the motor
!he tOI'(l1Je avaUable Is al$O in-
creaSo;1d.sut because of tM
smaller diamat!»' oi the motor
the Inertia of the ' (ll(lt is kept
lew. This meaos Increaslild
motOl' re;sponse afl(! therElfore a
$eNC motor Is ·:ted in high
speed appficallOl'll' .

o EW$h}e$$ motors ,-,
A .pNshless motor consists .af
fOUf basic compon()nts, tho
armature-Or stator, the f.oeld or
rotot, Iha position feedback df
hall de~. and the e~tronjQ.
COMMutation ampllftef.

This type of motQr makei!l

r

FIgure 4, Operating principle. 01 the (Inductive) Inductosyn

Table 1.
Type of l1rmsduc:er Accuracy

Aotal)' inductosyns
Mullipole synchruslresolvers
High accuracy (10 s) sync#oslresolvers
Absolute optical ~coders
selec~ (2 arc min) syncnroslresQlvers
Standard synchrQslresolvers
Potentiometers·
IncrOOlentaloptical encoders
C<lnlactellCCl<klrs

1,5 arc sees
7 atc s&c:s

20arcsecs
23 arc sees
:3 atcmins
7 are mins
7ll1'c mins
11 arc mins
2~arcmins

, • Assuming 14-blt rasblutiun •
Nota: 11'1the abcive table, mechanically seared coarse fina
synchrQ/resotversystems have OQt bee~ InCluded.

FlgUte 5 • .TYPIc:a1 brufihed OC
tachometer ch8racl&th~tJo
USe 01 elecltonic commutation
Which is accomplished with a
switching amplifier which
energises the various mow
pQit)S depending on the position
of the rotor. The position of the
totor !s datec:;tad by the position
fee(!oock.devil».

AdVantages ate that the rna-
• chinas can operate 'over a
broad.spe6d range and in'sp&-
cia!. environments, thay have
10WEIf rolor inertia, therafore
higher 8cc;slerstion, and hil'ffl
bettef' COOling 01 !he IlI'maWre
with no mainwnanoo.
O~a~ad$
Whenever jj,'Js lloC$s$a!o/ to
I'I3du~ the motor spE!ed or in-
creasa the tbrque a reduetkm
ratio catI· ba· U$oo. Although the
mcxlero tendency Is t(.) go dir~t
drive bee;;auseof the zero bacll·
lash and higher ellici9ll¢ies, it is
not alw!\ys possible. " it Is
necessary.1O use Ii gearhead
the following typi¢a) specifica-
tions are available, The unit has
:taro baokla~hf W3ry high tor-
Gional stiffn(1s$, high efficiency,
campact design, high IIh'~ a·
stage reduction •. long life, and
high posltkm and repeti~ve aa-
«Jracy.
o SUptirl,q8 '.i

Sllprings are not as. s\lth • part
of toa actuator, but form.M in-
tegral part of collli'ol syr;tems
aod .are I.Is£ld In $yn(;h'l'oll.
resQlverG, Induclosyns, gyr06,
(Ola\iOg antennas and all types
Ilf totaling ci!'lW»1I raqlllrlng the
transmission "I;)J electrical
ellergy wh$re thO use of wlre$
of cables ill no! ptacticl:ll.

Conclusion
Elorore $e easigning 01 Ii CQn-
trot sys \ern can start. it is es-
$ential that the engil1li!er must
chOOSe the right components
(this fQ1r example means what
type c motor and not whlcil
motor) and therefore the follow-
Ing questions need to be
AnSWered fltst:
o position or rate servo?
OJorque l'flqoirements?
a spetJcll'E!quiremant$?awhatlype of moton
O.wh.at type of $SI'VO amplifier?
o What type of feedback
davice?o Is a reduction ratio neees-
sary?
a is backlash c;rllica!?a 1$size crilical? and
a Is It lil1$8r Of rollltional mo-
tioo?

Directions fr.!' the un-
eXperienced designer, 10 lind
ansWl!lr$ for the above-
mentiOned que$tions, Were
giV(lO in this paper. 11 also sx-
plain$ a ¢onlr,ol sY!llem, the
working thQl'eoi anq t.ie variou~
components uset;f!n such a
system. Thore arE! many ex-
cellent p<lpe(s avanablG, which
in detail d9$crlbe all the
alorementioned components
and can be made Il'f<lilabk;! (\fl

raqU&$t There will 1\;sO,In the
future, be lollow.up p"pers
whieh will I~hlen the subject of
control system future.
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